Build A Wave Generator

Audio – Pain Or Pleasure

Construct An Indoor/Outdoor FM Antenna
Introducing Pioneer LaserDisc.
The biggest innovation in television since television.
Imagine you could sit down in front of your TV set and see virtually any movie or concert you wanted to see when you wanted to see it.

Imagine you could actually see and hear concerts on your TV in stereo. The best stereo you've ever heard. Or cut to your favorite scene in a movie at will. Or study sports in slow motion, even one frame at a time. Imagine a machine that could teach your children at their own rate.

You now have just an idea of Pioneer LaserDisc. A remarkable innovation that puts both picture and sound on a record. And plays them both by means of a laser beam onto your TV and through your hi-fi. (The player hooks up to your TV with just one wire. And when it's not in use, your TV plays the way it normally plays.)

The laser picture quality is exceptional. As good as the best broadcast reception you've ever seen. And laser sound is better than the best conventional audio recordings you've ever heard. And since nothing touches the disc but a laser beam, the disc never wears out. The quality is forever.

For all it does, surprisingly, the suggested retail price of the player is only $749* (just $50 more with remote control). And you can own a disc of a great movie or concert forever for the cost of taking your family to the movies.

There are a few hundred different discs to choose from right now. And more and more are coming out every day. Someday, virtually anything that entertains anyone will be on the disc.

Nothing we say here will fully prepare you for the magic of Pioneer LaserDisc. You simply have to see it.

For a personal demonstration from the dealer nearest you call us at 800-621-5199 toll free.
(In Illinois 800-972-5855.)

LaserDisc®PIONEER®
SC-2 gives your cartridge more than The Finger!

The famous SC-1 stylus brush (standard of the record and hi-fi industries) now has a synergistic fluid called SC-2. SC-2 Fluid enhances and speeds cleaning and yet protects diamond adhesives, cartridge mounting polymers and fine-metal cantilevers against the corrosive effects of many other “cleaners.”

The Discwasher SC-2 System. Stylus care you can finger as clearly superior.
The continuing story of TDK sound achievement.

Parts Five and Six.

The guide roller and spindle pin are the turning point in a TDK cassette. It's there the tape takes on a sudden surge of tension. The winding angle changes sharply to 75°, causing great stress. The slightest imperfection, even a microscopic speck, will cause serious output fluctuations in sound.

TDK engineers began by analyzing existing molding techniques. They knew many manufacturers used a low-cost, inferior split-die process. This turned out rollers with seams, which disturb tape travel. Spindle pins were no better. Merely convenient mold extensions with pullout tapers which allowed rollers to slip up, wear out and wrench the tape off the track.

Part Five, the TDK guide roller, is flared and absolutely seamless. Made from a low-friction precision molded plastic, it's created in one piece through an expensive forced-injection mold technique. Its flared edges provide perfect tape guidance while its six spokes maintain rigidity and perfect circularity. The tape flows through the mechanism and past the head gap in true vertical alignment. There's virtually no tracking variation or loss of high frequencies. Sixty checkpoints during the manufacturing process guarantee it.

For Part Six, the TDK spindle pin, our engineers chose stainless steel. Machined to size and aligned to a perfect 90°, it's designed without a taper. Micro-polishing and a silicone coating cut down friction. The TDK spindle pin is far more resistant to heat and cold than plastic. It won't bend out of shape and wear down the spindle. Tape is assured safe passage with virtually no flutter or channel loss.

In a TDK cassette, the parts are much like the instruments of an orchestra. All equally important. Music is an outcome of the perfect interplay between them. In the end, that's what's so distinctive about TDK. Music is the sum of its parts.
Our secret to tracking these fantastic grooves makes every record you own sound better!

New AT155LC Vector-Aligned Stereo Cartridge

There are perhaps a dozen reasons why the new AT155LC does so well tracking even the most explosive new digital records. An advanced new Line Contact stylus, our exclusive Vector-Aligned™ magnetic system, and new high-efficiency coil and core designs to mention just a few.

But it's our sound, not the construction that is important. And our capability to track even the tough records which benefits you every time you listen. Because even slight mis-tracking can quickly destroy any record, shortening both disc and stylus life dramatically.

Of course it's easy to claim "good tracking"... everybody says it. Proving it is something else. Well, we guarantee that every new AT155LC will pass an objective test which easily exceeds the limits of most commercial pressings. Specifically, at 1.2 grams the AT155LC cleanly tracks the 80-micron band of a standard DIN 45 549 or AT6607 equivalent test record. And at 1.6 grams it even tracks the severe 90-micron band without visible distortion.

Of course tracking is not the only virtue of the new AT155LC. Response is uniform from 5 to 35,000 Hz, separation is great, and efficiency is uncommonly high*. All claims we back up with specific tests any lab can duplicate.

But the most important test is a visit to your Audio-Technica dealer. Ask to hear the new AT155LC with your favorite records and with the new digital blockbusters. We promise a remarkable sonic experience. And audible proof that the new AT155LC can unlock the full potential of every other hi-fi component you own.

Audio-technica
AUDIO-TECHNICA U.S., INC.,
1221 Commerce Dr., Stow, OH 44224
Dept. 11A
The ONLY component ever to receive International Audio Review’s coveted “Class 1” Rating

"The ORACLE turntable earns a Class 1 rating because it is a totally and thoroughly engineered product. It represents, in our professional judgment, the best product that can be reasonably achieved, as measured against the objective, permanent yardstick of what is possible in turntable design. . . ."

IF YOU INSIST ON THE BEST, LISTEN TO AN ORACLE
Edward Tatnall Canby

As the trends go, so go we, right down to the tiniest details of our everyday life. It's automation time! Pretty soon we'll be having electronically controlled shoelaces with Automated Tie and Untie. Micro-chip built into the shoe heel plus a couple of mini-bats between your toes. You push an ultra-button on your ring finger and—presto!

This bizarre thought comes to me as I turn to that august name, Sony, and Sony's new all-out turntable the PS-X75 with "biotracer" electronic tonearm, the arm that, so to speak, ties its own shoelaces. This Sony item represents a whole new generation of disc players such as I have not worked with before. Since well-made turntables tend to keep on turning year after year, perhaps you haven't either? If you think your old table is about ready to be turned in, then here's what's coming to you next. Something to really marvel at.

I am still in some obscurity (if not in the dark) as to how most of the automated functions of this table actually work and I may never figure them out. Things get complicated these days. The Sony has all sorts of sensors, magnetic, photoelectric, tied into electronic minibrains. To do the work of the arm, it has linear motors—that new kind that doesn't turn but just pushes gently. Three of these useful devices! Where have they been all my life? A brilliant idea—straight back to the horse and other similar means of linear action. A linear motor is very much like a muscle, which is an amazing thought. To heck with the wheel! Why didn't we think of this before?

To be sure, a few of the automated actions available in this PS-X75 seem to me de trop, too much. But then I tend to be conservative in all this, trusting my 10 thumbs as the finest sensors anywhere around. I will admit that other new record players display an even more mandatory automation than Sony, for this is the game right now. And all, needless to say, for two good reasons, (a) it can now be done (i.e. where there's a way there's a will) and (b) because obviously you want it that way.

Ok, I'll go along. If my sound is OK. Sony gives me more than satisfaction on that score. Indeed, I've found to my surprise that even with the same old (excellent) cartridge and all else unchanged, a table of this generation may noticeably improve the overall quality of your sound. Better engineering at the cartridge/arm interface.

The Sony! We say this as we have said "the Fisher" for so many years, adding a sort of honorary title to a regular name. Curious. Did Sony get there firstest with the mostest? Maybe. But we have too much other excellent Japanese equipment to think that Sony has total superiority. Sheer hype? Not that either—ask the competing agencies. Just a carefully built-up mystique, I guess, along with real quality and performance. My own Sony specifications don't go that far. I keep thinking of pasta... remember the pasta ad, soni buoni? In the plural. In a plate of spaghetti (pl.) each single strand is a spaghetto. Just as each item in the vast Sony line manages to be the Sony. Sony's ample instruction booklet was written in Japan and in spite of the mostly excellent English I am not clear as to what the term "biotracer" may mean. It sounds highly organic, like, say, biosphere, but I detect nothing organic (in that sense) in the arm's operations. Unless via the muscle analogy—could that be what they mean? Anyhow, in this player the arm is clearly the center of attention and the most automated feature. But I should say at once that it is still possible to move this arm by hand, though not with impunity. It doesn't rudely say "no"; it says, very gently, "please better not." The system is indeed designed to remove your sticky fingers, if tactfully, but you may override if need be.

The PS-X75 comes with a large and astonishing diagram printed on transparent plastic attached to the dust cover. I studied it carefully before removing, then stuck it up on my wall for further study. Phew! If I add right, there are three linear motors, for horizontal arm motion, vertical arm motion, and arm lifting; each with a solid magnet, coil, and coil bobbin (none showing, of course, from the outside). In addition, two more similar arrays, magnet, coil and bobbin, for the horizontal velocity sensor, in the arm itself, and the vertical velocity sensor, down underneath. With two of these magnet-coil arrays actually inside the arm, one wonders how much mass is involved, but the weight, 1
Professional I.
The one tape that stands up when you crank it up.

Professional II.
The world's quietest tape puts nothing between you and your music.

Professional III.
The only car tape that eliminates the car.

Premium ferric oxide tapes have more headroom, which allows higher maximum recording levels (MRL). Among all premium ferric oxides PRO I has the best MRL for loud recordings. Uniform maghemite particles provide increased headroom for very accurate and loud recordings with virtually no distortion. In the fundamental music range (20Hz-20kHz) PRO I can be recorded louder and driven harder than even high bias tapes.

PRO I will capture the many subtle harmonics of music recordings and play them back with the reality and presence of a live performance. PRO I is the tape for the Type I/normal/high bias position on today's high quality cassette decks.

High bias tapes consistently provide wider frequency response and less tape noise (hisss or background noise) than any other tape type. Among premium high bias tapes PRO II is in a class by itself. It is the second generation chromium dioxide tape with superb frequency response and outstanding sensitivity in the critical (10KHz-20KHz) high frequency range. It also has the lowest background noise of any other competitive tape available today.

PRO II captures the many subtle harmonics of music recordings and play them back with the reality and presence of a live performance. PRO II is the tape for the Type II/chrome/high bias position that comes closest to Metal tape performance for half the price.

Ferrichrome tapes combine the benefits of chromium dioxide and ferric oxide tapes for superior performance in car stereos. The top layer is pure chromium dioxide for unsurpassed highs and low background noise. The bottom layer is ferric oxide for superior lows and great middle frequencies. And it also gives you higher recording levels, so you get cleaner, louder playback without cranking up your volume control to compensate.

PRO III is the ideal tape for car stereo systems and performs just as well in home on the Type III/ferrichrome position.

The guarantee at a glance:
All BASF tape cassettes come with a lifetime guarantee that covers everything. Should any BASF cassette ever fail—for any reason—simply return it to BASF for a free replacement.
note, is placed over and behind the pivot, the front "S" of the arm being unencumbered. Surely, I figure, somebody had done all the calculating as to resonance and mass relationships between this and the cartridge/stylus up front. I have never had a better tracking arm. Suffice to say it's proof of the front.

The direct drive motor is "BSL"—brushless and slotless—and comes up in a half-turn, which is commendable for this type of drive. Some of the earlier direct drives took an unconsciously long time to get going. Speed is crystal controlled, of course, and between this and the cartridge/stylus up front, the arm will not drop. Nothing more disastrous than trying to play a rubber mat.

The biggest new convenience in recent all-automatic disc players is the bank of control buttons ranged outside the plastic dust cover, where you can do everything with the cover down. (For too long the manufacturers needlessly put the controls inside that cover, so you had to lift it to get any action.) And the biggest plus by far on the Sony PS-X75 is the extreme right-hand control, a small circular dial with a knob in the middle. Imagine it! Both stylus force and skating force, the two automatically locked together, can be set and reset by this knob while the record is playing. No tedious weights, no tiny grooves in which you try to lower the stylus, which never stays put while you clumsily adjust supposed pressure. Here, you just turn the knob and the arm gently elevates itself into the air (you have to balance to zero weight first, via the familiar counterweight principle). Turn to a half gram and it lowers and, maybe, if the record is flat, plays music. If the sound skips, turn it up to a gram or more and instantly things settle down. For a warped or eccentric disc, you can momentarily increase the point pressure, to taste—then turn it back, to standard. Really something.

Now that, to my mind, is a really profound improvement. I cannot tell you how many times I have hated that fussy job of setting up the right force ("weight" as we wrongly say) via balances and counterweights and overhang and so on, and I expect our normal readers will enthusiastically agree. It takes a freak, I say, to enjoy that kind of chore. But what can you do? All too often I've resorted to the thin dime or, more recently, a featherweight plastic stylus brush laid on top of the cartridge to bring the "weight" to the correct figure. I have a whole box of cluttery measuring devices, from AR's little plastic weights to Shure's Very Best, but Sony has the

### Techno-Trailblazing

You can't play a transparent LP automatically on this Sony because the record-size drop point is determined photoelectrically via holes in the table and, of all things, prisms mounted in the rubber mat. Light comes up and runs into a black wall—the disc—or it doesn't. Two light sensors determine the 7-inch and 12-inch drop and also—a very important—they signal when there is no record on the table so that the arm will not drop. Nothing more disastrous than trying to play a rubber mat.

In 6 Models to Match Any Turntable, Any Budget

All these features are incorporated into six moderately-priced cartridges—with tracking forces ranging from 3/4 to 3 grams, and three different stylus configurations—including the revolutionary distortion-reducing Hyperelliptical stylus. Headlining the M97 Series is the M97HE-AH, featuring a precision aligned cartridge-headshell and adjustable overhang.

---

**the best value in hi-fi**

### Three V15 Type IV
#### Technological Breakthroughs

- **Dynamic Stabilizer**: Suspended from two viscous-damped bearings, acts like a shock absorber to maintain constant cartridge-to-record distance and uniform tracking force; eliminates record groove skipping caused by warps, cushions the stylus from accidental damage.

- **Electrostatic Neutralizer**: 10,000 conductive graphite fibers discharge static electricity from the record during play. Eliminates attraction of dust and tracking force variations caused by static charges.

- **Telescoped Shank**: Greatly improves trackability at the critical middle and high frequencies. Lowest effective mass. With no sacrifice of necessary stiffness or strength.

---

**Plus a Studio Cartridge Innovation**

- **SIDE-GUARD Stylus Deflector**: A unique lateral deflection assembly developed by Shure for its professional studio cartridge—prevents the most common cause of stylus damage by withdrawing the entire stylus shank and tip safely into the stylus housing before it can be bent by sideways thrusts.

---

**In 6 Models to Match Any Turntable, Any Budget**

- All these features are incorporated into six moderately-priced cartridges—with tracking forces ranging from 3/4 to 3 grams, and three different stylus configurations—including the revolutionary distortion-reducing Hyperelliptical stylus. Headlining the M97 Series is the M97HE-AH, featuring a precision aligned cartridge-headshell and adjustable overhang.

---

**For all the facts circle 50 on Reader Service Card**

---

**THE HEADLINER™ Model M97HE-AH**

with adjustable integrated headshell

---

**M97 SERIES phono cartridges**

- **GENUINE SHURE**

---

Shure Brothers Inc., 222 Hartrey Ave.,
Evanston, Ill. 60204
In Canada: A. C. Simmonds & Sons Limited
Manufacturers of high fidelity components,
microphones, sound systems and related circuitry.

---
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The pursuit of excellence...

...for your greater pleasure.

Mordaunt-Short Inc
Importers and Distributors of Mordaunt-Short High-Fidelity Loudspeaker Systems
1919, Middle Country Road, Centereach, N.Y. 11720.
Telephone: (516) 981-9066

Enter No. 24 on Reader Service Card

AmericanRadioHistory.com
The Audio Critic announces a rather sensational change in its format.

Volume 2, Number 3 of The Audio Critic, which is expected to be off the press at approximately the same time as this ad, will be our ninth and last issue in the original magazine-like format. Starting in January 1981, the Audio Critic will be published biweekly—yes, every other week!—in the form of newsletter-size bulletins, featuring in-depth reviews of the very latest components as well as continuing updates of our top recommendations. With two issues skipped during the summer vacation, our frequency will be 24 bulletins a year.

In addition, our subscribers will also receive The Audio Critic Handbook, a book-length summary of everything the enlightened consumer of audio components ought to know (in our opinion) about rival design philosophies, engineering trade-offs, test methods, installation and alignment techniques, tape recording and disc-cutting problems, and just sound in general. Together, the bulletins in their loose-leaf binder and the Handbook will read very much like a stack of The Audio Critic from 1977-80. Nothing will be different editorially. The celebrated writing style that has been the same. As before, there will be no commercial advertising. Our reviews will still be based on a combination of sophisticated laboratory measurements and fine-tuned listening tests. The qualities that have raised The Audio Critic far above the "undergrounds" in the esteem of technically and musically educated audio practitioners will continue undiminished.

Only one thing will be different: the speed with which our readers will be informed about new developments. Instead of waiting for 35 or 40 reviews to accumulate before printing them, we will now be publishing findings in a steady stream, as soon as they are firm. If we find out in March that a certain new phono cartridge is State of the Art, you will know about it early in April. What newspaper or hi-fi magazine or underground journal can make that statement? Equipment reviewing will never be the same again.

Present subscribers to The Audio Critic will have their subscriptions fulfilled at the rate of six biweekly bulletins for each old-style issue due to them. The Handbook, when it comes out, will count as the equivalent of two old-style issues. Newsletter subscribers have the following two choices:

Our $30 package. This includes the 24 biweekly bulletins to be published in 1981, starting in January, plus the Handbook when it is ready. If your subscription is postmarked no later than December 31, 1980, you will also get a handsome loose-leaf binder for your bulletins as a bonus.

Our $50 package. This includes the entire $30 package, exactly as described above, plus the four magazine-size issues still in print: Vol. 1, No. 6 (cumulative reference issue with over 150 reviews) and Vols. 2, Nos. 1, 2 and 3, the last being the new issue with the much-awaited report of an important speaker development, among many other things. We strongly recommend that you get these issues in order to have a fuller understanding of what The Audio Critic is all about and a better foundation for reading the bulletins. Once the Handbook is out, old-style issues will be allowed to go out of print. If you already own one or more of these, you may subtract $5 from the package price for each one you do not wish to receive. Just send your check or money order in the correct amount (no Canadian dollars, $6 extra for overseas delivery) to The Audio Critic, Box 392, Bronxville, New York 10708.

right idea. It must be that vertical motor. It just pushes, varies downward. Now that's the kind of automation I like.

Some of the rest I don't. Sony makes a mild claim towards music cueing via that quick half-turn motor start. Yeah, but as an old radio man I know that there is only one simple way to get non-instantaneous music starts on cue and that is via the slip system, a table that turns at speed, a felt mat for smooth friction and a finger that holds the disc motionless. It'll start in a quarter of an inch, full speed. But this is mainly for specialists. More important and quite vital for a lot of us is to be able to start the music without squawks and fumbles at one of the inner LP bands. Through long practice I've got so I can hit the silent grooves by hand almost every time, given a good light. But nowadays you aren't supposed to because of those 10 thumbs. So — automation. Buttons to push.

OK, friends, just try. (And it's not only Sony that offers you this.) Push one button and the hanging arm moves leftward, push another and it goes right, push a third and the arm descends and plays whatever it finds. That is, after the muting circuit lets go. Like a cassette. Even more like a one-armed bandit, electronic style. Instead of trying to knock out an enemy space ship, you try to hit the beginning of the second movement of the Beethoven Fifth.

Aiwa, to name another maker, has really tied you into this device. If you acquire their home equipment rack, you cannot even open the dust cover and reach in — no room. Instead, the entire machine is out so you can put the record on, then rolls back in and plays. So you must do your band-searching via the outside remote controls. No fingers at all.

Sony is more moderate. You can reach in (given space in your own cabinet, and you can move the arm, though it does tend to remove itself from your grasp, gently but firmly. Occasionally, when you have found the exact right spot by hand, it simply turns the motor off on you. There's a button for that, too. Push and the motor starts again.

Well, just for kicks I tried to see the difference between what I could really do with automated buttons versus what I myself needed to do to hit the silent grooves between bands accurately. No use! After trying more than a dozen times to hit one quite wide separation band, I ended up each time with a blast of unwanted music and gave up. You try. Do not let minor ec- centricities like this bother you too much. Sony has done nobly with the real fundamentals, including much more, such as the ease with which all this complex machinery can be set up to accept widely differing cartridges for size, overhang, weight, height above the disc and so on. And there's that excellent tracking stability, aided by adjustable shock-absorbing feet. The once famous Canby Loose Floorboard, which has sent dozens of arms flying into the air, merely produced a slight hiccup in the Sony sound and no grooves jumped. For such an incredibly complicated table, that's good. If you can cough up the cash, if you are unliminated, if you don't mind a big table (it wouldn't fit in the space I had), then maybe the Sony is for you. Linear motors and all.

Len Feldman and Edgar Villchur Honored

Len Feldman receiving award from Avery Fisher.

On October 4, 1980, Audio Contributing Editor Leonard Feldman and Edgar Villchur, founder of Acoustic Research, were inducted into the Audio Hall of Fame. Both men were recognized for their career achievements and contributions to the audio field.

Feldman, currently a writer and consultant, began his career as a television engineer, joined Fisher Radio, and later started his own manufacturing company. In 1957 this firm, Madison-Fielding, was one of the first to introduce an all-in-one stereo receiver. Feldman served as the IHF's technical director for a number of years, is now a technical consultant to the audio division of the ELA/CEG, and has written six books relating to FM and audio.

Villchur was an instructor of electronics and a freelance writer when he developed a loudspeaker based on his own invention, the acoustic suspension system, in 1953. He subsequently applied for a patent for the design and formed Acoustic Research to manufacture the speaker. Upon retiring from AR in 1967, Villchur established the Foundation for Hearing Aid Research and has continued to write general and technical articles.
AT ADCOM
QUALITY IS THE PRINCIPLE...
LOW COST THE DIVIDEND.

In a little less than a year, Adcom's critically acclaimed GFA-1 has established itself as the power amplifier of choice for the knowledgeable enthusiast. Writing in Stereo Review (July 1980), Julian Hirsch declared, "The absence of gimmicks and the pursuit of innovative electrical and mechanical design together make the Adcom GFA-1 a top contender in the heavyweight amplifier class... and its price makes it one of the top values in today's market. One could pay two or three times as much and get no better audible performance."

Now, from the same dedicated design team that created the GFA-1 comes a new, meticulously engineered preamplifier, the Adcom GFP-1, that extends performance to the limits of current technology.

Like the GFA-1, the new Adcom GFP-1 preamplifier avoids gimmicks, useless gadgetry and pinball machine illumination to concentrate on the things that really matter, genuine utility, outstanding performance and an affordable price.

To cite just a few of its more noteworthy features, the Adcom GFP-1 employs a super low noise FET phono input stage to minimize cartridge impedance interaction, a problem that many far more costly designs seem to overlook. To insure exceptionally high overload capability there's discrete phono and line circuitry. In place of a conventional volume control you'll find a true stepped potentiometer with precision trimmed resistor pads for accurate channel tracking. Another neat touch —genuinely useful tone controls with hinge points that correspond to RIAA phono rollover frequencies permitting improved control of record playback.

Add sophisticated switching, versatile dubbing facilities, vanishingly low distortion and exceptionally quiet operation and you truly have a preamplifier for all reasons.

One last thought. At a time when all too many companies have opted for increasingly exotic designs i.e. very expensive ones, Adcom has conscientiously sought to provide a demonstrably superior preamplifier at a price* that would still be within the reach of most discriminating enthusiasts.

Clearly, you owe it to yourself to audition this remarkable instrument. And at the same time, listen to its superb companion piece the Adcom GFA-1 amplifier. We think you will agree that they're as good as anything you have ever heard, regardless of price.

For additional information and the name of your nearest Adcom dealer write: Adcom, 9 Jules Lane, New Brunswick, N.J. 08901. U.S.A.

*Suggested retail price, $350.
Recording engineers rely on Crown amps to make better music.

THE BARN Recording Studio, Alexandria, Indiana.
So can you.

CROWN IN THE STUDIO

The recording engineer, who employs both art and science to create the final tape, does not listen to the music "live" while he is recording. He wants to hear the music in the same way you will hear it. So while he's creating the final recording, he listens to the output of his mixer board through a carefully selected speaker/amplifier system in the control room. The system is identical to those available to you at quality audio dealers.

BILLBOARD Magazine, each year, surveys U.S. recording studios to determine brands of equipment used. Year after year, the #1 power amplifier has been Crown, selected by more recording studios to drive monitor speakers than the next three brands combined.

MIX Magazine publishes equipment lists for U.S. recording studios. Again, the favorite brand of power amplifiers is Crown. Most interesting is the fact that as you consider studios with more sophisticated capabilities (16 or 24 track and up), the proportion of studios selecting Crown as their only monitor amplifier increases. The more experienced the professional, the greater is his reliance on Crown.

The music which is so important a part of your life was probably first heard by a recording engineer through a system powered by Crown amps. We think it makes good sense to use that same Crown quality when you're listening to that music at home.

CROWN AT HOME

The Crown Information Package tells all about Crown and its products, and is possibly the finest collection of audio information easily available to you from a manufacturer. In over 50 pages, we have included Crown technical papers on audio concepts, discussions of product design and operation, product reviews from publications, specifications, prices, dealer locations — and much more. Many illustrations are in full color.

To order the package, send three dollars with the coupon. If it's not worth it, send it right back. We'll refund your money.

Or you can, if you wish, simply check our number on the reader service card in this magazine, and we will send you—free—a listing of nearby Crown dealers. They have much of this same information for free. They are also very knowledgeable about Crown amps, and would be pleased to spend some time discussing your needs for a better system, and demonstrating our products. It's worth your time to visit them, just to keep up with what's new from Crown.

CROWN AND GOOD SOUND

Whatever your taste in music — symphonic, acid rock, chamber music, pop, baroque, disco, opera or c & w — it will sound more like it should with Crown amps in your system. Since the good sound of your kind of music is important to your lifestyle, you owe it to yourself to check out the equipment that makes it sound good in the first place — Crown.

1718 W. Mishawaka Road, Elkhart, Indiana 46514


TO: Crown International
1718 W. Mishawaka Rd., Elkhart, IN 46514
Here's my three dollars. Please rush my Crown amp information package.

Name ________________________________
Address ___________________________________
P.O. Box No. __________ Apt. No. __________
City __________________ State __________ Zip __________
Digitally mastered and audiophile recordings have added an exciting new dimension to the state of the audio art. Sonus cartridges are exceptionally well-suited to realize the full sonic potential of these new recording techniques.

This is especially true of the new Sonus Dimension 5. Its unique phase-coherent, integrated, stylus construction enhances still further the exceptional purity and integrity of reproduction found throughout the Sonus range of high compliance cartridges.

We believe upgrading your system by replacing your present cartridge with a Sonus will provide the greatest improvement in sound quality per dollar.

The finer your records the greater the difference a Sonus will make.

Cutter Head Production

Q. Why don’t pickup manufacturers produce moderately priced cutter heads, inasmuch as the operation of each of these devices is similar?—A.S. Marroquin, Alice, Tex.

A. I suspect that the greatest single reason for the small production of disc-cutting heads is simply the lack of sufficient demand for the product.

While it is true that the operating principles for both a phonograph pickup and a disc-cutting head are the reciprocal of each other, still one finds that a cutting head has to do a considerable amount of work when cutting a groove, particularly at high frequencies. Just as is true for phonograph pickups, the mass must be kept low in a cutter head if good high-frequency cutting is to be achieved. I suppose you can argue that by employing mass production techniques, these problems can be minimized and prices lowered, but it still comes down to the fact that most recording studios do not cut their own discs; instead they rely on the few people who have found this technology interesting enough to pursue. Disc recording requires a considerable degree of mechanical ability if the equipment is to be maintained at moderate costs.

Because of the relatively light demand for cutter heads, those few which are produced sell at a very high price, often above $10,000. Part of this price is to cover all of the research and development costs which made it possible to produce the head in the first place.

Background Noise

Q. I understand that phonograph record manufacturers use lamp black in the vinyl mix used to press discs. I have heard that this lamp black can cause an increase in the background noise level of a disc! Is it true? If so, why do they continue?—John Buford, Philadelphia, Pa.

A. Properly mixed, lamp black adds only a very slight amount of additional noise. The lamp black is used because the public does not seem willing to accept a transparent record, but there are so many other reasons for noise on pressings that the lamp black problem is not significant in comparison. To keep costs low, the pressing cycle is kept as short as possible. If the cycle is just a little too short, incomplete molding will result, and the background noise will be higher than would be true if more time was allowed for the pressing of each disc.

Still another source of noise results from a press in poor condition or perhaps a stamper being used for a longer time than it should be. Added problems are those which occur during the plating process, and if certain conditions result if the plating cycle is rushed. We could have quieter discs if the stampers are not chrome plated as most are. However, their working life would be considerably shortened by this lack. They also can strain readily during use, with increased background as a consequence.

Take Your Cue

Q. I have noticed some new (to me at least) terms being used, and I would like to know their definitions. The two of particular interest are back cueing and slip cueing as used with regard to playing phonograph records. I would like to know what they mean as far as the mechanics go, and what their effect is when used. In addition, if there are other well-defined “cueing” conditions, please explain them, too. —Richard Fink, Lyons, N.J.

A. Back cueing refers to a means by which you can insure a precise start when playing a phonograph record. An example of this would be a DJ who announces the title of a selection, and just as his words trail off, we hear the first notes of the music.

What is done is to put the tonearm on the record and allow the turntable to spin until the music just starts. The DJ or engineer immediately does one of two things. He may simply grasp the edge of the disc and turn it backwards to perhaps a half turn before the start of the first note, and hold it that way.

If you have a problem or question about audio, write to Mr. Joseph Giovanelli at AUDIO Magazine, 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036. All letters are answered. Please enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
NEW HIGHS. The 500ID defines hard-to-get high frequencies because it comes with a cantilever that doesn't easily distort them.

It's boron-vapor hardened to track under "G"-forces that would buckle ordinary cantilevers.

NEW FIDELITY. In addition to hearing more highs you're going to hear less noise from a 500ID.

There's nothing complex about the benefits of Samarium-Cobalt magnets. They are simply less massive and higher in output than conventional ones.

So, if we had to give a reason for our signal-to-noise ratio being better than most, it's because the materials we use are better than most.

NEW TECHNOLOGY. Because the 500ID features Empire's inertially damped tuned stylus system, its performance is consistent—even when the capacitance varies from one system to the next.

Which means, the performance we monitor in our lab is the performance you're likely to hear at home.

NEW SECURITY. Empire's two-year limited warranty is 365 days longer than the one-year limited warranty offered by many other manufacturers.

An extra year in no uncertain terms.

NEW SOUND. The Empire 500ID. You're an arm's length away from a new listening experience.

EVERYONE WHO WANTS THEIR OLD SYSTEM TO SOUND LIKE NEW, RAISE YOUR ARM.
with the turntable rotating, until the time the song is to start. At this time he releases the disc and fades up the volume control associated with that turntable. The music starts cleanly. (If the control was not faded up, but simply left up all the time, the sound of the table moving under the stationary disc would be heard under the announcer's voice.)

The second procedure is similar to the first: The engineer lets the music just begin; he stops the table and rotates the table manually back a half turn or perhaps somewhat more. Again, at the proper time, he starts the table. This latter procedure can be done only if the table is capable of coming up to speed very quickly. Many of the turntables used in home entertainment systems do not come up to speed that quickly. In fact, their motors have low torque, too little for them to come up to speed quickly or even to maintain their speed while an engineer grasps the edge of a disc with the table rotating. In the case of a broadcast turntable, the mat is made of felt and not rubber.

What I have described are two means of insuring the start of a phonograph record at a prescribed time. Each involves the rotation of the disc backward from the start of the music; this process is known as back cueing.

Slip cueing is the first form of back cueing that I described. The turntable is moving while the engineer holds the edge of the disc.

You will not be able to tell which technique is used when listening to a radio station or to a DJ cueing. The choice depends on the style of the operator, the equipment he is using, and what will permit him to do.

For a number of reasons, most radio stations these days do not use either of the cueing techniques I have described. The songs are usually recorded onto a cartridge, similar to an eight-track cartridge. Such broadcast "carts" can be cued very accurately by means of special tones which automatically insure that when the engineer starts the "cart" machine, the song will commence instantly, with no "wowing in."

Up to this point our discussion has dealt with the proper start-up of phonograph records, but it is probably apparent that "cueing" refers to any situation where some given event must begin at a precise time. A motion picture projector in a TV station must start producing sound and pictures at a prescribed time. Because of the problems of such equipment coming up to speed, the projector must often be started 10 seconds earlier than the desired starting time of the audio. If you have noticed the various combinations of live and taped commentary shown in TV news broadcasts, you will have an idea of the problems of a TV producer, and will realize how amazing it is that so few errors occur during this highly complicated kind of programming!

Audio tapes are often used for programming, and again, they must start at a prescribed time. This is done by back-cueing them in a manner similar to what was done for discs. The reels are actually rocked by hand to the appropriate point ahead of the start of the tape. Here, however, the tape is not slip cued. That procedure would stretch the tape. Fortunately, professional-grade tape machines come up to a speed virtually instantly. There are some, however, which employ what are known as "inertia wheels" and these machines do not come up to speed quickly. (Inertia wheels are used to stabilize the tape and minimize wow and flutter.) In the case of these machines, a means must be found by which to start the tape early or to manually spin the wheel just prior to starting the tape.

5 Super Sounds for Critical Ears from Pickering

**OA-202**
Value packed, open-audio headphones with dynamic high velocity drivers for great response—Open audio design.
1.00 inches thin.

**OA-3A**
Fine open-audio performance—allows great sound enjoyment without isolation. Remarkably crisp, clear fidelity.
1.40 inches thin.

**OA-5A**
Samarium cobalt drivers provide the ultimate in true sound over a broad audio spectrum. Light weight for listening comfort.
1.12 inches thin.

**OA-7**
The most advanced technological design. Wafer thin earpieces provide the ultimate in comfort and sound performance.
.70 inches thin.

**OA-4A**
Featherone™ — The truly contemporary headphone. Miniaturized design for all portable applications with astounding audio characteristics.
.50 inches thin.

Lightweight, thin headphones for every taste—from the company known for the best in sound.

For further information write to: Pickering & Co., Inc. 101 Sunnyside Blvd., Plainview, N.Y. 11803
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*For those who can hear the difference*
There are 300 voices in the Mormon Tabernacle Choir. This tiny diamond tipped sapphire enables you to hear every one.

What you see above is the diamond stylus/sapphire crystal cantilever of the Bang & Olufsen® MMC 20 CL Phono Cartridge.

We chose sapphire because it is one of the most rigid materials on Earth. So there is no audible tip resonance. No distortion of the music. Even when subjected to the 10 G forces which cantilevers encounter when tracking today's records.

And while sapphire may seem like overkill, the fact is that your cartridge, though dwarfed by the rest of your system, has an overwhelming influence on the reproduction quality you achieve. Which is why we go to great lengths to achieve optimum performance where it counts in our cartridges.

Another place the MMC 20 CL excels is its stylus. A Contact Line nude diamond. Super-polished to shun contaminants and reduce record wear. It tracks the groove like a train on a rail.

Then there is the Moving Micro Cross, heart of the patented B&O® cartridge for years. Now highly refined, it maximizes stereo separation and minimizes effective tip mass (ETM). For extended record life, and unsurpassed trackability. Since inductance is low, induced noise is negligible. And output is constant, regardless of cable or preamp capacitance.

Bang & Olufsen's other three cartridge models are the MMC 20 EN, MMC 20 E, and MMC 10 E. They are produced to the same exacting standards as the MMC 20 CL. And offer almost equivalent performance.

The top three models each come with their own computer-generated test report showing output voltage, channel balance, channel separation, and tracking ability. The MMC 20 CL is also supplied with its own individually plotted frequency response graph.

While you might wonder just how much difference all of this makes, you can hear it for yourself at your local Bang & Olufsen Dealer.

Or write to us, and we'll send you reprints of what reviewers the world over have been reporting. Which is that Bang & Olufsen Stereo Phono Cartridges are great places for your music to begin.

Bang & Olufsen of America, Inc.
515 Busse Road
Elk Grove Village, Illinois 60007
Attention: Audrey Attearn
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Auto Audio

Q. I am planning to buy an 8-track record and playback cartridge machine. This is to be used to record cartridges for playback on my car and home systems. I have read that as a rule, cartridge machines have a relatively high noise level. So I have been thinking of buying a Dolby noise reduction unit. This leads to two questions: Will this system give me a good tape system on both record and playback? Will cartridges recorded with this system be playable in my car system? — Name Withheld.

A. Generally speaking, 8-track cartridge machines have not attained the quality of performance of the better cassette machines. Of course, adding a Dolby noise reduction unit will help, but I don’t think that a cartridge machine with Dolby will give as good fidelity as a fine cassette unit without Dolby. There may well be exceptions to the foregoing statement, and the cartridge machine you plan to buy could be one of the exceptions.

You will have to query your audio dealer as to whether the cartridge unit you plan to buy will produce cartridges compatible with your car’s cartridge system. My guess is that if you record with Dolby, you will get excessive treble when playing the cartridge in your car. On the other hand, the prevailing noise level and deficient treble response in your car’s system might offset the excessive treble response of the cartridge.

Weighing the Scales

Q. I would like to know how to use the scales that are on cassette tapes. These scales are on both sides of the case and are numbered 0 to 100. Is there some meaning to them with regard to time, thickness, and speed of the tape? — John Johnson, Philadelphia, Pa.

A. The scales to which you refer are sometimes known as logging scales. They have no absolute meaning in terms of time, number of feet of tape, etc. They are arbitrary reference points to enable you to locate specific portions of the recorded material. For example, if you have a tape consisting of a number of musical selections, you can note at which point on the scale a particular selection occurs. The next time you play the tape you will be able to start it at the desired point on the scale.

Splicing It Right

Q. I am confused about tape splicing. On which side of the tape should I apply the splicing tape? — Craig Inouye, Dumont, N.J.

A. Splicing tape should be applied to the side of the recording tape that is away from the heads. For most tapes this is the shiny side of the tape, the dull side being the one that contacts the heads. However, sometimes the tape sheen is reversed so that the magnetically coated side, which contacts the heads, is shinier than the base side. So make extra sure you know which side has the magnetic coating, and apply the splice to the other side.

Foreign Fluctuations

Q. I am contemplating a move to London and am concerned about the alterations I must make in my audio equipment. In particular, speed fluctuations in my tape recorders and turntables would be disastrous. I have heard a variety of reports about what could happen to my equipment and recordings while overseas and would appreciate any advice you can offer — Robert Miller, St. Louis, Mo.

A. Some U.S. audio equipment is already designed to be used either in the U.S. or Europe, requiring only a flip of a switch in order to convert to the line frequencies and voltages commonly used in Europe. In the case of speakers, there is a problem only if they incorporate electronic equipment (such as an electrostatic speaker or one containing an amplifier). There may or may not be a problem with receivers, depending on what provision has been made to enable you to locate specific portions of the recorded material.
1939...FIRST DIRECT-DRIVE TURNTABLE SYSTEM.
1951...FIRST MOVING-COIL CARTRIDGE.
1972...FIRST DIGITAL (PCM) RECORDING.

1901...DEMON ORA 600. THE FIRST FROM A TRUE AUDIOPHILE COMPANY.

The Denon DRA-600, a synthesis of Denon's greatest technological strengths.

From our thirty years of experience with moving-coil cartridges, we gave it a moving-coil preamplifier stage sonically as transparent as our renowned separate head-amps.

From our fifty-plus years of electronics design experience, we powered the DRA-600 with a proprietary Denon Class-A power amp, a design that delivers unparalleled definition and openness, yet avoids the excessive heat, size and cost of traditional Class A amplifiers.

And, from our decade of experience since our invention of commercial digital recording (PCM), we equipped the DRA-600 with a digitally synthesized tuner stage for the most precise station tuning with the lowest distortion. Plus, we added the convenience of eight AM and eight FM presets with automatic station scanning.

Denon 70 years of audio design experience. An extraordinary history of technological firsts and advances in the state of the high-fidelity art. All embodied in the surprisingly affordable DRA-600. A most important first from Denon, where innovation is a tradition.

DENON
Imagine what we'll do next.
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Denon America, Inc.
27 Law Drive, Fairfield, N.J. 07006
The Sound Window by Cizek

The innovative Sound Window, conveniently compact (just 12"x12"x3", with an acoustically transparent 1/2" foam grille) is as attractive and unobtrusive as it is effective. Clear, natural, well-balanced sound; presenting an open, balanced musical quality.

Constructed of solid Acuthane (a special material developed at Cizek) with an exceptionally strong oak finish, Sound Windows are durable and easy to maintain whether they be mounted on walls or placed on shelves. Recommended for use with amplifiers rated at 15 to 100 watts per channel.

Other models available from Cizek are the conventional bookshelf Models 1, 2, and 3; the top-of-the-line Classic Series KA-1, and the MG-27 sub-woofer. Call your local dealer for details.

CIZEK AUDIO SYSTEMS, INC.
300 Canal Street, Lawrence, MA 01840 (617) 685-8707

KM invites you to close your eyes.

At last, the small speaker with "big" sound that audiophiles have been looking for. Close your eyes and listen to the KM 52. Deep bass down to 38 Hz (-3 dB) in a 60 watt amplified speaker only 10 x 14 x 9 inches. Clean bass one full octave lower than any other speaker of its size, and an amazing sound pressure level of 105 dBA at one meter.

KM will open your eyes too. The KM Audio Linear Turntable combines stunning good looks with superb technical performance. Rumble is less than -70 dB, wow and flutter less than 0.06% (weighted). And KM's high-spec preamp provides subwoofer output.

optional moving coil input and stereo processing with an eye opening price.

So, open your eyes and ears to the full range of KM audio equipment.

KM Laboratories Inc.
342 Madison Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10017
(212) 687-3505

In Canada:
Pro-Acoustics Inc.
Kirkland, Quebec
H9H 3L4
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If your old favorites don't sound as good as they used to, the problem could be your recording tape.

Some tapes show their age more than others. And when a tape ages prematurely, the music on it does too.

What can happen is, the oxide particles that are bound onto tape loosen and fall off, taking some of your music with them.

At Maxell, we've developed a binding process that helps to prevent this. When oxide particles are bound onto our tape, they stay put. And so does your music.

So even after a Maxell recording is 500 plays old, you'll swear it's not a play over five.
Whenever \textit{Audio} reports on the results for testing a tape deck, we include a number of figures to help explain what the recorder's capabilities are. We usually have three graphs, or plots, that show the frequency response and headroom for three different tape types, usually a Type I (ferric), a Type II (CrO$_2$ type), and a Type IV (metal). Sometimes, a Type III (FeCr) is used in addition to, or in place of, one of the above.

Strictly speaking, what is commonly called “frequency response” would be more correctly labeled “amplitude response versus frequency.” We are concerned with, and what our figures do show, is how the level, or amplitude, of the playback varies across the frequency band. Other high-fidelity components are rated by their frequency responses, of course, but a recorder’s response is a long way from the extended, ruler-flat response of an amplifier. One of the goals of this article is to provide some guidelines for examining such graphs with greater perception.

It is best to compare the performance of one deck to another with the same signal or flux-level reference, and to use a reference easily identified by the user or reader. The Dolby standard flux level (200 nWb/m at 400 Hz) is used as the reference level of frequency response, as well as for other tests. Substantially all cassette decks have those little double-D symbols which pinpoint the record level that should gain Dolby flux levels. (It should be noted that because of equalization effects, the 200 nWb/m flux-level figure is correct for 400 Hz only.)

When frequency responses are run at the reference level, there will be a high-end dropping caused by any combination of several things: The tape itself, the design of the record head, the amount of equalization used in record — well, there's saturation and self-erasure mixed in here too. In any event, the plots at Dolby level are important since they show what the high-level, high-frequency limits are for the recorder/tape combination. Responses are also shown at a level 20 dB lower, where frequency responses are usually specified by makers. This does not mean, of course, that with the record level 20 dB below Dolby level, we will be certain to get that ruler-flat line. There will be both lower and upper frequency limits, with electrical, mechanical and magnetic factors all involved. The results at this level are affected, perhaps greatly, by the closeness of match between the bias current provided by the machine and the bias needs of the tape formulation. The performance in Dolby mode is affected by bias discrepancies, as well as any record sensitivity offsets. Because most users operate their decks in Dolby mode the majority of the time, the responses with NR are considered the normal ones. Responses without Dolby are usually also shown, particularly when there is a noticeable difference.

Examination of the figure with this article reveals that there is a plot at Dolby level and three plots at -20 dB, these last with three different bias settings. The performance in Dolby mode is affected by bias discrepancies, as well as any record sensitivity offsets. Because most users operate their decks in Dolby mode the majority of the time, the responses with NR are considered the normal ones. Responses without Dolby are usually also shown, particularly when there is a noticeable difference.

Let's start with a critical look at the
Dolby-level response. Our reference frequency for plotting is 1 kHz, and the trace crosses the reference-level line there. There is a slight rise as we go down to 100 Hz, below which there are some bumps from head-contour effects. The response falls below 40 Hz, but it is not down 3 dB until just above 20 Hz. It would be ideal if there were no head-contour effects, and it is desirable that deviations from 40 Hz up be less than ±1.5 dB. The significance of the lower limit is twofold. How low in frequency do your music sources go, and are the levels high in this region? Sometimes, but not in the case shown, recording at Dolby level causes a further dropping of the low end, relative to the -20 dB results. This is indicative of low-frequency overload or saturation and shows there is a definite level limit.

It's best if the response continues flat above 1 kHz, but at some point there will be a headroom limitation, and the response will roll off. In the figure, response is down 3 dB at about 6.3 kHz, which would be limiting in any attempt to record at high levels any music with considerable high-frequency content. The distortion also rises rapidly with level in the roll-off region, so it's not just a case of losing a little signal level. We would certainly expect as much as 0.5 dB is evident from 70 Hz to say 4 kHz, might make the sound a little extra bassy.

Now let's take a look at the group of three sets of responses at -20 dB. The labels show what the deck's relative bias levels would be for a particular tape to get the results plotted. In each case, the trace without Dolby NR is shown dashed. We can see that for each bias setting, the plot with NR is not quite as flat as without, and that when the bias matches the tape, the deviations are at a minimum. (The plot at Dolby level includes traces in both modes; the responses were exactly the same.)

At -20 dB the deck is not operating in a condition of high-frequency overload, so there cannot be a basis for excusing a general roll-off, such as shown in the high-bias case. At the same time, excessive high-end response can be much too bright, with a higher distortion level. So, tape formulations that match the deck are selected for testing. Immediately, we can say that we would like to see a response that is flat within a dB or so, from at least 100 Hz to 10 kHz, and extensions down to 40 Hz or so and up to 13 kHz or more would be nice to have. A very important region is from about 700 Hz to about 6 kHz where Dolby mistracking can cause either excessive presence, because of a boost in this region, or a dull, remote sound because of a saddle-like droop.

In summary, look at the responses at both Dolby level and at -20 dB over the range from about 40 Hz to 10 kHz or so. In both cases, flatness is the goal. Also give attention to head bumps at the low end, headroom limitations at the higher level, and Dolby-mode boost or saddle deviations at the lower level. See how far down in frequency the responses actually extend and whether there is additional roll-off at Dolby level. The extension of flat response above 13 kHz at -20 dB has some value, but this is not as significant as the other times, in most cases.
On the following pages, we present supplementary data to our Annual Equipment Directory and Car Stereo Directory (October and July issues respectively). In the main, this information is from firms whose material did not reach us in time or from companies we did not know about prior to our deadlines. As with all of our Directories, we suggest that the readers contact manufacturers directly for more specific explanations of the specs.
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Acutex
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Amber Electronics
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Astatic Corp.
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Open/Reel Tape Decks

AmericanRadioHistory.Com
Direct-to-disc Digital, Dolby™

While record-making has made quantum jumps over the last few years, one thing has remained essentially the same: the phono cartridge. Because, whatever their price, all are essentially the same—a coil and magnet interacting across an air gap. With built-in electromagnetic delays that degrade musical transients. And a single damper that trades off tracking and transient ability.

Pushed to their limits by clever engineering, some still offer remarkable (if costly) performance.

But now there's something better. More than a new cartridge design...a new cartridge technology. Its name: Micro-Acoustics System II.

Transient response up to 10X faster than magnetic cartridges. Like the best amplifiers, System II is direct-coupled. Eliminating the air gap delay by uniting a microscopic stylus and ultra-lightweight cantilever with a patented* electret transducing system.

The only cartridges with a brain. Unlike magnetic cartridges, which require critical matching of tonearm cable capacitance and preamp inputs—something that's virtually impossible to achieve—MA System II cartridges are "intelligent." A built-in microcircuit automatically matches the cartridge to the rest of the system, eliminating the transient and high-frequency response problems of magnetic cartridge designs.

Independent suspension and damping. Instead of the single damper magnetic cartridges use to achieve compliance (for tracking ability) and damping (for transient ability), System II utilizes independent suspension and damping systems. The result is performance that's optimized—not compromised.

The ultimate answer to record warp. The laws of physics prove that the problems of playing warped records are best eliminated by dynamic damping in the cartridge. But only MA System II cartridges have a special internal warp damping system. Magnetic cartridges have no such provisions.

Optimum performance in any tonearm. With their carbon-fiber housings and lightweight transducers, MA System II cartridges are the lightest ever, for lowest cartridge/tonearm mass. And therefore, the best performance. System II's exclusive Vari-Balance™ system, with removable weights, allows a cartridge to be optimized for any tonearm.

All this, as the diagrams reveal, is just the beginning. But impressive as System II's technology is, it only hints at the audible difference it can make in your music.

To experience that, we invite you to visit your Micro-Acoustics dealer.
### RECEIVERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MANUFACTURER</th>
<th>DENON</th>
<th>HARMAN</th>
<th>KARSON</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HK350</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HK460</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HK570</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HK680</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TURNTABLES

**LETTER CODE FOR SPEEDS**
- A—33, 45, 78
- B—33, 45
- C—33
- D=16, 33, 45
- E=33, 45
- F=Cont. Variable

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MANUFACTURER</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Speed Code</th>
<th>Weight Code (33/45/78)</th>
<th>Motor Type</th>
<th>Stereo</th>
<th>VOR</th>
<th>Speed Accuracy Indicator Type</th>
<th>Overall Length (Inches)</th>
<th>Overall Width (Inches)</th>
<th>Overall Height (Inches)</th>
<th>Max. Strobe Error (Inches)</th>
<th>max. Auto Equal Error (Inches)</th>
<th>Auto Equal Adjustment</th>
<th>Total Cables Length (Inches)</th>
<th>Overall Weight (Lbs)</th>
<th>Price $</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DENON</td>
<td>DP 30L</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>A.C. Servo</td>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Strobe</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>C/O</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>0-2.5</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DP 40L</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>A.C. Servo</td>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>C/O</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>0-2.5</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DP 60L</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>A.C. Servo</td>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Strobe</td>
<td>14½</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>C/O</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>0-2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DP 1250</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>A.C. Servo</td>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Strobe</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>C/O</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>0-2.5</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MICROPHONES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MANUFACTURER</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Directional Pattern</th>
<th>Operating Voltage</th>
<th>Capacitance</th>
<th>Microphone Impedance</th>
<th>Active Elements</th>
<th>Operating Range</th>
<th>Cartridge Case</th>
<th>Cartridge Case, Finish, GR.</th>
<th>Lead Length, Feet</th>
<th>Lead Length, Feet</th>
<th>Lead Length, Feet</th>
<th>Microphone Weight</th>
<th>Mounting Method</th>
<th>Price $</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASTATIC</td>
<td>814HS</td>
<td>Card.</td>
<td>Dyn.</td>
<td>Zinc</td>
<td>(instr. 40K</td>
<td>40-15</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>A3F</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>8k x 1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>%27</td>
<td>142.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>814LS</td>
<td>Card.</td>
<td>Dyn.</td>
<td>Zinc</td>
<td>(instr. 40K</td>
<td>40-15</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>A3F</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>8k x 1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>%27</td>
<td>137.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>815LS</td>
<td>Card.</td>
<td>Dyn.</td>
<td>Zinc</td>
<td>Vocal</td>
<td>40K</td>
<td>40-15</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>A3F</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>8k x 1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>%27</td>
<td>137.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>854HS</td>
<td>Card.</td>
<td>Dyn.</td>
<td>Zinc</td>
<td>instr. 40K</td>
<td>40-15</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>A3F</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>8k x 1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>%27</td>
<td>137.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>854LS</td>
<td>Card.</td>
<td>Dyn.</td>
<td>Zinc</td>
<td>instr. 40K</td>
<td>40-15</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>A3F</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>8k x 1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>%27</td>
<td>137.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>855LS</td>
<td>Card.</td>
<td>Dyn.</td>
<td>Zinc</td>
<td>instr. 40K</td>
<td>50-15</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>A3F</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>8k x 1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>%27</td>
<td>162.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>857LS</td>
<td>Card.</td>
<td>Dyn.</td>
<td>Zinc</td>
<td>instr. 40K</td>
<td>50-15</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>A3F</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>8k x 1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>%27</td>
<td>162.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>858LS</td>
<td>Card.</td>
<td>Dyn.</td>
<td>Zinc</td>
<td>instr. 40K</td>
<td>50-15</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>A3F</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>8k x 1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>%27</td>
<td>162.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>890LS</td>
<td>Card.</td>
<td>Dyn.</td>
<td>Zinc</td>
<td>instr. 40K</td>
<td>50-15</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>A3F</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>8k x 1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>%27</td>
<td>162.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>892LS</td>
<td>Card.</td>
<td>Dyn.</td>
<td>Zinc</td>
<td>instr. 40K</td>
<td>50-15</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>A3F</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>8k x 1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>%27</td>
<td>162.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>952LS</td>
<td>Card.</td>
<td>Dyn.</td>
<td>Zinc</td>
<td>instr. 250</td>
<td>50-15</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>A3F</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>8k x 1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>%27</td>
<td>152.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FOR $299, DBX TECHNOLOGY BRINGS YOUR HOME RECORDING SO CLOSE TO DIGITAL, IT'S ABSURD.

INTRODUCING THE DBX RECORDING TECHNOLOGY SERIES MODEL 224.
THE BEST PERFORMANCE YOU CAN BUY FOR UNDER $50,000.

Digital recording means two things. No noise, and a full dynamic range of 90dB.

But until now, only recording engineers have been able to enjoy that incredible sound using studio recording systems costing $50,000 or more.

Now, however, there's the new dbx Recording Technology Series Model 224, the state-of-the-art in home recording. It hooks right into your present tape system. And it lets you do almost everything you could do with a digital system, but for a whole lot less.

THE QUIETEST SOUND ON TAPE.
As for noise reduction, nothing on the market comes close to the Model 224.

The Dolby®** system you've been putting up with certainly doesn't. It only reduces tape noise by 10dB at the most, and only in the high frequency range.

Compare that with the dbx Model 224, which reduces tape noise by more than 30dB across the whole frequency range. It virtually eliminates tape noise, without adding any audible distortion or changing the tonal character of the sound.

The result is a difference you can easily hear. In fact, you'll be able to record quiet music passages that would be lost in tape noise with any other system.

The Dolby® system you've been putting up with certainly doesn't. It only reduces tape noise by 10dB at the most, and only in the high frequency range.

Conventional tape recorders limit dynamic range.

The Model 224 also gives you something else you've never heard before from a tape recorder: full dynamic range.

Dynamic range is the difference in volume between the loudest and quietest passages in a piece of music. It's just as important to the realism of music reproduction as flat frequency response, or accurate spatial perspective.

And although live performances—and digital master tapes—go up to about 50dB of dynamic range, the best home recordings have been limited to only about 30dB. So no matter how good your recorder is, you've been missing at least one third of your music's dynamic range.

Well, the Model 224 gives you the capability to record an unprecedented 85dB on open reel and 80dB on cassette.

So for the first time, you can make live recordings that capture virtually all the dynamic range of the original music.

In addition, the Model 224 is the only system that lets you tape fine audiophile records without losing any of their dynamic range.

And you can use the extra head room provided by the 224 to dramatically extend frequency response and minimize distortion during recording.

As if all that weren't enough, you can use the 224 to play dbx Discs, the Full Dynamic Range Recordings that deliver up to 90dB of music dynamics with negligible surface noise. Because the 224 includes the decoding system that makes your present stereo compatible with these phenomenal new discs.

HEAR IT TODAY.
The sound of digital recording really is here. Dynamic range approaching a live performance. Music heard against a background of virtual silence. And a purity of sound that's never been possible before in home tape recording.

Visit your authorized dbx retailer today for a demonstration of the dbx Model 224.

We think you'll agree with us. For $299, you'd be crazy to pass it up.

dbx, Incorporated, 71 Chapel Street, Newton, MA 02195.

Manufacturers suggested retail price: actual price set by dealers.

**Manufacturers are registered trademarks of Dolby Laboratories Inc.

- Dolby reduces noise by only 10dB at best, and only in the high frequency range. dbx virtually eliminates tape hiss, reducing it by more than 30dB across the entire frequency range. (Unretouched laboratory photograph. Data from "The Importance of Dynamic Range," Audio Magazine, January, 1980. For a copy of the article, write dbx.)
### PHONO CARTRIDGES

#### LETTER CODE FOR STYLUS TYPE
- C: Conical
- S: Spherical
- F: Elliptical
- Q: For CD-4 use (Shibara, etc.)
- L: Line Contact, hyper-elliptical, Long Line, Stereochord, or similar

#### MANUFACTURER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Frequency Response Hz</th>
<th>Tracking Force 10 mV/g 10 Hz</th>
<th>Tracking Force 10 mV/g 1 Wz 50 Hz</th>
<th>Tracking Force 10 mV/g 1 Wz 150 Hz</th>
<th>Output, Moving Coil 1 mV/g 10 Hz</th>
<th>Output, Moving Coil 1 mV/g 1 Wz 4 m</th>
<th>Tracking Force Moving Magnet 10 mV/g 1 Wz 50 Hz</th>
<th>Output, Moving Magnet 1 mV/g 10 Hz</th>
<th>Stylus Type</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Price 1</th>
<th>Price 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| ACUTEX
| 320 III STR 20-20 20.75 IM No 33 29 3.5 0.8-1.8 | † 0.3±1.6±0.5 | 5.45 195.00 | Symmetricalalinradial. |
| 315 III STR 20-20 30.75 IM No 32 28 3.5 0.9-1.9 | † 0.3±1.6±0.6 | 5.45 145.00 |
| 312 III STR 20-20 51.0 IM No 30 27 3.5 1.2-2.5 | † 0.3±1.6±0.6 | 5.45 110.00 |
| 310 III E 20-20 51.0 IM No 28 25 3.5 1.5-2.5 | E 0.3±0.7 | 5.45 90.00 |
| 210 III E 20-20 51.5 IM No 27 25 4.5 1.6-2.6 | E 0.3±0.7 | 5.45 80.00 |
| 207 III E 20-20 51.5 IM No 27 25 4.5 1.5-2.5 | E 0.3±0.7 | 5.45 70.00 |
| 206 II 20-20 51.5 IM No 27 25 4.5 2.0-3.0 | C 0.65 | 5.45 50.00 |
| ASTATIC
| MF-100 10-20 31 M1F No 30 25 3.5 1 1/1 47k 100 X † Parabolic U 5.5 110 133.75 1 Microphonicallyelliptical. |
| MF-100H 10-20 31 MFI No 30 25 3.5 1 1/1 47k 100 X † Parabolic U 5.5 290 290.00 1 Microphonicallyelliptical. |
| MF-200 10-20 32 MFI No 28 20 4.2 1 1/2 47k 100 X † Parabolic U 5.5 160 160.00 1 Microphonicallyelliptical. |
| MF-200H 10-20 32 MFI No 28 20 4.2 1 1/2 47k 100 X † Parabolic U 5.5 162 162.00 1 Microphonicallyelliptical. |
| MF-300 10-20 32/3 MFI No 25 18 4.2 1 1/2 47k 100 E 0.3±0.7 | 5.5 100 100.00 1 Microphonicallyelliptical. |
| MF-300H 10-20 32/3 MFI No 25 18 4.2 1 1/2 47k 100 E 0.3±0.7 | 5.5 122 122.00 1 Microphonicallyelliptical. |
| MF-400 10-18 33 MFI No 22 18 4.2 1 1/2 47k 100 S 0.5 U 5.5 80 80.00 1 Microphonicallyelliptical. |
| MF-400H 10-18 33 MFI No 22 18 4.2 1 1/2 47k 100 S 0.5 U 5.5 102 102.00 1 Microphonicallyelliptical. |
| DENON
| DL-103 20-45 MCF Yes 25 2 2 2 2 2 100 C 0.65 † 8.5 140.00 1 Cartridge replacement program. |
| DL-1035 20-60 MCF Yes 25 1 5 2 1 100 E Special † 7.8 186.00 1 Cartridge replacement program. |
| DL-103D 20-65 MCF Yes 28 1 3 1 7 100 E 0.1 † 7.5 267.00 1 Amorphousboroncantilever. |
| DL-201 20-20 MCF Yes 28 1 1 1 1 100 E 0.04±0.07 † 4.7 150.00 1 Amorphousboroncantilever. |
| DL-203 20-70 MCF Yes 28 1 0 1 4 100 E 0.05±0.1 † 5.8 385.00 1 Amorphousboroncantilever. |
| DL-305 20-75 MCF Yes 28 1 0 1 4 100 E 0.05±0.1 † 5.8 565.00 1 Amorphousboroncantilever. |
| DYNAVECTOR
| DV-1000 20-70 MCF Yes 20 0.2 1.5 47k 1 X † 0.1±0.1 F 5.3 100.00 1 Linecontactdiamondcantilever. |
| DV-1000R 20-50 MCF Yes 20 0.2 1.5 47k 1 X † 0.1±0.1 F 5.3 275.00 151.25 1 Linecontactdiamondcantilever. |
| 2082 20-20 MCF Yes 20 3.6 1.8 47k 1 E 0.3±0.7 | 5.3 290 290.00 159.50 1 Linecontactdiamondcantilever. |
| 2042 20-20 MCF Yes 20 3.6 1.8 47k 1 E 0.3±0.7 | 5.3 230 230.00 126.50 1 Linecontactdiamondcantilever. |
| 105 20-20 MCF Yes 20 2.3 1.5 47k 1 E 0.3±0.7 | 5.5 120 120.00 66.00 1 Linecontactdiamondcantilever. |

### HEADPHONES

#### MANUFACTURER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Operating Voltage</th>
<th>Frequency Range</th>
<th>Impedance Ohms</th>
<th>Maximum Output Power</th>
<th>Maximum Input Voltage</th>
<th>Gold-Plated Jack</th>
<th>Special Feature</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Price 1</th>
<th>Price 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| ACUTEX
| HTS 1 Dyn. 35-22 75 115 10 7 F 49.90 | 99.00 |
| HTS 3 Dyn. 20-27 75 105 10 F 49.90 | 99.00 |
| ZENITH
| 839-32 Dyn. 20-19 8 104 500 10 C 11 49.95 |
| 839-49 Dyn. 20-18 8 110 200 11 22.65 |
| 839-50 Dyn. 20-20 8 108 200 12 33.95 |
| 839-52 Dyn. 20-20 8 90 700 10 C 16 58.95 |
| 839-54 Dyn. 20-16 8 100 300 9 C 13 54.90 |
| 839-55 Dyn. 20-18 8 90 200 10 C 8 26.50 |
| 839-56 Dyn. 10-25 8 100 300 13 55.95 |

---

AmericanRadioHistory.Com
Sure, they sounded great last night.

But the real test of a speaker system is the morning after.

Will your speakers sweeten your morning coffee with Vivaldi, or will they make you wish you'd never turned your stereo on?

Do your speakers make you glad you're alive, or do they serve only to remind you of last night's excesses?

Some speakers are impressive when played loudly. But a truly great speaker is equally, if not more, impressive at low listening levels. "Loud" is desirable at times, but a speaker to be lived with must do much more.

For years, and without fanfare, ADS has been building monitor speaker systems for some of the most demanding sound engineers in the music industry. ADS technology is uniquely able to accommodate their diverse and challenging requirements. This same technology, not surprisingly, produces some of the finest speaker systems available for home use.

The new ADS L730, for example, is a direct outgrowth of ADS' continuing involvement in digital recording technology. An unusual combination of extended frequency range, uncanny sonic accuracy, razor-sharp stereo imaging and true-to-life dynamic range, the L730 delivers untiring musical performance. Although the system is capable of shaking walls with clean, undistorted sound, you'll appreciate it most on those mornings when quality counts more than quantity.

The L730 is only one of many ADS speakers, all meticulously engineered and superbly crafted. Your ADS dealer will be happy to help you select the model which best suits your purposes. For more information and the name of the ADS dealer nearest you, please write ADS, Dept. AU22, or call 1-800-824-7888 (California 1-800-852-7777) toll free and ask for Operator 483.

Will you still respect your speakers in the morning?
### LOUDSPEAKERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MANUFACTURER</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Woofer (inches)</th>
<th>Woofer (mm)</th>
<th>Midrange (inches)</th>
<th>Midrange (mm)</th>
<th>Tweeter (inches)</th>
<th>Tweeter (mm)</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Frequency Response</th>
<th>Impedance (ohms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACUTEX</td>
<td>MTS 1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>Dome</td>
<td>100-20</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MTS 1 W</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>Dome</td>
<td>100-20</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MTS 2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>Dome</td>
<td>50-20</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MTS 3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>Dome</td>
<td>40-20</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>Dome</td>
<td>35-20</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>Dome</td>
<td>35-20</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COSMOS</td>
<td>Coaxial</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>Dome</td>
<td>31-20</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDUSTRIES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IMPULSE</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Woofer (inches)</th>
<th>Woofer (mm)</th>
<th>Midrange (inches)</th>
<th>Midrange (mm)</th>
<th>Tweeter (inches)</th>
<th>Tweeter (mm)</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Frequency Response</th>
<th>Impedance (ohms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JAMO HI-FI</td>
<td>X 20</td>
<td>Sealed</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Dome</td>
<td>50-15</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>J 73</td>
<td>Sealed</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Dome</td>
<td>35-20</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>J 103</td>
<td>Sealed</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Dome</td>
<td>28-20</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>J 123</td>
<td>Sealed</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Dome</td>
<td>25-20</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>J 153</td>
<td>Sealed</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Dome</td>
<td>22-20</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P 230 R</td>
<td>Bass Ref. (1)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Horn</td>
<td>22-20</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P 260 R</td>
<td>Bass Ref. (2)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Horn</td>
<td>22-20</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>J 203</td>
<td>Bass Ref. (2)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Horn</td>
<td>22-20</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>J 253</td>
<td>Bass Ref. (2)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Horn</td>
<td>22-20</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P 140 R</td>
<td>Bass Ref. (2)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Horn</td>
<td>22-20</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>K/A KINETIC</th>
<th>AUDI0</th>
<th>Wofer (inches)</th>
<th>Woofer (mm)</th>
<th>Midrange (inches)</th>
<th>Midrange (mm)</th>
<th>Tweeter (inches)</th>
<th>Tweeter (mm)</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Frequency Response</th>
<th>Impedance (ohms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>200 SW</td>
<td>TAL</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>313</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Dome</td>
<td>32-3.5</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subwoofer</td>
<td>TAL</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Dome</td>
<td>32-22</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitor</td>
<td>Dual</td>
<td>(2) 6</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Dome</td>
<td>34-22</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MISSION</th>
<th>ELECTRONICS</th>
<th>Woofer (inches)</th>
<th>Woofer (mm)</th>
<th>Midrange (inches)</th>
<th>Midrange (mm)</th>
<th>Tweeter (inches)</th>
<th>Tweeter (mm)</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Frequency Response</th>
<th>Impedance (ohms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>700</td>
<td>Bass Ref. (8)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Dome</td>
<td>60-20</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>710</td>
<td>Bass Ref. (6)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Dome</td>
<td>50-20</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>720</td>
<td>Inf. Bat. (9)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Dome</td>
<td>50-20</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>730</td>
<td>Bass Ref. (10)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Dome</td>
<td>40-20</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>770</td>
<td>Bass Ref. (6)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Dome</td>
<td>40-20</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| PDF         | Sealed      | (2) 5           | 152         | 1                 | 25          | 1.5            | 2            | Dome | 50-16            | 8               |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SPECTRUM</th>
<th>LOUDSPEAKERS</th>
<th>Woofer (inches)</th>
<th>Woofer (mm)</th>
<th>Midrange (inches)</th>
<th>Midrange (mm)</th>
<th>Tweeter (inches)</th>
<th>Tweeter (mm)</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Frequency Response</th>
<th>Impedance (ohms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>106</td>
<td>Bass Ref. (8)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Dome</td>
<td>35-20</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TONEARMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MANUFACTURER</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Overall Length (inches)</th>
<th>Overall Width (inches)</th>
<th>Weight (lbs)</th>
<th>Price (US$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DYNAVECTOR</td>
<td>DV-605</td>
<td>13.19</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>700.00</td>
<td>150.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AmericanRadioHistory.Com
PRESENTING THE FIRST SPEAKER WITH A LASER-PERFECT TWEETER.

It's something you've never seen before. Or heard. Perfection. Perfect tweeter motion, frozen in time. Plotted by a new technique that captures what speaker designers only knew in theory. And were only able to correct by trial-and-error methods. Because no one had ever truly seen the dynamic behavior of an audio transducer. Until now.

It took a laser. Married to a special photosensitive detector and a computer capable of plotting 36,000 coordinates of microscopic motion with incredible precision.

Generating an accurate three-dimensional topographic map of vibration modes. To help us make speaker problems disappear by first making them visible.

Its name is ULTRA™ Celestion's proprietary Ultra-accurate Laser Topographic Response Analysis. Made possible by unique equipment designed, built and programmed in our laboratories. And realized in our new ULTRA Tweeter.™

See what you've been hearing. Speaker designers have long talked about speaker cone breakup and bell modes. Problems that signal a driver's operation at or near its mechanical or electrical limits, by producing distortion that the ear can hear, often before test equipment can detect or accurately measure it. Making speaker design a very subjective, hit-and-miss, tinker-and-listen proposition.

ULTRA has changed all that. By making the invisible, visible. So we can see precisely how changes in critical dimensions, materials, mechanical and electrical characteristics—affect the behavior and interaction of drivers, crossovers and enclosures. At different frequencies. And different levels. In different acoustic environments.

Now, your ears will believe your eyes.

The first results of this engineering breakthrough were recently revealed to the Audio Engineering Society in two major papers by our engineering staff. But a more exciting revelation awaits your ears, in our new Ditto 130, 150, 200 and 300 speakers.

New clarity, accuracy and detail. Improved stereo imaging. Combined with an almost unbelievable efficiency that extracts super performance from receivers and amplifiers of even modest output.

Visit your Celestion dealer and see what ULTRA laser accuracy can do for your ears.

© 1980 Celestion Industries Inc.

Enter No. 10 on Reader Service Card
## AMPLIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MANUFACTURER</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Unit Type</th>
<th>Power Output (W RMS)</th>
<th>Input Impedance</th>
<th>Minimum Load</th>
<th>Speaker Switches</th>
<th>Tone Control</th>
<th>Tone Cont. 2</th>
<th>Tone Cont. 3</th>
<th>Power Input (W RMS)</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Price $</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AMBER ELECTRONICS</td>
<td>Series 70</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>5-60</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>AB</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>499.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DENON</td>
<td>PMA 350</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>5-100</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>470.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARMAN KARDON</td>
<td>HK750</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>10-100</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>AB</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRECISION FIDELITY</td>
<td>M7</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>699.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS AUDIO</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1-100</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>AB</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAE</td>
<td>X-25A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>20-20</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>2.24</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X-15A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>20-20</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X-10A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>20-20</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## PREAMPLIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MANUFACTURER</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Unit Type</th>
<th>Power Output (W RMS)</th>
<th>Input Impedance</th>
<th>Minimum Load</th>
<th>Speaker Switches</th>
<th>Tone Control</th>
<th>Tone Cont. 2</th>
<th>Tone Cont. 3</th>
<th>Power Input (W RMS)</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Price $</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DENON</td>
<td>PRA 2000</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>20-100</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>50k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEX RESEARCH</td>
<td>GAIN BLOCK</td>
<td>MC</td>
<td>6-120</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>50k</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARMAN KARDON</td>
<td>HK725</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>1-150</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>0.145</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRECISION FIDELITY</td>
<td>CTA JB1</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>2-100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>42k</td>
<td>22k</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS AUDIO</td>
<td>PS/LC</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>2-100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>42k</td>
<td>22k</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## TUNERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MANUFACTURER</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Unit Type</th>
<th>Power Output (W RMS)</th>
<th>Input Impedance</th>
<th>Minimum Load</th>
<th>Speaker Switch</th>
<th>Tone Control</th>
<th>Tone Cont. 2</th>
<th>Tone Cont. 3</th>
<th>Power Input (W RMS)</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Price $</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DENON</td>
<td>TU 530</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.7/9.8</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>0.06/0.08</td>
<td>0.1/0.2</td>
<td>82/79</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>260.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARMAN KARDON</td>
<td>HK710</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.9/10.5</td>
<td>18/30.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>35/16</td>
<td>37/36.5</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>0.08/0.1</td>
<td>75/77</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HK715</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.7/10</td>
<td>16/29.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>3/14.8</td>
<td>34/33.5</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.07/0.0</td>
<td>77/77</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
LOUDSPEAKERS ARE NOT PURE SPEAKERS.

INTRODUCING
THE PHASE LINEAR
P-500 SERIES
PURE SPEAKERS.

Why Loudspeakers? It's a fact: Most speakers that sound good at loud listening levels don't sound the same during a soft musical passage. And vice-versa. The drivers are simply not capable of reproducing such a wide dynamic range with clarity and accuracy. Until now.

Purespeakers. Not loudspeakers. If you love music as we do, you know that a hi-fi system is only as good as the "weakest" component. And for the most, it's the speakers. Clearly, it was time we addressed the task of advancing the "state-of-the-art" in speaker and driver technology. We began by identifying design objectives through a careful analysis of how we experience music. Then we got very serious, indeed, about meeting those objectives by:

• Applying every computer-aided technique available, including extensive laser-holographic analysis.
• Utilizing the lightest, strongest materials in the world.
• Pursuing "no-compromise" quality at every stage of design, prototype development, test and manufacturing.

The result was an exact discipline of speaker design that far exceeds anything ever produced. Or heard. In fact, anything less and the listener invariably experiences the speakers. Instead of the music. We urge you to contact your Phase Linear audio dealer and audition the Phase Linear P-500 Purespeakers.

P-580 System Specifications:
Frequency Response: 28Hz-120,000Hz ± 2.5dB.
Total Harmonic Distortion Content: 20Hz-20kHz, less than 0.3%
Intermodulation Distortion: (SMPTE) less than 0.03%
Sensitivity: 91dB, 1 watt at 1 meter.
Driver Complement: 9mg. Ribbon Tweeter, 2½" Beryllium Dome Midrange with Cantilever Suspension, 15" Concentric Rib Woofer.
### CASSETTE DECKS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MANUFACTURER</th>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>Freq. Response</th>
<th>Head(s) (mm)</th>
<th>No. of Heads</th>
<th>5-Track Tape</th>
<th>4-Track Tape</th>
<th>3-Track Tape</th>
<th>2-Track Tape</th>
<th>1-Track Tape</th>
<th>Memory/Remote</th>
<th>Bank Level/Selection</th>
<th>U/M Weight</th>
<th>Price ($)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DENON</td>
<td>DR-250</td>
<td>30-18</td>
<td>F 2 0.045</td>
<td>64 Yes</td>
<td>64 Yes</td>
<td>64 Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>17½ x 5½ x 10½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DR-230</td>
<td>30-18</td>
<td>F 2 0.04</td>
<td>64 Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>17½ x 4½ x 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARMAN KARDON</td>
<td>HK705</td>
<td>20-19</td>
<td>F 2 0.04</td>
<td>60 66 Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>17½ x 6½ x 10½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HK100M</td>
<td>15-19</td>
<td>F 2 0.05</td>
<td>55 65 Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>17½ x 4½ x 10½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HK200XM</td>
<td>15-19</td>
<td>F 2 0.05</td>
<td>57 65 Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>17½ x 4½ x 10½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HK300XM</td>
<td>15-20</td>
<td>F 2 0.03</td>
<td>59 67 Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>17½ x 6½ x 10½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HK400XM</td>
<td>15-20</td>
<td>F 3 0.03</td>
<td>60 68 Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>17½ x 6½ x 10½</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### CAR STEREO DIRECTORY

#### AMPS & EQUALIZERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MANUFACTURER</th>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Amp</th>
<th>EQ Bands/Channel</th>
<th>Separate Control Port</th>
<th>Mono Output (dB)</th>
<th>Weight &amp; Size</th>
<th>% W/O Equalizer</th>
<th>Dimensions (inches)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CAR-FI</td>
<td>EPA 7000</td>
<td>299.95</td>
<td>Amp</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3.5 x 6 x 9</td>
<td>3 x 5 x 6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EPA 6100</td>
<td>179.95</td>
<td>Amp</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3 x 6 x 9</td>
<td>3 x 5 x 6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EPA 3100</td>
<td>159.95</td>
<td>EQ</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1 x 4 x 2 x 6</td>
<td>2 x 3 x 4 x 8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EQL 5500</td>
<td>349.95</td>
<td>EQ</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>1 x 4 x 2 x 6</td>
<td>2 x 3 x 4 x 8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EQL 5200</td>
<td>149.95</td>
<td>EQ</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>1 x 4 x 2 x 6</td>
<td>2 x 3 x 4 x 8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### SPEAKERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MANUFACTURER</th>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>8 &amp; 6/8</th>
<th>80W 20-200 3</th>
<th>Impedance</th>
<th>Frequency Response</th>
<th>Tube</th>
<th>Overall Dimensions</th>
<th>Note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Axiom</td>
<td>MS-1</td>
<td>150.00</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>40-20</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12x9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAR-FI</td>
<td>CS1</td>
<td>89.95</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>6 x 940</td>
<td>40-2.5</td>
<td>F/S</td>
<td>6 x 9 x 3.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CS2</td>
<td>125.95</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>6 x 940</td>
<td>40-2.5</td>
<td>F/S</td>
<td>6 x 9 x 3.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CS3</td>
<td>149.95</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>6 x 940</td>
<td>40-2.5</td>
<td>F/S</td>
<td>6 x 9 x 3.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CS4</td>
<td>239.95</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>6 x 940</td>
<td>40-2.5</td>
<td>F/S</td>
<td>6 x 9 x 3.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grafix</td>
<td>SH-601</td>
<td>178.00</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6 x 940</td>
<td>45-20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Only Custom-Tailored Sound meets your taping needs.

If tape is the only sound that's right for you, to maximize your taping requirements, an ADC Sound Shaper® Two MK III frequency equalizer is a must.

When they designed the Sound Shaper Two, they had you in mind. Because, aside from being a superb all-around equalizer, it lets you work with tape the way you want. For example, now you have two-way tape-dubbing capability, a feature many receivers don't offer. You can "custom-tailor" a record and then record it the way you would have engineered it. And that includes your golden oldies because, with the Sound Shaper Two, you can virtually eliminate the surface noise which has accumulated over the years.

The entire ADC Sound Shaper line is impressive. The basic Sound Shaper One is a great introduction to frequency equalizers. And the top-of-the-line Sound Shaper Three, the Paragraphic™ equalizer, combines the ease and control of a graphic equalizer with the precision and versatility of a parametric. And, all Sound Shaper equalizers, except the Sound Shaper One, feature LED-lit slide controls, allowing for visual plotting of the equalization curve.

With the Sound Shaper Two MK III, you can appreciate the difference custom-tailored sound makes—over and over again.

Custom-Tailored Sound

Enter No. 6 on Reader Service Card

®Sound Shaper is a registered trademark of Audio Dynamics Corporation.
Construct An Indoor/Outdoor FM Antenna

Dr. Frank P. Moloney
Assistant Professor, Dept. of Astronomy, Villanova Univ., Villanova, Pa.

In light of the series of articles in Audio concerning FM antennas by M. J. Salvati [1-5] and R. Modafferi [6], it should be clear that the most significant single improvement which an audiophile can make to FM reception is the antenna. The benefits of improved signal strength and directivity translate directly to a higher level of performance from any tuner or receiver, and studies at Villanova University indicate further benefits from the use of a quality antenna. Modern tuners and front-ends are aligned and tested using signal generators with 75-ohm (or 300-ohm) internal impedances. So terminated, a tuner will exhibit its published performance specifications. Ideally, the antenna also should be 75 ohms, uniformly across the 88 to 108 MHz band. If it is not, several problems may occur. First, the sensitiv-
ty and the crossmodulation rejection of the tuner will be reduced somewhat. Second, baluns (devices used to convert a 300-ohm balanced transmission line to a 75-ohm unbalanced line) may exhibit significant losses if they are not terminated in 300 and 75 ohms. Lastly, antennas which are not nominally 75 ohms will produce standing waves on a 75-ohm transmission line. These standing waves adversely affect "stacking," the use of two or more identical antennas in order to increase gain and provide nulls to reject interfering stations. In this article, the design for an FM antenna which exhibits a good match to 75 ohms, as well as moderate gain and directivity, will be presented.

It is certainly true that the single most serious limitation to high-quality FM reception is the twin-lead dipole antenna. It is all too common to find a $500 tuner or receiver using a 39¢ twin-lead antenna taped to the rear of a bookshelf. These antennas suffer greatly from impedance variations and lack of directivity. To test how closely a twin-lead dipole antenna matches a 75-ohm transmission line over the 88 to 108 MHz FM band, the antenna was taped midway up a large wall in a stone house, and its impedance measured. The data in Fig. 1 show the voltage standing wave ratio, VSWR, as a function of frequency. A VSWR of 1.0 indicates a perfect match to a 75-ohm transmission line, and a VSWR less than 2.0 is usually considered acceptable. Notice the extreme mismatch over the band. Similar but not identical results are obtained with different placement of the dipole. Further, the lack of directivity, or ability to discriminate against signals coming from various directions, can worsen multipath problems. (Multipath is the reception of a given FM station from two different directions, usually the direct path and a reflection from a large structure. The two signals, which have travelled different path lengths, combine to cause amplitude modulation distortion.) Clearly, the dipole antenna is not the best for use with a quality tuner.

By investigating the literature concerning antennas [7-11] and reviewing the commercial realizations of these designs, we have formulated a design philosophy for an improved log-periodic dipole antenna (LPDA) for the FM band. Our philosophy is this:

a) We provide the details for the construction of an indoor as well as an outdoor antenna. The indoor model is simpler and cheaper to construct, and it is easily mounted and rotated in an attic. The outdoor model can be mounted high enough to provide superior reception. The raw materials for both are easily accessible.

b) The impedance must be nearly 75 ohms across the FM band. To accomplish this, we employ multiple feeders. Although this is slightly more expensive than using open-wire crossfeeding, as commercially available antennas use, the multiple feeders provide a substantially lower VSWR [10]. According to Bantin and Balmain [9], the feeders should be terminated in their characteristic impedance. This further lowers the VSWR by eliminating reflections on the feeders.

c) We use an additional dipole element at the low-frequency end of the antenna, which will serve as an active reflector at the low-frequency part of the FM band, keeping the gain high and improving the front-to-back ratio. Many FM stations in this frequency region operate at greatly reduced effective radiated power, and their reception requires additional effort on the part of the antenna.

d) Most commercial antennas are designed to be shipped folded. The difficulty with such a design is that its success depends upon a friction fit between feeder and dipole for r.f. electrical continuity. In time, the contact ox-

Fig. 1 — The voltage standing wave ratio, VSWR, of a twin-lead dipole antenna as a function of frequency in MHz over the FM band.

Fig. 2 — The geometric parameters of a log-periodic dipole antenna (LPDA).
dizes, yielding a rectifying junction. Our philosophy is that the metalworking required in the outdoor model provides for an antenna with superior weathering capabilities. This capability justifies the slightly increased cost and complexity.

e) The design must be amenable to duplication. That is, a second antenna, built within normal construction tolerances, must exhibit nearly identical characteristics (impedance, gain, position and depth of nulls). There are two reasons for this. First, if two antennas are to be stacked, they must be nearly identical in order for the advantages of stacking to be realized, and second,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n = 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

you, the reader, must be confident that the antenna you construct is as capable a structure as the ones described in this article.

A typical LPDA, shown in Fig. 2, is fully characterized by these parameters:

$$H = \text{Height Ratio} = \frac{h_{\text{max}}}{h_n}$$

$$W_{\text{max}} = \text{Maximum Wavelength of Operation},$$

$$S = \text{Spacing Factor} = \frac{x_1 - x_2}{W_{\text{max}}}$$

Often, the apex angle $A$ is also used:

$$A = \tan^{-1}\frac{h_n}{x_n}$$

It is clear that $H$ and $A$ (or $H$ and $S$) set
the size, and therefore the gain and cost, of the antenna. Following DeVito and Stracca [10], we chose:

\( S = 0.10, H = 0.94, \) so \( A = 8.5 \) degrees, which will provide between 8 and 9 dBi of gain.

From Carrel [8], we find that the total number \( N \) of elements is 8. However, in order to increase the forward directivity of the antenna at the lowest frequency we will add an additional element, resonant at 82.73 MHz. This will make \( h_2 \) resonant at 88 MHz. So we compute the element heights \( h \) and the spacings for \( N = 9 \) elements. These are shown in Table I. Additionally, 2 cm are added to each of the element lengths in order to extend the elements through the feeders.

**Outdoor Model Construction**

The feed boom arrangement is somewhat different from other antennas (such as Yagi types) and is shown in Fig. 3. Elements are staggered on the two booms in order to properly phase the dipoles. The booms are drilled for the elements using a drill press; this insures that the elements will extend perpendicularly from the booms, and all the elements on one boom will lie in the same horizontal plane. The antenna is fed by 75-ohm coaxial cable which is routed inside the lower boom. This arrangement functions as a balun, converting the balanced feeder booms to the unbalanced transmission line. The center conductor of the coax is connected to the upper boom at the \( h_9 \) end (Fig. 4). The shield is connected to the lower boom at the \( h_9 \) end. The coax exits the boom at the \( h_1 \) end. The elements are held in place in the booms by drilling and tapping the elements to accept a \( \#6-32 \) screw. The booms are spaced and connected to the mast by the phenolic structure shown in Fig. 8. The mast, if metallic, must not contact the lower boom. In extremely windy areas, you may wish to use two such structures, on either side of the booms.

**Indoor Model Construction**

If you wish to construct the model for attic placement, you will need three lengths of \( 0.75 \times 0.125 \times 96 \) inch aluminum bar stock, available at most hardware dealers, for the feeders. The middle bar serves as a ground reference. The three feeders are spaced by \( 0.125 \)-inch thick by \( 1 \)-inch square plexiglass spacers. The dipole elements are formed from aluminum foil or, better, aluminum foil duct tape. The adhesive side of the foil tape adheres to the plexiglass spacers, not the feeders. This sandwich of aluminum and plexiglass is shown in Figs. 10 and 11, and is held together either with nylon screws round all electrical connections to the antenna with noncorrosive RTV sealant to prevent weathering. The electrical connections to the antenna are made with \#4-40 stainless or brass hardware.

To properly space the boom at 3.4 cm center-to-center, eight plexiglass spacers (Fig. 7) are placed against both sides of the feeder booms, over the \( h_1, h_2, h_3, \) and \( h_9 \) elements. The booms are spaced and connected to the mast by the phenolic structure shown in Fig. 8. The mast, if metallic, must not contact the lower boom. In extremely windy areas, you may wish to use two such structures, on either side of the booms. The booms are drilled to accept the \( \frac{1}{4} \)-inch diameter elements and the screws at right angles to these elements; see diagram (Fig. 6).
through the sandwich or with nylon cable ties around the sandwich. The use of the center aluminum feeder bar as ground reference reduces its terminal impedance from 75-ohm balanced to 37-ohm unbalanced. To match this 37-ohm impedance to the 75-ohm transmission line, we use a one-quarter wavelength section of 50-ohm cable, RG 58 (not foam dielectric), shown in Fig. 12. The h₁ end of the feeder assembly is terminated by a pair of 50-ohm, 1/4-watt carbon resistors.

The ends of the feeder bars and the free ends of the dipole elements are attached to lengths of 1 x 2 inch furring strips, two of 96-inch length, one of 72-inch length, and one of 44 1/2-inch length. The angle brackets shown in Fig. 11 attach the feeder bars to the frame, and the free end of the dipole elements may be tacked to the frame. The entire structure may be perched, suspended, or rotated in the attic by any means which you may find convenient.

Measurements
We subjected the antennas to a number of tests in order to verify their performance. It should be stated that neither antenna was tuned or otherwise adjusted to achieve these specifications. First, we measured their impedance and converted the impedance to VSWR; the results are shown in Fig. 13. Notice the much improved performance over that shown in Fig. 1. Second, we measured the gain at three frequencies — 88, 98, and 108 MHz — by using a standard gain dipole. The results were 8.5, 9.5, and 9.0 dBi for the outdoor model, and 8.5, 9.0, and 9.0 for the indoor model at the respective three frequencies. The accuracy of those measurements is ±1 dB. Clearly, the antennas are achieving the design target for gain. Lastly, we measured their azimuthal power pattern at 88 and 103 MHz under conditions similar to actual home use, and not inside an anechoic chamber. The results, again with an accuracy of ±1 dB, are shown in Fig. 14; the data for the two models were nearly identical. Notice the depth of the nulls at about ± 90 degrees. These positions can be used to null out interfering stations. Further, the front-to-back ratio is about -20 dB.
These antennas have been in use for about a year and have provided a vast improvement in the FM performance of our audio system. In tests, the combination of an inexpensive tuner and the LPDA consistently outperformed a very expensive tuner and the twin-lead dipole. With local stations, multipath distortion was measurably lower and crossmodulation interference was nonexistent with the LPDA. With distant stations, the LPDA provided superior signal-to-noise ratios and a complete absence of alternate channel interference. The combination of a more expensive tuner and the LPDA was quite superb. Further, three other LPDAs have been constructed, all exhibiting characteristics nearly identical with the first. We would certainly enjoy hearing from readers who build the antenna or who have questions regarding this article.
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*Should you experience difficulty obtaining such a small quantity of the RG 58 cable, send $1 to: Communications Electronics, 672 Sproul Rd., Bryn Mawr, Pa. 19010. They will send, via first-class mail, the cable and the two resistors.
This article describes the construction and operation of a battery-powered signal source that provides very clean square-wave and highly linear triangle-wave outputs. The quality of the output signals compares very favorably with commercial function generators selling in the $100.00 to $150.00 price range. Full specifications are given in Table I.

This little generator is designed for use in repair and adjustment of amplifiers and performance testing of hi-fi components and systems. The square-wave output is useful for checking the frequency response of power amplifiers and preamplifiers, as well as for checking the transient response of these items and speakers. The triangle waveform is superior to a sine-wave test signal for observing clipping and overload.

**Theory of Operation**

Op-amp IC1 generates a square wave by positive feedback through resistors R17/R18 to its noninverting input (pin 3). This square wave is integrated by op-amp IC2 to produce the triangle wave. Op-amp IC2 also controls the switching point of IC1 by feedback through resistor R19. The integration frequency (hence that of the triangle and square waves) is determined by resistors R1-R10 and capacitors C5 and C6. Variations in the resistance of R17/R18 affect both frequency and triangle output amplitude in this design, and this effect is used to advantage in this present circuit. Here, the frequency can be adjusted so that readily available values of R and C yield the desired spot frequencies. The value selected for R16 yields the desired triangle output level from the resulting circuit constants.

Switches S3 and S4 connect low-value resistors across the output pots (R13 and R14) to reduce the available output voltages by 20 dB. The ICs have FET inputs, so the bias current of IC2 cannot upset the circuit operation when high-value integrating resistors are used. This allows using resistors as high as 400 kilohms (R9 and R10) and as low as 8 kilohms (R1 in parallel with R9/R10), which in turn allows using the same capacitors to cover many frequencies. Just two integrating capacitors (C5 and C6) cover nearly four decades of frequency. The resulting system with six spot frequencies per range also has a practical ad-
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Fig. 2 — Suggested layout for front panel.

vantage in that it allows using readily available switches.

Simplicity and practical accommodations were stressed throughout the design of this generator. If the output of IC1 were zener clamped, the output amplitudes could be stabilized against supply-voltage changes. However, with suitable zeners, this occurs only at higher supply voltages (ruling out battery operation), and then the supply-voltage variations affect frequency (not the case with the chosen design). Furthermore, for 50-percent duty cycle (inherent in this design), the zeners must be closely matched. Therefore, I opted for this simple design, using mercury batteries (which have a very flat discharge characteristic) to take care of the supply-variation problem.

Construction Notes

As far as layout is concerned, nothing is especially critical. Even packaging is easy; to accommodate the switches, connectors, and frequency scales, a cabinet much larger than needed for the "innards" is used. Thus, you will have no problems fitting the batteries and circuit board inside. The frequency scales and other front-panel nomenclature are Dymo-type labels. See Fig. 2 for suggested layout.

The components covered in tone on the schematic diagram are mounted on the circuit board. Use No. 22 solid wire and resistors R11 and R16 to make the connections from the circuit board to the cabinet-mounted parts. The stiffness of the connections will support the tiny and lightweight circuit board. Perforated board or printed-circuit techniques can be used for the circuit board, but I recommend Vero-board by Vero Electronics. The metalized 0.1-inch grid pattern accepts DIP ICs directly and it also permits dense packaging.

The frequency accuracy depends on component quality. For most applications 5-percent tolerance resistors and 10-percent capacitors will do nicely. However, for best performance, use 1-percent metal-film or deposited-carbon resistors and temperature-stable capacitors for C5 and C6.

Switch S1 should have shorting contacts for transient-free frequency selection. However, because resistors R9 and R10 are hard wired in this design, the worst that can happen if you use a switch with nonshorting contacts (such as the Radio Shack 275-1386) is a few cycles of 10-Hz signal while switching. This is one of the many design accommodations made for constructors who do not have access to large industrial parts-supply houses.

Consumer-oriented mail-order houses can supply most, if not all, of the parts. I obtained the FET op-amps and ceramic capacitors from Digi-Key and the switches and connectors from the local Radio Shack. Digi-Key's address, for those who don't have it, is P.O. Box 677, Hiway 32 South, Thief River Falls, Minn. 56701.

Adjustments

The circuit will oscillate without ad-
The output from this square and triangle wave generator compares with $150.00 units.

Trim pot R17 permits precise adjustment of average operating frequency. If a counter is available, set the generator to 1 kHz and adjust pot R17 until the counter indicates 1000. If a counter is not available, a triggered-sweep scope with accurate timebase will do. Adjust R17 for a 1-millisecond period of the generator's square wave as displayed on the scope.

Capacitor C7 improves the high-frequency performance of the circuit. It has greatest effect at 50 kHz and progressively less effect at lower frequencies. Below 2 kHz, it has negligible effect. Increasing the value of C7 increases the frequency of oscillation and lowers the triangle output amplitude. Conversely, decreasing the value of C7 lowers the frequency and increases the triangle output amplitude. The exact value that yields maximum high-end frequency accuracy and flattest frequency response depends to some extent on the construction technique employed. The indicated value (180 pF) is fine for most applications, as evidenced by the Table of Specifications. However, if super-flat frequency response and high-end frequency accuracy are important, connect a wideband voltmeter to the triangle output and a frequency counter to the square-wave output. Then change C7 as directed above until the 50-kHz frequency accuracy and triangle amplitude are the same as at 1 kHz.

Applications of this generator were mentioned earlier. However, there are certain points of usage you should note. Since the output level controls are linear pots, it is important to use the HI-LOW switches to attenuate the signal when driving preamps, integrated amplifiers, and receivers. The HI position is intended only for driving power amplifiers.

Both triangle and square wave are simultaneously available, and their levels are set independently. When using one of the outputs to drive an amplifier under test, use the other output to trigger the scope. This gives a stable scope display regardless of how much you vary the test signal level.

### Table II—Parts list with some suggested commercial parts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ICI</td>
<td>National Semiconductor LF357.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC2</td>
<td>National Semiconductor LF356.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B1, B2</td>
<td>8.4-volt mercury battery, Eveready E146.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J1, J2</td>
<td>RCA-type phono jack, Radio Shack 274-346.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>6-position, 1-pole rotary switch with shorting contacts (see text), Centralab 1400.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2-S4</td>
<td>SPDT miniature toggle switches, Radio Shack 275-613.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5</td>
<td>DPST miniature toggle switch, Radio Shack 275-614.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1-C4</td>
<td>0.1-µF, 25-V disc ceramic capacitors, Panasonic DE104.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5</td>
<td>1000-pF ±2% mica capacitor (see text).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6</td>
<td>0.1-µF ±5% polystyrene or polycarbonate capacitor (see text).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C7</td>
<td>180-pF mica or ceramic capacitor (see text).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>8.2-kilohm, 1/4-W film resistor.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>20-kilohm, 1/4-W film resistor.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>1-kilohm, 1/4-W film resistor.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4, R5</td>
<td>22-kilohm, 1/4-W film resistors.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6</td>
<td>100-kilohm, 1/4-W film resistor.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R7-R10</td>
<td>200-kilohm, 1/4-W film resistors.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R11</td>
<td>3.3-kilohm, 14-W carbon resistor.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R12</td>
<td>91-ohm, 14-W carbon resistor.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R13, R14</td>
<td>1-kilohm potentiometers, Centralab B-5.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R15</td>
<td>82-ohm, 14-W carbon resistor.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R16</td>
<td>2.2-kilohm, 14-W carbon resistor.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R17</td>
<td>5-kilohm trimmer potentiometer.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R18</td>
<td>13-kilohm, 14-W carbon resistor.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R19</td>
<td>10-kilohm, 14-W carbon resistor.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 x 5 x 4 inch aluminum case, Bud CU-3007A.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knobs with index mark, three required.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9-V battery connectors, two required.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Beauty of design... and performance!
NIKKO AUDIO components offer advanced technics, design and performance on the same superior level as their extraordinary good looks.

Shown below: The Gamma 20 frequency-synthesized digital tuner with 6-station programmable memory, Beta 20 preamplifier with performance, construction and many features of far more costly units, EQ 1 graphic equalizer, ND-790 metal cassette deck (with optional rack mounts), Alpha 220 DC servo nonswitching power amplifier. All except cassette decks backed by a transferable 3-year parts & labor limited warranty.

Visit your authorized NIKKO AUDIO dealer and find out why we say that the beauty of our products more than meets the eye.
PAIN OR PLEASURE

Martin Polon

Man has received many blessings from the technology that propelled the 19th century towards the 21st—a lengthened life span with added material pleasures are ones to which urban man has become accustomed. Many of his electronic entertainments use audio—from graphic-equalized car stereos to multichannel sound systems for disco. The good life now encompasses high-level audio in such diverse entertainments as indoor and outdoor concerts, multimedia displays, discotheques, etc. Quality high-level sound entertains around the world. Home entertainment has evolved from the table radio of 40 years ago to today's high-power home stereo system.

The difficulty with all this remarkable technology is that it bears a hidden and complex set of negatives. There is just no such thing as a free lunch. The human body is a complete biological system that reached its current state of refinement by a process that did not include audio at high levels. The human life support mechanisms developed to keep the wolf from the door—literally! Man's physical and mental responses to various external stimuli evolved from the real threats and dangers of the primordial past. Today's threats and dangers are much more subtle than a pack of hungry wolves, yet pose dangers far greater to human life. Many stimuli from the technologies and life style of modern man act as analogs of basic threats, regularly triggering body reactions that would normally occur infrequently. Worse still, electronically amplified music can easily exceed high sound levels found in manufacturing plants, subways, and at airports.

Man is by conception, terminal. The factors for each individual's life span are determined to some large extent by personal habits, including ingestion (food, beverages, alcohol, drugs, and tobacco), exercise and exertion or the lack thereof, and exposure to various polluting influences in the environment. While certain pollutants may be deadly, they also are so obviously toxic that avoidance is reflexive. Not many of us would breathe pure automobile exhaust or handle a beaker of corrosive fuming nitric acid. Less obvious and far more dangerous are polluting substances or energies that are quite attractive. High-level sound is in this category. "One person's treat is another person's poison," or so the old saying goes. Energy pollution effects do vary in susceptibility from individual to individual. The dosage and duration of exposure determines the ultimate effect of any pollutant. But there is one sobering fact to remember: The human body is an unforgiving storage medium with a permanent memory. Anything that is carcinogenic, mutagenic or toxic, be it a substance or an energy form, can change the physical condition of those exposed. The only question is how much damage is done, and when the consequences of the damage become irreversible.

After World War II, medical technology was able to measure and treat disease caused by pollution. At the same time, pollutants became so complex as to defy the prediction of long-term medical consequences. One example from the benzene family is the polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) used in the manufacture of utility power transformers. These chemicals, utilized for the past 30 years, have been identified with serious disorders in people who live in proximity to the use or discard of these materials. This is "invisible pollution," because it cannot be seen or sensed, except by the toxic effect on human beings over a long time span. Another example of near invisible pollution is cigarette smoking. The introduction of commercial cigarettes for the male population was followed by a period of relative calm before a storm of lung cancer erupted. Similarly, the wide acceptance of cigarettes by women in the 1940s was followed 20 years later by a dramatic upward swing in the lung cancer rates for women.

What has all this invisible pollution to do with audio? The answer to that depends on what audio is. The science of epidemiology is literally translated as "the study of epidemics," in other words, the study of negative results to large segments of the population from causative agents. The dictionary describes audio as "audible sound" and noise as "unwanted sound." Audio is sound, and sound when unwanted is noise. Sound can cause extensive problems in terms of hearing and whole body damage. Sound is energy, and the effects of energy on the body are defined by dosage and duration, regardless if the energy is from solar, nuclear or electroacoustic sources.

Music changes to noise in a medical sense when the level exceeds 90 dB.
A" SPL. Sound energy above 90 dB triggers systemic stress which can lead to body damage. Direct damage to the inner ear can take place with exposure in excess of 95 dB and, in the United States, OSHA says that daily exposure must be less than four hours. In the United Kingdom, medical experts recommend that exposure to 128 dB not exceed 28 seconds. The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) calls for a maximum exposure of 10 minutes a week to a level of 114 dB or greater. Musical content has no value if the energy present is in excess of what the body can tolerate. If established safe levels of exposure restrict a sound level of 120 dB to 28 seconds during a day, the content of the sound is not significant. The state of the art in audio has made levels of 90 to 120 dB very common in performance, recording, and playback. Higher levels are frequently encountered. Paradoxically, the medical arguments on the threshold of hearing damage do not center on 90 dB. There is a consensus of opinion on damage at 90 dB. The current recommendations in the medical literature range between 65 and 85 dB for susceptible populations.

The environment that man inhabits has never been totally silent, but the gradual rise in technology of the 20th century has markedly increased the daily noise dose. The advancements in recording and reproduction of sound give audio systems underestimated potential for generating high levels of sound in the working environment. This "audio inflation" can also be heard in the home. Systems are equipped with efficient loudspeakers using large, heat-resistant voice-coils capable of handling 50 to 250 watts of power per channel. How many would expect that car stereos could produce sound pressure levels easily exceeding 90 dB? The car is a small, highly reflective area in which to deliver 10 to 100 watts rms per channel to multiple speakers. The headphone is one of the most "invisible" elements of sound pollution because it couples directly to the ear and can generate considerable energy. Concert entertainments regularly use large sound systems driven by 5,000 to 25,000 watts of power amplification, capable of constant levels in excess of 110 dB at several meters.

Level and exposure are the keys to susceptibility in sound-induced damage. The body has evolved through time, and many aspects of hearing are functions of survival mechanisms. Our high-technology life style may have rendered these mechanisms obsolete. The apparatus of human hearing features acute midrange sensitivity and selective accuracy. Through man's distant past, it was necessary to hear the approach of, say, a pack of wolves. To survive was to hear distant sound, allowing for escape or defensive action. The perception of threatening sounds would begin a series of physiological responses, involuntary functions which prepared man for reaction to the perceived threat. This complex defense mechanism, triggered by sound, allows man to have maximum levels of exposure to sound levels which mimic threats.

Living man is a complex biosystem which can defy precise explanation. However, medical information on the negative effects of high-level sound can be obtained in a number of ways. Rats, gerbils, chinchillas, and certain monkeys are quite similar to man. Detailed examination after exposure has yielded significant confirmations of sound-related damage. Further information has come from human autopsy analysis and the medical histories of large populations known to have been exposed to high-level sound.

High-level sound exposure can produce negative effects in two major areas, auditory and nonauditory. Auditory damage to sound has been well documented, but there are some relationships between auditory and nonauditory damage that should be explored. Briefly stated, continued exposure to high-level sound of variable threshold and duration will produce significant and permanent damage to the hearing mechanism in the inner ear. The damage is variable since each human being has a unique vulnerability to auditory and nonauditory damage, based on a variety of individual characteristics.

In the human hearing apparatus, the outer and middle ear exist principally to collect and transmit sound to the inner ear for sensory reception. In the inner ear, the sensory mechanism consists of the cochlea, which is a coiled-up canal. It contains the basilar membrane which supports four rows of hair cells. These hair cells will bend with incoming sound impulses, sending bioelectrical signals towards the brain (via nerve fibers which are grouped to form the spiral ganglion and become the auditory branch of the cranial nerve).

Sound injury to the inner ear is based on the following mechanisms of damage:

1. Exposure to high-intensity noise produces a physical detachment of a portion of the hair cells from the basilar membrane. This injury is a consequence of mechanical stress which can develop during high level exposure.

2. The outer hair cells are damaged initially by sound exposure, while the...
inner hair cells die from a reduction in blood flow. Subsequent exposure increases the extent of the damage.

3. The membrane structure changes, causing further damage during high-level exposure. Nerve cells are damaged as well as the hair cells.

4. The destruction of a number of cells at the same time during an exposure episode can leak a minute amount of ear fluid. Possessing excessive potassium ions, this fluid causes swelling and rupturing of the uninjured sensory cells and nerve fibers which may continue long after exposure ceases.

There are definite, well-documented patterns of exposure and measured damage in auditory injury. The use of audiological tests is empirical and they produce irrefutable information. Formulas exist which predict the physiological deteriorations. Approximately 96 percent of the working population can be protected from sound damage by limiting exposure to sounds at 90 dB and above. What of those who are not limited by the nature of their work or by recreational choice or both? There is a predictable pattern of damage in the frequency range of 1,000 to 6,000 Hz, with peak damage at 4,000 Hz. The degree of loss can increase with subsequent exposure and can prove very severe in some individuals, assuming the natural loss with aging (presbycusis). The relationship to non-auditory damage is that the individual afflicted with a notching of hearing sensitivity will attempt to compensate by increasing sound levels to achieve perception. This will cause further hearing damage, especially at levels in excess of 100 dB, and accelerate the non-auditory damage.

At the cardiovascular system level, the effects of high-level sound are most prominent. At the onset of a high-level episode, the body goes from an alert state, known as the orienting response, to a sustained reaction called the defense response. Characteristically, these two responses cause an involuntary change in the body that begins with a tensing of the muscles (by the main motor nerves). This is followed by the nervous system causing changes in heart activity, breathing, blood pressure, etc. Diseases of the heart and associated blockages of the veins and arteries can be complicated by the involvement of high-level sound, contrary to the optimum functioning of the cardiovascular system. A most apparent phenomenon is the change in size of the blood vessels (called vasoconstriction), which occurs at the onset of high-level sound. It may begin to disappear in some individuals when the sound ceases; in others it may persist for up to 25 minutes afterwards. Other heart-related changes include blood pressure (especially diastolic), heart rate, cardiac output, and pulse volume. All of these components are interrelated, and the changes may cause further effects. For example, sound does not seriously affect long-term blood pressure of a normal population group, but for those suffering from high blood pressure (hypertension), the effect of high-level sound is to cause a small but definite further increase in pressure. High sound levels also can increase the agents of blockage in arteries, that is elevated blood levels of triglycerides and cholesterol.

One interesting auditory and non-auditory correlation involves peripheral vasoconstriction. This changing in size of the blood vessels tends to restrict the supply of blood to the head. The effect on the brain must be gauged in conjunction with the psychological and hormonal changes which also occur during high-level exposure. The ear, the very sensory organ which receives all of the high-level sound, is very much affected. The restriction of supply causes the ear to suffer cochlear anemia (ischemia), and this lack of blood flow occurs at the very time when the ear is under attack. The sensory cells need an increased supply of blood to provide energy sources and remove metabolic products resulting from the high sound level and related auditory metabolic activity. The ear does not get the needed blood in sufficient volume to save all of the threatened cells.

Sound also acts on the digestive system as a stress agent. A number of changes take place in the gastrointestinal system such as increased movement (motility), with waves of contractions passing along the intestines causing the contents to increase speed. The result is diarrhea and/or frequent episodes of irregularity. Abnormal contractions of the stomach can take place along with the more usual outpouring of hydrochloric acid into the stomach; the two result in an unstable condition which can lead to peptic ulceration in susceptible individuals. There is an interesting note here. Those individuals who are able to control the level and duration of the sound source suffer greater motility problems than those who have no control on the sound at all. This is a complex reaction to sound and might be explained in terms of interaction between the brain and the psychological impact through the central nervous system.

The respiratory system of the body is a vital part of the metabolic process, and it is assumed that high-level sound has very little effect on the respiratory function. The only involvement is the inducement of slow, deep breathing, producing optimal ventilation of the lungs and high oxygenation of the blood. One fact of concern, however, is that sound can and does kill many laboratory animals under certain conditions. This is known as audiogenic seizure, and the cause of death is most usually respiratory failure (brought on by contractions of the respiratory muscles). Fortunately, man does not appear to be involved with this phenomenon at sound levels below 160 dB SPL “A.”

The central nervous system is intimately involved with high-level sound inputs. We see the specific neurological involvements as the nonauditory response of the body. The central nervous system controls the voluntary nervous system, the autonomic nervous system, and the endocrine system through the hypothalamus in the brain. All of these are involved in a chain reaction. The management aspect of the central nervous system follows through the various systems. The second involvement of the central nervous system is with the psychological impact of high-level sound. Of greatest interest are the arousal and distraction effects. The effect of arousal is difficult to identify here since it is related to surprise, and the presence of high-level sound in a listening environment is an expected quantity. The distraction effect is pronounced, and it manifests itself as follows in terms of human performance:

1. Sound can increase or decrease efficiency, but the effect will occur later rather than sooner.

2. Negative effect is normally associated with complex tasks that have
multiple components or high information loads.

3. Tasks involving cognitive skills, such as memory, can be interfered with at levels as low as 70 or 80 dB.

4. Conversation may be rendered incomprehensible via distractive processes at levels far below those which physically mask conversation. In other words, the ability to perform certain tasks is alterable by high-level sound.

Other psychopathological changes come with sound exposure. Studies of individuals working within a high sound level environment indicate a trend towards depression and neurotic behavior among susceptible subjects, especially single women. The interrelations of body functions come into play, and the increased output of various hormones may well account for this impact, especially given the hormonal change found during menstruation.

Both the female reproductive system and the immunologic system can be significantly influenced by the hormonal output triggered by sound. Immunological agents such as the eosinophils (white blood cells involved in allergic reactions) and gamma globulin (plasma protein which protects against certain diseases), among others, appear to be depressed in availability during the periods of high sound levels. The presence of certain hormones in the body of the human female during pregnancy can affect the rate and form of fetal development and the effect of sound produces stimulation of the breasts and uterus, yielding additional hormonal activity. The fetus of any mammal is very susceptible to any kind of change from a stabilized condition, so the presence of sound-induced hormones cannot be viewed positively in any context. There is even some research to suggest that the fetus itself will undergo physiological changes as growth brings it to the point where it can physically sense either the sound or the mother's reaction to the sound.

The major source of chemicals in the brain is from the hormonal output triggered by the initial response to sound (in the hypothalamus to the pituitary gland), and then to other hormone-involved glands. This stimulated production of hormones (such as primary steroids like 17-hydroxycorticosterone), involves virtually all body functions not previously discussed. During a high-level sound episode, for example, male sexual drive seems to be increased while sexual potency is decreased because the gonads are signaled with a hormone. The basis of much of the tending during the orienting and defense reactions involves the release of adrenaline which causes the increase in neuromuscular tension, nervousness, irritability, and anxiety. Other hormones affect the function of the kidneys and the amounts of substances in the blood. The trigger hormones, the corticosteroids, can retain their high bloodstream level over a long time frame after episodes of high sound levels have concluded.

It is important to note that all of these radical hormonal changes occur when sound levels above body tolerance are perceived. The effects tend to be extended due to the time required for the various chemicals to be dissipated in the body.

The effect of high-level sound on the mental state is documented in terms of the presence in the brain of chemicals also found in those with schizophrenia and psychosis. High-level sound stimulates these chemicals, such as norepinephrine, in susceptible individuals. There is even some suggestion of specific involvement between high-level sound and a rare form of epileptic seizure.

The special senses of vision and balance are influenced by the presence of high sound levels, but without any apparent health negatives past temporary dysfunctions. One change is a tendency in susceptible individuals for dizziness and vertigo via acoustic stimulation of the vestibular labyrinth or canal link in the ears. Sound also can cause susceptible individuals several alterations from normal vision. These include a narrowing of the angle of the visual field, impaired acuity and color vision, and interference with the critical flicker-fusion frequency. The brain's ability to use relevant visual information can also be disturbed. Perhaps the most interesting fact associated with high sound levels and vision is that the pupil of the eye dilates with high sound levels (dilation increases with the increase of the stimulus).

All of the changes that the body undergoes during episodes of high-level sound exposure suggest that the total effect is less than positive. In fact, it would seem that for a certain percentage of the population, such exposure to levels in excess of 90 dB could pose a substantial hazard to long-term health. The real focal point of the problem with high-level sound is the invisibility of the effects. There are very few members of a susceptible population group who are going to realize that damage is taking place, and that in various ways, the ability to perform all life-related tasks is deteriorating. The bottom line in exposure to high levels is the total lack of identification of those most susceptible.

Certainly, the amount of exposure time tends to shift the possibility of severe health and hearing damage to those audio professionals who are involved on a daily basis or those enthusiasts who use their systems daily and have the very large sound systems necessary to reach levels in excess of 110 dB. (There may be benefit to the urban dilemma in housing, in that the presence of neighbors tends to limit the levels.)

Alternatives are many, but few will work practically because those who already have impaired hearing cannot tolerate attenuation without seriously compromising their perceptions. For undamaged individuals, two solutions seem reasonable. Those using audio at levels in excess of 90 or 100 dB can use some kind of hear protectors. There is some frequency response alteration, but it may be acceptable as an alternative to health damage. Secondly, the use of small, inexpensive sound level meters can provide a constant means for keeping levels at or below 90 dB. Doing nothing is unacceptable because it ends with negative changes in the body. No one can know how susceptible they might really be to the physiological impacts of high-level sound, and the question demands thoughtful answers. Lastly, it is foolish to assume that the well-established (and restrictive) governmental safety standards for sound will never reach the audio profession. The recording and reproduction of audio will suffer from start to finish if solutions are imposed as regulations.
Finally. The elusive goal, attained.

Audiocassettes of such remarkable accuracy and clarity that differences between original and recording virtually vanish.

This is the sound of the future. Tapes with the widest possible dynamic range. The flattest frequency response obtainable. And freedom from noise and distortion.

New Fuji tapes: Born of microscopically small particles made smaller, more uniformly than ever before. Permanently mated to polymer film so precise, its surface is mirror smooth. The product of intensive research that unites physics, chemistry, computer technology and psychoacoustics.

The sound of the future. Hear it at your audio dealer today. In four superb tapes that share a single name.

FUJI CASSETTES
Imagination has just become reality.

© 1980 Fuji Photo Film U.S.A., Inc., Magnetic Tape Division. 350 Fifth Avenue, NY, NY 10118.
The digital circuitry ensures that every station received is automatically locked in for lowest possible distortion, with its frequency indicated both on a digital readout and by a LED indicator along an analog type dial.

12 PRESET STATIONS. To make FM and AM tuning still easier, up to 12 user-selected stations may be "stored" in all "Z" Receiver memory circuits for instant recall. The last station received will be remembered when the tuner is turned on again; and memories are kept "live" even during a power outage.

TOUCH VOLUME CONTROL & LED PEAK POWER LEVEL INDICATOR. The Sansui "Z" Receivers use a pair of touch-buttons to adjust the listening level. Relative volume control setting is indicated on a fluorescent display. On most models actual peak power amplifier output is shown by 14- or 18-segment LED indicators.

And it's what you hear that makes Sansui so special.

SANSUI—THE LEADER IN DC TECHNOLOGY. The DC-Servo Amp brings you coloration-free, superbly defined reproduction with the healthy, realistic bass response that only a DC configuration can provide. Gone are unwanted ultra-low frequencies—like record warps and tonearm resonance. What you hear is a clean, tight, transparent sound that sets a new standard for receiver performance.

SYNTHESIZED DIGITAL TUNING. You can't mistune a Sansui synthesized digital receiver. Not even a little. Press the up/down tuning buttons.

What frequency range does your favorite singer's voice most commonly fall into? What about your favorite instrument? How accurately does your cartridge handle those frequencies? How about your tape deck?

The newest Sansui "Z" Receivers all have an ingenious spectrum analyzer that answers these and other questions by letting you see exactly what you hear.

And it's what you hear that makes Sansui so special.

The digital circuitry ensures that every station received is automatically locked in for lowest possible distortion, with its frequency indicated both on a digital readout and by a LED indicator along an analog type dial.

12 PRESET STATIONS. To make FM and AM tuning still easier, up to 12 user-selected stations may be "stored" in all "Z" Receiver memory circuits for instant recall. The last station received will be remembered when the tuner is turned on again; and memories are kept "live" even during a power outage.

TOUCH VOLUME CONTROL & LED PEAK POWER LEVEL INDICATOR. The Sansui "Z" Receivers use a pair of touch-buttons to adjust the listening level. Relative volume control setting is indicated on a fluorescent display. On most models actual peak power amplifier output is shown by 14- or 18-segment LED indicators.

And there's more. Instead of up/down tuning buttons, both the 9900Z and the 8900ZDB have tuning knobs linked to a rotary "encoder" disc. As you turn the knob, the encoded disc works with an LED and a photo transistor to generate electronic pulses to raise or lower the tuned frequency. In addition, the 9900Z, 8900ZDB, and 7900Z have ceramic buzzers which signal unobtrusively while you tune in a station. There are three speaker select switches on the 9900Z for driving any two of three connected speaker pairs and two switches on all the other "Z" receivers. Included are LED's for every important function. Two Muting Modes. Two tape deck connections with dubbing. And much more.

The full line of Sansui "Z" Receivers are at your Sansui dealer now. Visit him for a complete demonstration soon. He has just the right model for your pocketbook and power requirements.
SANSUI "Z" RECEIVERS

9900Z
60 watts/chan., min. RMS, both channels into 8 ohms, from 20-20kHz with no more than 0.015% THD.

89002DB
125 watts/chan., min. RMS, both channels into 8 ohms, from 20-20kHz with no more than 0.02% THD.

7900Z
100 watts/chan., min. RMS, both channels into 8 ohms, from 20-20kHz with no more than 0.02% THD.

5900Z
75 watts/chan., min. RMS, both channels into 8 ohms, from 20-20kHz with no more than 0.03% THD.

4900Z
55 watts/chan., min. RMS, both channels into 8 ohms, from 20-20kHz with no more than 0.03% THD.

3900Z
40 watts/chan., min. RMS, both channels into 8 ohms, from 20-20kHz with no more than 0.03% THD.

Cabinet of simulated wood grain.

SANSUI ELECTRONICS CORP.
Lyndhurst, New Jersey 07071 • Gardena, Ca. 90247
SANSUI ELECTRIC CO., LTD., Tokyo, Japan
In Canada: Electronic Distributors
JVC has completely restyled their top receivers for 1980-81. The rather unusual cosmetic features introduced by the company three years ago have yielded to a more traditional looking faceplate having only one surface (the older receivers had controls mounted in two planes, both horizontally and vertically). There are still no rotary knobs on this receiver, and all control functions and switching functions are handled by slider-type potentiometers or touch-button switches.

Since the new R-S77 receiver features synthesized frequency tuning, there is no longer any need for a space-consuming, long dial scale. Instead, a small cutout area near the center of the panel is devoted to a digital display of frequency (for both AM and FM stations) at the right of the cutout, while at the left there are banks of LEDs which serve as power output indicators calibrated in watts referred to an 8-ohm load. Additional indicator lights below the digital-readout and power-indicating sections include a standby light (on so long as the unit is plugged into a live outlet, to indicate that station memories are retained), program source indicator lights for AUX, Phono, AM, and FM, and a series of LEDs which tell the user relative signal strength for both AM and FM received signals. A stereo indicator and an indicator which tells you when stations have been tuned in and "locked" are also present in this area of the panel.

Below the cutout area are five tiny rocker switches and a large pair of touch-switches for tuning "up" or "down" in frequency, either in a scanning mode (where tuning stops when usable signals are encountered) or manually in 200-kHz increments for FM and 10-kHz (or 9-kHz) increments for AM. The smaller switches in this area include an S.E.A. record.
switch (enabling the user to add graphic equalization to the signal prior to its emergence at the tape-out jacks), two tape monitor switches, a mono/stereo switch which also defeats muting on FM when in the mono position, and a loudness compensation switch.

At the left end of the front panel are five slider controls which constitute a graphic equalizer system that JVC continues to call their S.E.A. system. Center frequencies are about two octaves apart so that, in effect, the user has separate control of low bass, upper bass, mid-frequencies, lower treble and upper treble — a far more flexible system than could be had with ordinary bass and treble controls found on most receivers. The power switch, two separate speaker selector switches, and the usual headphone jack are also located in this area of the panel.

At the right end of the panel we find the program source selectors, a high-cut filter switch, slider controls for volume and balance (the latter with a detent-stop at its center point), six numbered buttons for storing or recalling that many AM plus that many FM frequencies, a “memory” switch (used when entering a frequency into one of the memory positions), a dimmer switch which dims display lighting, a scanning indicator to tell you when the tuner is scanning, a manual/auto switch that determines the manner in which the “up” and “down” tuning switches are to operate, and a local/DX switch that determines the signal strengths at which automatic scanning will “lock” onto received signals. In general, the layout of this panel is well thought out, and if you review the features just discussed you cannot help but admire the way in which JVC’s design engineers have been able to cram this many features and controls onto a panel that is not much more than four inches in height. The only repositioning of a control that we might have favored would be the movement of the auto-manual tuning switch closer to the “up” and “down” tuning buttons to which it is related.

The rear panel includes the usual 75-ohm coaxial, 300-ohm and external AM screw-type antenna terminals, a pivotable ferrite AM bar antenna, the necessary input and tape output jacks (plus a multi-pin DIN connector for tape deck connection of those decks which utilize such DIN cables), and two sets of color-coded speaker terminals of the screw/clamp type. An unusual feature also found on the rear panel (and
the first time we have seen it on either a tuner or receiver) is a 9-kHz/10-kHz switch. Many areas of the world employ 9-kHz spacing between adjacent AM channels. Only the region consisting of North, Central and South America continues to employ 10-kHz spacing, and this may change in the near future to conform with the rest of the world. If that should occur, the purchaser of this JVC receiver will be able to simply flick a switch to obtain the new 9-kHz increments of tuning with frequency synthesis.

Circuit Innovations

As far as we know, this is the first time that JVC has employed their "Super A" amplifier circuitry in a receiver. For readers unfamiliar with this circuit approach, we should mention that Super A is a two-part solution to problems which JVC considers to be of importance in amplifiers. One circuit refinement takes care of nonlinearities which frequently occur in driver- and voltage-amplifier stages of a power amplifier, while the second circuit is concerned with the output stages of the amplifier and the prevention of "notch" or switching distortion. As explained by JVC, ordinary Class AB output stages actually operate in Class A over a limited range of low-output levels. When that range is exceeded, one of the complementary pair of output transistors is cut off because bias voltage in Class AB or Class B circuits is fixed. With each transistor of the pair cut off for part if not half of a cycle of the waveform being amplified, switching distortion can and often does result. Measured as a distortion percentage on a conventional distortion meter, such switching distortion seems almost insignificant, but in fact it is readily audible, particularly at lower listening levels where the amplitude of the distortion remains fixed while overall reference signal levels decrease. The relatively low readings are simply a result of the short duty cycle (and higher order harmonics) of the switching distortion.

JVC's solution to the problem, as exemplified in this receiver, is called a logarithmic compression bias circuit. The output stage uses a pair of complementary output transistors, as in a Class AB amplifier, but the bias voltage is made to vary so that the minimum bias voltage needed to maintain Class A operation is present even when the power transistors approach cutoff. With this approach, high efficiency of Class B is retained, while excellent linearity is not sacrificed at any power level. As we were soon to learn during our measurements of the amplifier section, the Super A circuitry results in unmeasurable distortion levels even when these are measured using conventional static or continuous test signals.

FM Performance Measurements

In the past, frequency-synthesized tuner designs have tended to be excellent insofar as tuning accuracy and low distortion are concerned but have suffered somewhat from poor selectivity and signal-to-noise ratios compared with conventionally tuned circuits. Those trade-offs seem to be disappearing, as evidenced by the excellent sensitivity (9.8 dBf), selectivity (80 dB as claimed), and signal-to-noise ratio (76 dB in mono) measured for the tuner section of this receiver. Quieting and distortion (for 1-kHz modulating signals in mono and stereo) characteristics for mono and stereo are shown graphically in Fig. 1. The 50-dB quieting point in mono was attained with signal strengths of only 13.5 dBf (2.6 µV/300 ohms), while for stereo 50-dB quieting sensitivity measured 36.1 dBf, or 35 µV across 300 ohms.

Distortion was 0.09 percent in mono and 0.11 percent in stereo for a 1-kHz signal at a signal strength of 65 dBf. In fact, with somewhat stronger signals, THD in stereo actually decreased somewhat further. Figure 2 shows harmonic distortion levels for both mono and stereo plotted against frequency of the modulating signal, and aside from the rather high reading observed at 10 kHz in stereo, which was caused more by slight "beats" than by actual harmonic distortion, we see that THD levels remain consistently low for all musical fundamental frequencies of broadcast program material.

Figure 3 is a spectrum analyzer plot of frequency response of the tuner section in the stereo receiving mode (upper trace) as well as stereo separation (lower trace). Frequency
Single-play vs. multiplay: the argument is over.

BSR is proud to put an end to the seemingly endless debate over what style of turntable is the “correct” turntable—single-play or multiplay.

Introducing the BSR Pro III Series—the third generation of turntables.

The BSR Pro III Series combines the precision and accuracy of the finest single-play and the ease and versatility of a multiplay. At a price well within the range of both.

The tonearm—a story in itself.

This may be the finest tonearm ever offered on a multiplay turntable. It has an extremely low mass carbon fiber head shell, designed to be used with today’s finest low-mass cartridges and measures an impressive 237mm from pivot to stylus. And, its sleek, rapier-straight line will give you unerring tracking performance.

Two motors are better than one.

The BSR Pro III Series 300 and 200 models feature a direct response FG Belt Drive turntable with a quartz-locked control system that references the speed of the motor to that of the turntable. Additionally, there is an independent servomotor that drives the tonearm only during cycle changes. This unique two-motor design eliminates complicated cams, trip switches, etc.—all of which can interfere with optimum turntable performance.

Independent tonearm and turntable suspension.

BSR Pro III Series turntables utilize a floating suspension system to isolate both the turntable and the tonearm. Mounted together on a separate subplate, independent of base, cover and controls, this eliminates most causes of vibration and acoustic feedback.

Three-record umbrella spindle—short and sweet.

Unlike traditional six-record multiplays, the BSR Pro III Series turntables are designed to play up to three records. The decreased height and weight of the record stack allows for a much more precise vertical tracking angle and overall turntable performance.

Digital readouts.

BSR Pro III Series turntables have a multifunction digital display, allowing you to determine both quartz-locked and variable turntable speed, elapsed time, stylus time and exact turntable leveling.

Lateral cueing.

The BSR Pro III Series has the only lateral cue control on a multiplay turntable. It provides fast and slow cueing in both directions, allowing for precise location of any portion of a record.

Remote control.

For total convenience, the BSR Pro III Series 300 has infrared remote control, which handles all major turntable functions, including volume control, from as far away as 40 feet.

Look at the look.

The BSR Pro III Series has a handsome low-profile design, with all electronic pushbutton controls conveniently placed outside the closed dustcover.

Add it up—both sides win.

Whether you’re a believer in single-play or multiplay turntables, we believe that the BSR Pro III Series offers exactly what you demand. We invite you to examine it at your audio dealer.
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sweep is from 20 Hz to 20 kHz and vertical sensitivity of the display is 10 dB per division. At the specific test frequencies of 100 Hz, 1 kHz and 10 kHz, we measured separation figures of 53 dB, 51 dB and 33 dB. To separate crosstalk from distortion products in an unmodulated channel's output, we used our spectrum analyzer to display a reference 5-kHz signal in Fig. 4 (tall spike at left). Sweep range is now linear, from 0 kHz to 50 kHz, or 5 kHz per division. The shorter spike contained within the reference spike shows that separation at 5 kHz was actually close to 40 dB, while to the right we see some harmonic distortion components at 10 and 15 kHz as well as the expected 19-kHz and 38-kHz residual output products and sidebands which are above and below the 38-kHz carrier by a spacing of 5 kHz.

Capture ratio measured 1 dB as claimed, while selectivity was actually a bit higher than the 80 dB claimed, with readings of 82 dB at one end of the band and 81 dB at the other. I.f. rejection measured in excess of 100 dB, while image rejection measured 80 dB. Spurious suppression measured 93 dB.

The frequency response of the AM tuner section of this receiver was better than most, as can be seen in Fig. 5. The -6 dB points occurred at 4 kHz and all the way down at 25 Hz, and while these numbers may not impress the high-fidelity oriented audio enthusiast, they are considerably better than those observed for most stereo receivers.

**Amplifier Measurements**

The power amplifier section of the JVC R-S77 receiver produced 72 watts of power per channel at 1 kHz into 8-ohm loads and 69 watts per channel at the frequency extremes of 20 Hz and 20 kHz. While power output into 4-ohm loads was considerably higher than the 60-watt rating (as high as 85 watts per channel at mid-frequencies), JVC would not be able to rate the amplifier any higher than 65 watts for the 4-ohm rating because of FTC preconditioning requirements. In fact, JVC provides no 4-ohm rating for this receiver.

As for distortion levels below rated power output, there is little we can discuss. As you can gather from Fig. 6, both harmonic and distortion readings are limited by the residual distortion of our test signals (around 0.002 percent) so we can only report that at all levels below overload, THD and IM for the Super-A designed amplifier are "less than 0.002 percent." Dynamic headroom, or the ability of the amplifier to deliver higher power levels on a short-term basis before clipping, was 1.6 dB, and damping factor, measured at 50 Hz and referenced to 8-ohm loads, was 50. Power bandwidth extended from 15 Hz to 30 kHz for full power at rated THD.

**Preamplifier and Control Section Measurements**

Since JVC has not elected to report input sensitivities in accordance with the new IHF/EIA Measurement Standards
Technics SU-V8 amplifier with New Class A circuitry eliminates switching distortion. The ST-S7 quartz synthesizer tuner eliminates FM drift. And as you'll discover, the more we eliminate, the more we add.

Take the SU-V8. You won't hear any switching distortion because, unlike most of today's amplifiers, its output transistors don't switch on and off as the input waveform goes from positive to negative. The reason: Technics synchro-bias circuitry. What it does is employ high-speed diodes that constantly send minute amounts of current to the transistor not in use. And since the transistors are always on, switching distortion is eliminated.

And there's nothing minute about the SU-V8's power output: 110 watts per channel from 20 Hz to 20 kHz into 8 ohms with no more than 0.005% THD. The results: Music that's rich, crisp and bursting with dynamic range.

In concert with the SU-V8 is the ST-S7. With its quartz-crystal oscillator, only the broadcast frequencies you select can be received. And since both frequencies are quartz-synthesized, the tuner can't drift. That means any station you tune is perfectly in tune.

And the ST-S7's microprocessor allows you to preset eight AM and eight FM stations and even turn the power on and tune three stations all by itself.

Discover Technics new amps and tuners. When it comes to New Class A and quartz, Technics gets an A plus.
THE FIRST
$500 SPEAKER THAT
LEGITIMATELY
QUESTIONS THE
AUDIBLE ADVANTAGES
OF A $1400 SPEAKER.

If you want to listen to Apollo moon launchings, or organ music with pedal notes below what the human ear can hear, and you own a concert hall, then without question the $1400 speaker has its merits. In fact, for those purposes we'd recommend something even more impressive: the $8000 Sony APM-8.

But, if you want to listen to Beethoven, who wrote notes as low as 32 Hz, or "rock" which usually ranges from 55 Hz on up, and you don't own a concert hall, then what you want is the first affordable speaker that dares to challenge the audible advantages of the $1400 speaker: the $500 Sony SS-U80.

NASTRAN STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS AND OTHER MIRACLES OF ENGINEERING.

If technology alone made a speaker great, then the U80 would be the unchallenged leader. While other manufacturers are still using guesswork, Sony designed its low-frequency driver with the aid of a highly sophisticated NASA computer program called NASTRAN. With NASTRAN, Sony engineers could rapidly identify potential causes of distortion on literally hundreds of woofer configurations and evolve the optimum woofer. A woofer distinguished by tight, accurate sound; deep, authoritative bass response; and new lows in distortion.

On the direct-drive ribbon tweeter the engineering was no less impressive. We did away with the transmission system between the source of motion, the voice coil, and the object to be moved, the diaphragm. In fact, we did away with the separation of coil and diaphragm altogether. So unlike cone or dome tweeters, the entire radiating surface moves as a unit for remarkably low distortion.

While the U80 is endowed with a whole host of other technological virtues, one not to be overlooked is a special "Sound Source Alignment" of the woofer, tweeter and midrange drivers. This ensures that when the sound reaches you its imaging is solid, stable and credible.

INNOVATIONS FROM BORROWED EARS.

Truly superb loudspeakers cannot be designed by technology alone. Even the most sophisticated computer program cannot evaluate a speaker's sound quality. Even the most elaborate design theory cannot embrace all the nuances of music reproduction.

It is for these reasons that Sony subjected the U80 to hundreds of hours of listening tests throughout the United States with musicians and audio professionals. People who make their living with music.

What they helped us come up with were subtle refinements in the drivers, the baffle board and the crossover network. This is the kind of fine tuning that heretofore was only found in esoteric speakers produced by inspired audiophiles working out of their garages.

As a result, we at Sony are confident that the U80 offers the kind of clean, accurate, high-quality sound that will not only earn the respect of the most demanding music lover, but dare question the audible advantages of the $1400 speaker as well.

SONY
High Fidelity

U80 FEATURES AND SPECIFICATIONS: 4-way floor standing acoustic suspension system/12" NASTRAN-Plus woofer/Direct-drive ribbon tweeter/Sound Source Alignment of the drivers/Level controls for low-mid, high-mid and high-frequency drivers/Recommended amplifier power 50 to 200 watts.

©1980 Sony Corp. of America. 9 West 57th Street, New York, N.Y. 10019. Sony is a registered trademark of the Sony Corporation.
(we wonder why, inasmuch as they have switched over to reporting S/N ratios per the new IHF input and output reference levels), readers wishing to compare our measured input sensitivity results with those claimed by JVC will have to multiply our results by a factor of 17.78 dB, or by 7.75. We measured a phono sensitivity of 0.29 millivolts for 1-watt output, while in the high-level inputs, sensitivity was 21 mV for the same 1 watt of output. Signal-to-noise ratio in phono, referred to 1-watt output and using an input level of 5 mV, was 78 dB as against JVC's claim of only 75 dB and, for high-level inputs (referred again to 1-watt output but with an input level of 0.5 volt), we measured 80 dB, A weighted, again better than claimed by JVC.

Overall frequency response was flat within 1 dB from 10 Hz to 50 kHz via the high-level inputs, and RIAA equalization accuracy was virtually perfect from 100 Hz upward to 20 kHz but had a positive rising characteristic reaching +1.0 dB at 30 Hz. Phono overload was 220 millivolts as against 180 mV claimed by the manufacturer.

The flexibility and versatility of the five graphic equalizer controls are best understood by examining the composite sweep 'scope photo of Fig. 7, in which you can see the maximum range of boost and cut offered by each of the five slider controls. Clearly, this sort of five-control arrangement provides a great deal more in the way of tone control flexibility than either two- or three-way tone controls.

Loudness compensation characteristics at various settings of the master volume control (approximately 10 dB apart) are plotted in the spectrum analyzer 'scope photo of Fig. 8 and are typical of what one usually finds in these simple loudness control switching arrangements.

Use and Listening Tests

The JVC Model R-S77 receiver delivered sound quality that can only be described as well balanced and uncolored. Controls were easy to use and did exactly what they were intended to do. We would have been more pleased with the control layout if JVC had supplied a subsonic filter instead of the high-cut filter. The action of the latter could be easily duplicated by the top control of the graphic equalizer, while the ultra-low frequency response capability of the amplifier section makes a subsonic filter an often-used and often-needed circuit, especially if warped records and less-than-perfect turntable systems are used in conjunction with the receiver.

Sound quality was good, too, using the radio facilities of the receiver, and we were especially conscious of the low-distortion reception obtainable with this frequency-synthesized tuner despite its excellent and relatively high alternate channel selectivity. The station memory feature is a nice addition (up to six AM stations plus six FM stations can be "memorized"), providing you remember (or write down) where you have placed which station (is it in memory number 3 or number 5?).

Sixty watts per channel seems to be an optimum value for most of the medium to higher efficiency speaker systems being offered these days and should not restrict listeners to "less than lifelike" sound levels in most medium-sized listening rooms. Abandonment of the "power race" by leading manufacturers such as JVC in favor of more audibly beneficial features and circuits was a wise course, in our opinion, and has made possible such cost-efficient products as this new receiver.

Leonard Feldman

Call 516-671-6342 or write: The Absolute Sound, P.O.Box 233, Sea Cliff, NY 11579
4 issues, $20.00, your VISA or MASTERCARD is accepted.

“The Absolute Sound is unreal in its concern for reality, unqualified in its commitment to quality, and cantankerously candid in its search for living human values in a hardware world.” – Robert Shaw, Music Director and Conductor, The Atlanta Symphony Orchestra

The Absolute Sound Magazine accepts no ads from equipment manufacturers and our reviewers do not act as consultants to manufacturers. And with a staff of ten reporters, there’s never any waiting for important recording or equipment reviews. The Absolute Sound magazine is the publication of integrity and firsts in the audio field. When you subscribe to the Absolute Sound, you’ll receive a reprint of the explanatory report on the J.F.K. Assassination. The only one of its kind.

Now to celebrate our 8th Anniversary, we have another first. – A SPECIAL OFFER! – When you enter No. 2 on Reader Service Card

The Absolute Sound is the quarterly audio publication with • The first review of a digital disc • The first behind the scenes reporting of a digital recording session • The first review of the new generation of direct-cut discs • The first behind the scenes reporting of a direct-cut disc recording session • The first review of a video disc player • The first tuner review whereby an FM broadcast session was used to A/B the disc and the tuner reception through the same system • The first and only explanation of how the acoustic experts determined the presence of another gunman at the Kennedy Assassination.

The Atlanta Symphony Orchestra

AmericanRadioHistory.Com
Symmetry ACS-1
Stereo Crossover

Manufacturer's Specifications
Crossover Point: Continuously variable, in two ranges, from 45 to 4500 Hz.
Filter Slopes: Low pass, 12 dB/octave; high pass, 6 dB/octave.

With the growing use of biamplification in audiophile sound systems, there is an increased interest in the electronic crossovers associated with such configurations. There are a number of crossovers, widely distributed, but they are primarily made and marketed for sound reinforcement. The Symmetry ACS-1 crossover can easily be installed in a professional system with its 1 1/4-inch-high rack-mount construction. Beyond that, however, the unit delivers performance that should be of interest to anyone considering biamplification. Symmetry claims the ACS-1 to be a "transient perfect crossover," which one might hope for at its fairly high price. This claim will be examined more critically later.

The front panel is a flat black with legible white lettering. Long-handled toggle switches control power and select crossover In or Defeat; low-pass Stereo or Mono and frequency range X1 or X10. In the Defeat position, the high-pass output is made full range, and the low-pass outputs are turned off. The Mono mode for low-pass is for use with a single subwoofer, and the two low-pass signals are mixed before the output. With the X1 position, the crossover frequency can be adjusted from 45 to 450 Hz, with X10 the range is from 45 to 4500 Hz. A pot, with a good-sized knob, allows setting the high-pass gain, and there is an index mark for the 0-dB position. There are dual phono jacks for stereo inputs and low-pass and high-pass outputs on the back panel. There are also a fuseholder and a ground post.

Removal of the top cover revealed a single, large, high-quality p.c.b. with superior quality components. Precision capacitors and resistors, and the multi-section frequency and gain pots, were an impressive sight. The ICs were soldered directly into the board, which would eliminate possible pin/socket contact problems, but would make replacement more difficult. All IC designations were rubbed off, apparently to slow up the circuit stealers. The switches referred to earlier were soldered quite solidly into the p.c.b., but were not supported at the front panel. With careful use of the switches, there should be absolutely no problem, but continual, rough operation could crack a solder joint.

Performance
With the crossover function defeated, the response was flat from d.c. to 59 kHz at -1 dB and 131 kHz at -3 dB. With the crossover frequency set to 700 Hz per dial, the high-pass outputs had the same high-end roll-off as above. There was a 14-dB rise around 1250 Hz, and the low-end -3 dB point was at 397 Hz, with 700-Hz level close to reference level. The low-pass output was flat from d.c. and was 3 dB down at 680 Hz. These results may not be quite what the reader would expect, but they are quite correct for the ACS-1, which is a derived filter network design.

Figure 1 shows the results of plotting the two outputs on the spectrum analyzer, using its tracking oscillator. Noting the fact that the vertical scale is 10 dB/div., we can see the expected filter slopes, 12 dB/octave low pass and 6 dB/octave high pass. Figure 2 is a repeat of the plots except that the vertical scale is just 1 dB/div., showing greater amplitude detail in the crossover region. A plot of the voltage summation of these two outputs was flat within 0.2 dB for the entire band. The phase response was also close to "flat" over the same range.

With a -2 dB reference used to check the frequency dial, and high-pass gain at 0 dB, the designations were accurate from 45 to 4500 Hz. Output phases were compared to the input with the 400-Hz setting. The low-pass outputs were in phase at the lowest frequencies, but shifting more negative with increasing frequency, being -70 degrees at 400 Hz. On the high-pass output, the phase was +50 degrees at 400 Hz, and the discrepancy decreased with increasing frequency, down to less than +5 degrees at 2000 Hz. As noted above, summing low pass and high pass produced flat amplitude and phase outputs.

The measured input impedance was over 80 kilohms out to about 5 kHz, and it fell slowly above that point to 41 kilohms at 20 kHz. These excellent values were obtained whether the crossover was in Defeat or in normal operation, for any crossover frequency. The low-pass output impedance was a constant 1000 ohms across the band. The high-pass output Z was about 100 ohms across the band. At the high-pass output, there was no gain change between In and Defeat, whatever the setting of the gain pot — a good design. At the low-pass output, there was no change in gain between Stereo and Mono (with the same signal at both input jacks). The high-pass gain could be adjusted up to +14 dB (20 dB specification), and all the way down to zero. One good feature of the

Manufacturer's Specifications
Crossover Point: Continuously variable, in two ranges, from 45 to 4500 Hz.
Filter Slopes: Low pass, 12 dB/octave; high pass, 6 dB/octave.

Input Impedance: 100 kilohms.
Noise: -100 dB, re 3 V output.
Slew Rate: 200 V/μS.
THD and IM Distortion: Less than 0.01 percent at 3 V.
Dimensions: 1 1/4 in. (45 mm) H (plus removable feet) x 19 in. (480 mm) W x 9 in. (230 mm) D.
Weight: 4.7 lbs. (2.1 kg).
Price: $750.00.

With a -2 dB reference used to check the frequency dial, and high-pass gain at 0 dB, the designations were accurate from 45 to 4500 Hz. Output phases were compared to the input with the 400-Hz setting. The low-pass outputs were in phase at the lowest frequencies, but shifting more negative with increasing frequency, being -70 degrees at 400 Hz. On the high-pass output, the phase was +50 degrees at 400 Hz, and the discrepancy decreased with increasing frequency, down to less than +5 degrees at 2000 Hz. As noted above, summing low pass and high pass produced flat amplitude and phase outputs.

The measured input impedance was over 80 kilohms out to about 5 kHz, and it fell slowly above that point to 41 kilohms at 20 kHz. These excellent values were obtained whether the crossover was in Defeat or in normal operation, for any crossover frequency. The low-pass output impedance was a constant 1000 ohms across the band. The high-pass output Z was about 100 ohms across the band. At the high-pass output, there was no gain change between In and Defeat, whatever the setting of the gain pot — a good design. At the low-pass output, there was no change in gain between Stereo and Mono (with the same signal at both input jacks). The high-pass gain could be adjusted up to +14 dB (20 dB specification), and all the way down to zero. One good feature of the
pot is that the majority of its rotation covers from just -20 to +14 dB, which facilitates more accurate setting. Pot sections tracked within a dB over the range of the pot, important in this application. The maximum output from low pass was 27 V p-p from 15 Hz up, 25 V p-p with the standard IHF load. The maximum high-pass output was 28 V p-p across the band for IHF and other higher-Z loads.

The input overload was at 9 V across the band, plenty high enough. With the high-pass gain at maximum and with a 100-kHz square wave of 6 V p-p in, the output was just shy of clipping. There is obvious rounding (Fig. 3) of the output waveform, and we may very well try to pick a slew rate value from the first part of the rise and fall portions — but we would be wrong to do so. This point was covered by Walt Jung in his series of articles (Audio, June-August, 1979); we are observing the roll-off in the small-signal bandwidth, and actually proving that the ACS-1 will not slew limit under any normal operating condition. In fact, all combinations of input drive and gain produced the same waveform, as long as there was not clipping. John Curl, designer of the unit, stated that the specified 200 V/μS slew rate might be better designated as “intrinsic slew rate,” as the internal circuitry has that capability. It could not be measured with external connections, however, as the purposely included high-frequency filtering — to prevent slew limiting — causes the rise-time limiting appearing in Fig. 3.

Harmonic distortion was measured with a 1-V signal, 0-dB gain, and a crossover frequency of 400 Hz. The great majority of the readings from both outputs were 0.0016 percent or less. Attention was also given to the distortion levels from low pass above the crossover frequency, and from high pass below that point. In all cases, distortion levels remained very low. Checks on other crossovers had shown very high distortion levels in the regions of filter attenuation. With the ACS-1, twin-tone IM distortion was less than 0.03 percent out to 50 kHz, and THD was less than 0.01 percent out to 110 kHz with 2 V drive. SMPTE IM distortion was 0.008 percent with 3 V input.

The manufacturer refers to the ACS-1 as a “transient perfect crossover,” which actually generated a bit of skepticism in these quarters. A variety of tone bursts was fed into the unit with various crossover frequencies. Figure 4 shows the input and the high-pass output with a 700-Hz burst and crossover frequency. We can really say that what we see is a perfect replica of the input, and compared to the results obtained with other crossover units, the waveform is a beauty.

Noise on the output measured -94 dBA re: 1 V output, 4 dBA better than the manufacturer’s -100 dBA re: 3 V. On a CCIR/ARM basis, noise was -95.5 dBA re: 1 V. In a 20 Hz to 20 kHz band, the noise was -90 dBA re: 1 V. All of these figures are excellent, providing a bit of challenge in making the measurements.

In-Use Tests

The instruction book is nicely printed and covered, but there is relatively little text and no illustrations. The instructions on setting a system up with listening tests, however, are quite good. All controls worked very well without any mal-
functions. Listening tests were performed with a Dynaco amplifier driving a single Altec two-way system. Two other crossovers were put through the same listening evaluation. Earlier, without the crossover, there had been evidence of electronic differences: What would the ears have to report? It is no exaggeration to state that the improvement in sound quality with the ACS-1 was so great that the first conclusion was that a mistake had been made when changing some of the connections. Repeated tests showed, however, that although one of the other two crossovers was a “little better” than the other, the Symmetry unit was emphatically better than both of them. As the ACS-1 has just phono jack inputs and outputs, it would not fit in with balanced professional systems, but maybe there will be another model. In any event, whether it be for a high-level audiophile system, or a professional system operating single ended, it is an excellent performer, giving a good return for its money.

Howard A. Roberson

Enter No. 91 on Reader Service Card

Crossovers and Sound Fields

The accompanying review of the Symmetry ACS-1 crossover commented favorably on the results of the listening tests performed, particularly in comparison with two other units tried. Immediately, it might seem that this was sufficient proof of the superiority of the constant-voltage-output, derived-filter-network design for all uses. Before expressing a personal opinion, it is worth noting that a number of experts in this area have expressed some doubts, pointed out limitations, or stated preferences for other configurations. The Symmetry unit showed that its voltage summation of low- and high-pass outputs had constant amplitude and phase. That’s quite appealing to anyone who has seen the results from voltage summing the outputs of other crossover designs.

If we have two identical loudspeaker drivers delivering equal energy into a room, there are two ways that this energy may be added. If we consider how the direct pressure waves would add at an ear (or microphone), we can see that with acoustic distances to the drivers the same (time aligned) and with individual pressures the same, the total pressure would be doubled, or 6 dB higher. If, however, we are in a reverberant field and want to add the contributions from pressure waves from all directions, we are after the result from adding the two equal powers, which is an increase of 3 dB. Do notice that I keep saying “if” before stating what a result might be. I will not take the space here to cover many other possible variations such as the effects of the separation of drivers, of different types such as woofer and tweeter, of poor responses above or below the crossover, etc. I would like to make this somewhat-loose distinction: Crossovers with flat voltage output if summed are best with systems with good time alignment and where a flat direct-field response is desired; crossovers with flat power output if summed may be best for listening in a reverberant field with little direct energy.

The word “may” is used with flat-power-output crossovers because we are all still learning the significance of the direct pressure wave, even in a field that is primarily reverberant. TDS (time-delay spectrometry) as invented by Dick Heyser and applied by Don Davis and others has shown many facets of loudspeaker radiation and generation of sound fields within a room unrevealed in the past. The conclusions of those supporting the application of TDS on what is desirable for good system design are basically supportive of the design approach used by Symmetry. I tend to lean that way myself from what I have heard, and from what I believe I understand, but there is much listening and questioning for us all remaining in the future.

H.A.R.

References
Cassette Retest:
Tape 5
Wide Latitude Tape

New samples of this formulation have shown a performance level superior to that reported in the September, 1980 issue. There was a very worthwhile improvement in MRLs, as shown in the figure. The signal/noise ratio measures 57.1 dBA — the best figure for all Type I (ferric) tapes tested to date (10/80). The modulation noise is a few dB higher, however, -45.0 dB from -49.0 dB. There was a significant improvement in tape skew, which had been a definite problem with the earlier samples. There were three C-90 and two C-60 samples available for this retest; with the exception of the flip side of one C-90, there was very little skew. In addition, sensitivity and bias needs were quite consistent. The output level stability was very good, usually within 0.3 dB. Infrequent dropouts just approached the audibility threshold, while flutter was typical for cassettes.

These latest samples give a level of performance right among the best Type I tapes, with the exception of the modulation noise. With its low purchase price, the Tape 5 Wide Latitude formulation represents good value overall, though some advertising claims still appear to be overly strong.

Howard A. Roberson

Fig. 1 — Frequency responses and MRL (--), Tape 5 C-90 only.
The 731Q is the finest turntable Dual has ever made.

There is always a special attitude at Dual about the turntable that is to represent the most advanced thinking and accomplishments of Dual's designers and engineers.

The materials, the care in manufacturing, assembly and quality control must exemplify all that has made Dual precision and reliability so highly regarded throughout the world.

And in every measure of performance, this model must set the standard by which other fine turntables are judged. Even more, it must make a significant contribution to the art of record playback.

This year, the quartz PLL direct drive 731Q, with its ultra-low-mass (ULM) tonearm and cartridge system, expresses our attitude perfectly.

If your other components and your record collection warrant consideration of such a turntable, we invite you to visit your franchised Dual dealer. And if you have a record that is warped to marginal playability, but too valuable to discard, bring it with you.

That's all you will need to share our attitude and sense of pride about the Dual 731Q.

For the complete ULM story, please write directly to United Audio, 120 So. Columbus Ave., Dept. Q, Mt. Vernon, New York 10553.
The River: Bruce Springsteen
Columbia PCII-36854, two discs, stereo, $15.98.

Perhaps the single most influential musician in the latter half of the '70s was Bruce Springsteen, who declared that music can be meaningful and danceable at the same time. Combining a range of influences which reached from the earliest rock recordings through the late '60s, Springsteen's style has always sounded more like everything put together than one artist in particular — sort of a Doc Pomus-written opus produced by Phil Spector sung by Van Morrison with lyrics by Bob Dylan and theatrical lighting by Andrew Oldham, kitchen sink available upon request. Although his recording career has been spotty, to say the least, Springsteen set the stage for Southside Johnny, Meatloaf, Graham Parker, and Billy Joel, not to mention blatant imitations such as D. L. Byron, Carolyn Mas, and Bill Falcon.

The River shows Bruce Springsteen at both his best and worst, as it took over two years and close to a million dollars to record. It also drew in various producers, co-producers, mixers, and musicians to either mire Springsteen's music in a wall of mush or display it in sharp focus. These alternate approaches to Springsteen recording are showcased side by side, and all one has to do is read the credits to decide which Springsteen is the superior one. Granted, for some instances the use of reverb is an aesthetic rather than objective decision, but the way it's been consistently utilized (post-Wild, Innocent & E-Street) to make Bruce's high, tremulous vocal register sound like a trademark for pretentiousness is a blatant example of misproduction. This unsympathetic treatment of his voice is present on a large portion of the album, but fortunately there are a few tracks, most notably the single Hungry Heart, which at last reveal that Bruce can sing in a voice that suits his tunes (credit that hurdle to Bob Clearmountain, who mixed that and one other tune). One small step for rock 'n' roll, one giant leap for Broooose!

One of the other striking things about The River is that Springsteen must have achieved some sort of epiphany at the No Nukes Concert, as on some of the tunes here he actually sounds just like Jackson Browne (and likewise, Browne sounds much like Springsteen on Hold On Holdout from his most recent album), although the album does not contain the antinuke tune Springsteen wrote prior to the show. It would seem that he brought his Eddie Cochran records out of the closet before he wrote I'm A Rocker (a cross between C'mon Everybody and Summertime Blues, and, in general, there are a lot of songs here that were written to emulate the style featured on the Mitch Ryder medley from the No Nukes soundtrack album). In the past, many of his cover tunes have stuck out like sore thumbs when jammed in between Jungleland and Rosalita; in the context of the songs found on The River, they fit in much more comfortably.

The question that arises is: Just how good/great is Bruce Springsteen? Is he as great as John Lennon, John Fogerty, Smokey Robinson, Keith Richards, and/or Bob Dylan? On the basis of what he's released to date, I'd have to say no — strictly on the grounds that his innovations tend more toward cu-
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Shandi

Dreamland DL-1-5001, stereo, $7.98.

Shandi's album is pure sex. Aggressive raw sex. If you take it tongue-in-cheek it is one very funny album, however unintentional.

Shandi's band members are all L.A. pros; her producer is the hot Mike Chapman of Blondie/Knack fame. Dreamland Records is Chapman's latest toy and Shandi one of his first signings to the label.

Shandi sings her trashy, raunchy songs as if everything, but everything, depended on her. The album has no redeeming social value whatsoever, and that makes it my kind of toy. Worthless but fun.

M. T.

Sound: C+ Performance: A-

Solo in Soho: Philip Lynott

Warner Bros. BSK 3405, stereo, $7.98.

The main complaint about the last few Thin Lizzy albums has been their sameness, as if having every song sound almost exactly like The Boys Are Back In Town was a cardinal sin. The group's attitude was "why mess with success?" but unfortunately their attempts at duplicating the commercial viability of their first (and only) hit single didn't bring them any additional fans. So when making a radical departure, leader Phil Lynott is playing a safe bet by putting it under his own name rather than the group's, even though the musicians on the album are mostly current and former members of Thin Lizzy.

Of course, Thin Lizzy is primarily a vehicle for Lynott anyway; it's not as if he was the frustrated member of a group who had thousands of songs saved up and was suddenly out on his own. However, Solo in Soho embraces many different styles of music that Lizzy has steered clear of since their second LP, and for the most part the songs are of a quality above that on Lizzy LPs. There's the funky Tattoo (Giving It All Up for Love) which is extremely infectious and should by all rights be a big hit, Yellow Pearl co-written by and featuring the synthesizers of Mr. Midge Ure (ex-Rich Kids) exploring the Kraftwerk/Gary Numan territories, the heavily arranged ballad entitled A Child's Lullaby, the more than slightly reggaeified title track featuring Snowy White, the newest member of Thin Lizzy, and of course a host of rockers featuring the likes of Dire Straits supplying musical backing.

All in all Solo in Soho is a very satisfying album from Thin Lizzy and friends, and we hope they'll be able to recreate many of these tunes live next time they tour.

Jon & Sally Tiven

Sound: A Performance: A
HERE'S $5.00 (OR MORE) TO TRY TAPE 5,
THE TAPE WITH "THE BEST S/N RATIO
OF ALL FERRICS" — Audio MAGAZINE, January 1981

AUDIO MAGAZINE QUOTES

The following are excerpts from AUDIO's 1/81 retest of TAPE 5.

"performance level superior to (earlier test) — worthwhile improvement in MRL's...at the best signal/noise ratio of all Type I tapes. Significant improvement in tape skew, sensitivity, and bias needs quite consistent...output level stability very good, a level of performance right among the best...the Tape 5 Wide-Latitude formulation represents good value overall."

STUDIO MASTERING TAPE NOW AT DIG SAVINGS

Sure the "establishment" tapes are good products, but why put up with dropouts, jams, and tangles? And why ruin a tape with fuzzy, rasping distortion during loud music? And why not be able to make a tape that sounds good in your car?

Those are the questions that lead us to distribute TAPE 5 to the home taper. So now you can use the cassettes studios and broadcasters use and not settle for second best.

Since not all stores carry TAPE 5, here's an easy way to get hold of some, and save $5 off the price of each dozen. (Order 100 and get the quantity discount plus an additional 10% off.)

WHAT TAPE ADS DON'T TELL YOU

You probably know that the actual bias settings of almost all tape decks are different because each manufacturer sets its deck differently. Therefore, bias adjustments (except for some infinitely variable controls) hardly ever match the bias of an ordinary tape. Also, as your deck gets older, its internal components change with age, another source of bias mismatch.

This mismatch causes tape to distort and lose frequency response. But TAPE 5's WIDE-LATITUDE formulation minimizes the incompatibility problem by building in a generous 2 db leeway around "standard" bias. This is why we can guarantee that your deck and TAPE 5 will be a good team.

COMPARE TAPE 5'S SPECS AND FEATURES

TAPE 5 is made with features the pros insist on. Like pressure-stretched polyester film base, multi-plated-casted non-abrasive gamma-ferric oxide coating, precision-torqued 5-steel-screw case, and teflon-impregnated slip sheet to reduce internal friction and never any annoying dropouts or splices, thicker screws, heavier shell, flanged guide rollers, and heavier steel pins. The labels now have lots of writing space and the outer box now has an overprinting, dustproof lid.

With a mirror-polished oxide surface and quality-control assembly, TAPE 5 cassettes can deliver the type of sound that you've never before been able to get onto a cassette. And even with recording levels "in the red," you won't get any fuzziness in the midrange. Check the specs. An astounding Signal-to-Noise Ratio of 64.4 dB, so quiet that many users find no objectionable tape hiss ever. Maximum Output Level at 3% THD is 6.7 dB. (These first specs are essential to making good tapes for your car stereo.) At 0 dB input, IM Distortion is 1%. Attainable Frequency Response is 30-18,000 Hz, ± 1.5 dB. And keep in mind that these figures were obtained using the widely-accepted DIN testing standards.

TAPE 5 is the tape that can take it.

MUSICIANS, TAKE NOTE

You'll find TAPE 5's extraordinary ability to handle sudden loud peaks at real asset when recording live or when dubbing from reel-to-reel to cassette. And without going into fancy language, let's just say that with TAPE 5's accurate reproduction of harmonics, a cymbal crash will sound like a cymbal crash and a plucked guitar will sound exactly like a plucked guitar. But don't buy TAPE 5 only for sound; we've said thousands as demos because the mechanisms are rugged enough to stand up to duplicating at 30 inches per second. With a sizeable reserve in headroom and dynamic range, you'll be able to use your deck to its fullest ability, even for live concerts and digital discs.

TAPE 5 is the tape that can take it.

READ WHAT TAPE 5 USERS SAY

"I was amazed. My Nakamichi likes Tape 5 better than any of TDK, Maxell, Scotch, or Ampex's standard bias tapes. When a client requests some thing in cassette form, I go for Tape 5. It's the best quality for the least expenditure." — Bill Tullis, Progressive Music Services, Atlanta, GA

"In critical listening tests, I found tape 5 to be at least as good as TDK-SA Maxell UDYL-II and BASF Pro II. When I subjected the cassettes to intentional transport abuse to see if I could make them jam up, your mechanisms operated very smoothly and performed without a failure." — Al Valuek, Ann Arbor, MI

"Tape 5 has a better sound than any other tape I've used (Memorex, Maxell, Sony, and a few others). With Tape 5 I get all of the highs and all of the lows." — Jimmie Taylor, Elsberry, MO

TAPE 5 WIDE-LATITUDE SOUND RECORDING TAPE

111 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10003

Charge by phone, 9-5 Eastern Time
Dial 242/249-TAPE (249-8273)

TO: TAPE 5, 111 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10003

ALL ORDERS TO 48 STATES SHIPPED VIA INSURED UPS ADD 5%

CANADIAN ADD 10%

OVERSEAS AIR MAIL ADD 25%

LENGTH 11 11 11 11 11 11

C-60 2.35 2.35 2.35 2.35 2.35 2.35
C-90 2.60 2.60 2.60 2.60 2.60 2.60
C-120 3.30 3.30 3.30 3.30 3.30 3.30
C-180 4.50 4.50 4.50 4.50 4.50 4.50
C-240 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00
C-360 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00

UPS POSTAGE ADD 5% (Quick Insured)

Send coupon and start saving now

Musician's take note

"I was amazed. My Nakamichi likes Tape 5 better than any of TDK, Maxell, Scotch, or Ampex's standard bias tapes. When a client requests something in cassette form, I go for Tape 5. It's the best quality for the least expenditure." — Bill Tullis, Progressive Music Services, Atlanta, GA

"In critical listening tests, I found tape 5 to be at least as good as TDK-SA Maxell UDYL-II and BASF Pro II. When I subjected the cassettes to intentional transport abuse to see if I could make them jam up, your mechanisms operated very smoothly and performed without a failure." — Al Valuek, Ann Arbor, MI

"Tape 5 has a better sound than any other tape I've used (Memorex, Maxell, Sony, and a few others). With Tape 5 I get all of the highs and all of the lows." — Jimmie Taylor, Elsberry, MO

TAPE 5 WIDE-LATITUDE SOUND RECORDING TAPE

111 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10003

Charge by phone, 9-5 Eastern Time
Dial 242/249-TAPE (249-8273)

TO: TAPE 5, 111 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10003

ALL ORDERS TO 48 STATES SHIPPED VIA INSURED UPS ADD 5%

CANADIAN ADD 10%

OVERSEAS AIR MAIL ADD 25%

LENGTH 11 11 11 11 11 11

C-60 2.35 2.35 2.35 2.35 2.35 2.35
C-90 2.60 2.60 2.60 2.60 2.60 2.60
C-120 3.30 3.30 3.30 3.30 3.30 3.30
C-180 4.50 4.50 4.50 4.50 4.50 4.50
C-240 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00
C-360 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00

UPS POSTAGE ADD 5% (Quick Insured)

Send coupon and start saving now

Minimum order 6 tapes

Minimum credit card order $30

Check or money order enclosed □

Charge my Visa □ Master □ AmEx □

Card # Exp Date

Signature Name

Address

City State Zip

Send coupon and start saving now
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AmericanRadioHistory.com
MOVING? Please give us 8 weeks advance notice. Attach label with your old address, and write in new address below.

RENEWING? Check box below and attach label with corrections marked, if any.

SUBSCRIBING? Check box and fill in coupon. For gift subscriptions attach a separate sheet.

Send Audio for 1 year at $11.94
Outside the U.S.: add $6.00 per year.

Name
Address
City     State     Zip

For faster service call toll-free any business day, 9 A.M.-5 P.M. Eastern time.
800-243-8002
(In Connecticut 800-852-8593)

AUDIO, 1 Fawcett Place, P.O. Box 8167, Greenwich, CT 06836

CO-ORDINATE YOUR ACOUSTICS
NEW SUPEREX EQUALIZERS
Specially engineered to solve the environmental and speaker response limitations of YOUR system in the most critical frequency regions so important for complete musical enjoyment. Do not confuse these units with conventional equalizers.

GEM-2
NEW TYPE
5 BAND EXTREME FREQUENCY EQUALIZER
- 36 Hz and 68 Hz bands for ultra-low SUBWOOFER type bass control.
- 740 Hz and 1kHz for upper bass and midrange presence control.
- 12 kHz for hi-fi type super high "airy" musical quality.
- RECORD EQ switch for tape deck equalization while recording. Separate switches for PLAYBACK EQ and TAPE MONITOR.
- Uncommonly priced at $119.95 suggested retail.

GEM-7
5-SECTION PARAMETRIC
FULL-COVER BI-FET EQUALIZER
Four frequency sections per ch (8 total), each with separate FREQUENCY, BANDWIDTH (0.16-2 OCTAVES), and LEVEL (± 12dB) controls.
- Panned frequency controls for any setting within 30 Hz-800Hz and 120 Hz-16kHz ranges.
- Logarithmically calibrated for precision adjustment.
- Full tape function switching including TAPE RECORD, EQ, PLAY EQ, and MONITOR.
- Starting control of your musical environment is priced at...$499.95 suggested retail.

For full information on these extraordinary equalizers write:
SUPEREX AUDIO-DEPT. 272
15 Ludlow Street
Yonkers, N.Y. 10705
914-965-6906

AMBISONIC technology is a comprehensive system for surround sound recording, broadcasting, and reproduction.

IMF ELECTRONICS is proud to make available an Ambisonic UHJ Decoder with Super-Stereo facility. This system is designed to avoid the directional distortion inherent in conventional stereo.

For product information, including details of recent Ambisonic UHJ recordings, apply to IMF ELECTRONICS, INC.

5226 State Street
Saginaw, Michigan 48603
Tel (517) 790-2121
Telex 227461

Deface the Music: Utopia
Bearsville BRK 3487, stereo, $8.98.

Todd Rundgren's productions have always had somewhat of a cartoonish ring to them, and the concept of defacing music is not foreign to him. On one of his own albums he featured a side of cover tunes that were only distinguishable from the originals by Todd's vocals and surreal production; with Meatloaf, Todd took the Phil Spector Sound and then Spruced (Brooced?) it up with even more overstatement, and on recent Utopia albums he's taken to a deliberate bastardization of the Boston sound. Still, Deface the Music is a surprise, as
Todd's famous for going forward while this album is a deliberate attempt at low fidelity to capture the sound and spirit of The Beatles in an unabashed and flattering way.

Todd's certainly got guts — he's letting himself in for all sorts of criticism with a project like this, as ostensibly it's guilty of the same crimes as Beatlemania or any of the groups that play around doing Fab Four covers. But the only danger that really exists in Todd & Co. doing a project so heavily in debt to another artist is that somehow it could diminish Utopia in the eyes of the public.

Utopia really hasn't found a strong enough aesthetic identity to allow this album (many other of their LPs) to type them. At first they were just a vehicle for Todd's songs, mutating into something approximating an American Yes. With the addition of bassist/ace songwriter Kasim Sultan they once again returned to more of a pop music framework, reaching astronomical aesthetic success with Ra and sort of treading water ever since.

Surprisingly enough, Deface the Music has allowed some of the group's best material to emerge in this somewhat strange presentation. The ballads are a bit hokey, but as Kasim always wanted to be Paul McCartney and Todd's had a strange love/hate relationship with John Lennon (they had a fight but later made up), the group's basic structure falls into place more comfortably than on any of their recent albums (Roger becomes George and Willie apes Ringo with no hesitations whatsoever). Side one of the record is primarily early Beatles rips (She Loves You and Can't Buy Me Love). Side two sends up the later recordings (Eleanor Rigby to Getting Better), and the treatments work. Utopia might well have hit single off this record, which I'm sure they wouldn't mind at all.

Recording a project like this doesn't surprise us given that Todd does have a studio at his disposal 24 hours a day, but releasing it under your own name gives us a little bit of the willies. If they put it out under the Prefab Four or The Liverpuds they might stand a chance of tickling the public's imagination — some might even buy it thinking it was a Beatles or two. Then again, Utopia's just perverse enough to go out and perform this stuff in Beatle wigs, so we'll just humor them for the moment and be happy that they picked a group as worthwhile as The Beatles to ape. Imagine if they'd done an album of Bee Gees productions...

---

Artistic licence?

We at QUAD go to a very great deal of trouble to ensure that with a QUAD 33 in the Cancel position, the voltage delivered to your loudspeakers is a virtually exact RIAA transfer of the voltage the pickup will produce into a stated passive load. Nothing added — nothing taken away.

A visiting journalist recently suggested that we should not do this. Final adjustment should be done by ear, he said.

What an opportunity!

After all, we know that if we add a little warmth with a subtle boost in the lower middle and balance this with an ever so gentle hump in the quack region (2-3kHz), we can make most programmes sound superficially more impressive. Come to that, why not change the 3180uS to 5000uS adding a little more 'heft' that most people will fall for. We could even make a special model for the boom and tizz brigade.

Been to any live concerts recently?

For further details on the full range of QUAD products write to:

The Acoustical Manufacturing Co. Ltd.,
Huntingdon, Cambs. PE18 7DB, England.
Telephone: (0480) 52561

QUAD
for the closest approach to the original sound

Enter No. 3 on Reader Service Card

Jon & Sally Tiven
Sound: B (A-for 1968) Performance: B+
The ALLISON:ONE® Room Matched® loudspeaker system was introduced in 1974. It was the first direct-radiator system ever designed to use room-boundary reflections constructively, so that flat acoustic power could be radiated into a listening room throughout the full frequency range.

Now, more than five years after, we are pleased to see systems based on this concept being marketed by AR, Design Acoustics, and Snell (if we’ve omitted anyone, our apologies). To all such we say, “Welcome aboard.” The more of us there are, the better.

But imitation does not mean replication. Only Allison® loudspeaker systems are manufactured under U.S. Patent No. 3,983,333, which teaches the most effective and least costly ways to make Room Matched loudspeakers. Only Allison systems have convex-diaphragm tweeters and midrange drivers, which combine high output capability and unmatched dispersion. And only Allison systems are available in models designed for use with one, two, or three intersecting room boundaries.

Information on the complete line, including specifications, a list of authorized dealers, and details of our Full Warranty for Five Years, is available on request.

For literature and information call (800) 225-4791 [in MA (617) 237-2670] or send coupon.

ALLISON: ONE 5460/5483 (each) (Price varies with shipping distance)

ALLISON
Acooustics
Seven Tech Circle/Natick, MA 01760, U.S.A.

Name ____________________________
Address __________________________
City __________ State ______ Zip ______

We Insist — Freedom Now Suite: Max Roach
Columbia JC 36390, mono, $7.98.
Pictures In a Frame: Max Roach
Soul Note 1003, stereo, $9.98 (import).

Few works have withstood the test of time and adversity as well as Max Roach’s epic We Insist! — Freedom Now Suite. It has done this while being out of print for over a decade. Recorded in 1960, it has not aged either in philosophical/political content or musical intensity. We Insist! was a direct response to the growing black consciousness both in the United States and Africa. Its urgency is derived from the first demonstrations by black students in February of 1960.

Collaborating with lyricist Oscar Brown, Jr., Roach created a conceptual piece that even today is as stark and vivid as it is hauntingly beautiful. From the opening tune, Driva’ Man with its slashing whip and chain percussion, Roach takes you into a different reality. Abbey Lincoln’s defiant vocal tells of life under slavery while Coleman Hawkins delivers a poignant tenor solo that is a classic of irrevocable anguish. Freedom Day provides a respite with
its driving rhythms. Lincoln's jubilant voice, and a sparkling solo from Booker Little's trumpet. But Tryptich: Prayer/Protest/Peace rips the glow away as Roach and Lincoln engage in a duet that ranges from the solemn gospel intro into an agonized and violent scream and finally resting.

As clear and sensual as Roach's arrangements are, his selection of musicians was extraordinary. On All Africa he uses the conga drums and percussion of Olatunji, Ray Mantilla and Tomás Vail, who along with Roach sound like an entire percussion ensemble. James Schenk's bass pulses with a primal earthiness that laces together the sustained horn section of Little, Walter Benton on tenor, and Julian Priester on trombone. The same personnel appear on the closing, Tears for Johannesburg, with all the horns taking crisp, probing solos that float across the vibrant polyrhythmic dervish created by the percussionists. Through it all, Lincoln's throaty horn-like voice brings added content and urgency without ever getting mired in cliched polemics.

It is probably unfair to review any record next to We Insist!, arguably one of the finest jazz albums ever recorded. While any record would pale against its visceral impact and lasting effects, Pictures in a Frame, one of a handful of Roach discs in the last decade, is especially inconsequential. With a fine group of young players, Roach coasts through several uninspired compositions with perfunctory performances. Saxophonist Odeon Pope has played better almost everywhere else, including with Roach. His solos remain within the limited dynamic confines of the composition with no attempts to stretch those boundaries. Cecil Bridgewater opens up some nice angles with his trumpet on the self-penned Magic but seems similarly constrained elsewhere.

Roach's drums are as sharp and multi-edged as ever, but his many solos on this disc show a distinct lack of context; he just places them in at will, as if they were pieces unto themselves.

There are 300 voices in the Mormon Tabernacle Choir. This tiny diamond tipped sapphire enables you to hear every one.

It's the diamond stylus/sapphire crystal cantilever of the Bang & Olufsen MMC 20 CL phono cartridge, the cartridge with no audible tip resonance. And no distortion of the music. Your cartridge has an overwhelming influence on the reproduction quality you achieve. Which is why we go to great lengths to achieve perfection where it counts in all four of our cartridge models. Hear them for yourself at your local Bang & Olufsen dealer. Or write to us for reprints of what reviewers the world over have been reporting. Which is that Bang & Olufsen stereo phono cartridges are great places for your music to begin.

STATE OF THE ART COMPONENTS AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

DH-101 PREAMPLIFIER

DH-200 POWER AMPLIFIER
100 WATTS/CHANNEL

The David Hafler Company
5910 Crescent Boulevard • Pennsauken • New Jersey 08109

Hafler

Directly comparable in both sonic quality and test specifications with the most expensive and prestigious equipment, the Hafler amplifier and preamplifier are moderately priced, and further savings can be made by the option of assembling them from kits.

These units are advanced designs using top quality components for consistent performance and long-term reliability. For the kit builder, critical circuits are factory assembled and pre-tested, making a simple, enjoyable assembly project, even for the novice constructor.

Distortion has been virtually eliminated from these designs, and particular attention has been paid to reduction of all forms of transient and interfacing distortions, so that input sources and loudspeakers do not impair the specified performance.

Detailed literature is available free on request. And, if you send $1 to cover handling costs, we will send an extensive compilation of test reports by independent reviewers including both laboratory and listening tests. We will also include a kit construction manual (normally $3) so you can judge the feasibility of assembling our kits.

Available through selected dealers.

Enter No. 18 on Reader Service Card

Bang & Olufsen

Bang & Olufsen of America, Inc.
515 Busse Road
Elk Grove Village, Illinois 60007

Enter No. 29 on Reader Service Card
Undiscovered Masters: Red Garland

Prestige P 24078, two discs, mono, $8.98.

This Garland collection from Prestige consists of previously unreleased sessions led by the Dallas-based pianist on June 27, 1958; August 12, 1959, and March 16, 1961. Sides one and two are with bassist Paul Chambers, drummer Art Taylor, and Latin percussionist Ray Barretto on congas. Side three contains trio selections with Doug Watkins, bass, and Specs Wright, drums. Side four is with a quintet that includes Richard Williams, trumpet; Oliver Nelson on tenor and alto; Peck Morrison, bass, and Charlie Persip, drums.

This double set showcases the uniqueness of Garland's lilting, fluent style with its locked chords; fleet, single-note lines; rhapsodic, out-of-tempo introduction; and isolated, bell-like notes. He plays standards such as Avalon and Soft Winds and pop tunes like A Tisket a Tasket and Mr. Wonderful with imagination, taste, and an impeccable sense of Swing. His deft solos always have a graceful, melodic flow that fall easily and delightfully on the ears.

Cleaning your records is only half the battle.

The best record cleaner in the world can't preserve a record. It can only clean it. A good record cleaner can remove dust, oily fingerprints and deep-seated dirt from the grooves. But, it can't protect the record from wear and friction.

The diamond is the hardest natural substance known. At the tip of a stylus, it is the spearhead of over 15 tons per square inch of destructive pressure that shears away microscopic chips of vinyl while traveling along the delicately thin grooves.

The finest high fidelity system can't restore the subtle high frequency and midrange tones that are unavoidably lost. Sound Guard® Record Preservative is a scientifically designed, ultra-thin, dry formulation that practically eliminates record wear. Your records treated with Sound Guard Record Preservative will sound just as good after 100 plays. No hiss. No pops. No clicks.

Give your records 100% protection with two simple steps. First, clean them with Sound Guard Record Cleaner; then preserve them with Sound Guard Preservative. Buy them separately or get them both in the Sound Guard Total Record Care System. And stop record wear in its tracks.

Rudy Van Gelder's superior engineering on the original dates produced vivid stereo sound that was recaptured in the remastering by David Turner in the Fantasy studios. John Lissner

Sound: A  Performance: A

Live at Eddie Condon's

Chiaroscuro 167, mono, $7.98.

Record producer Hank O'Neal, a traditional jazz lover who owns the Chiaroscuro label, obtained these mono tapes from the late guitarist, who had them laying around his Greenwich Village apartment. While the sound is somewhat low-fi by today's standard, the playing is tremendous.

The music, recorded in 1960 at Condon's second New York City club on East 56th Street, focuses on vintage jazz standards. Tunes like I Found a New Baby, Fats Waller's Stealin' Apples and Alligator Crawl, Up a Lazy River, and Runnin' Wild are performed with the straight-from-the-shoulder, full-speed-ahead drive of a typical Condon ensemble. Personnel is made up of Condon; Peanuts Hucko, tenor sax and clarinet; Ralph Sutton, piano; Dante Montucci, bass and George Wettling, drums.

I Found a New Baby, Stealin' Apples and Runnin' Wild are steaming, propulsive swingers that will heat up your turntable. Up a Lazy River spotlights Hucko's exhilarating Goodman-like clarinet and Ralph Sutton's exuberant piano; Sutton's solo on Alligator Crawl is a jubilant excursion into the stride idiom, and Hucko switches to tenor for a warm, compelling solo on Love's Got Me in a Lazy Mood. Live at Eddie Condon's offers vibrant, timeless music; a very appealing album.

John Lissner

Sound: B  Performance: A+
quality associated with the swing giants he idolizes. (He almost achieves the feeling on Do It In Blue, a crisp, catchy riff piece.)

More impressive is the aggressive, biting work of the neo-swing cornetist-flugelhornist Warren Vache, a player who improves with every recording. Pianist Pierce, in his buoyant Basie bag, is excellent, offering the elasticity and simplicity of the Count's keyboard approach, romping through numbers like Nancy's Fancy and Lightly and Politely. Trombonist George Masso has some good barrelhouse breaks, and guitarist Chris Flory swings hard, offering rhythmic variety and contrast. Ellington tenor veteran Harold Ashby is also aboard, and, although he takes no solos, he contributes an authentic voice to the ensemble expressiveness that is heard throughout a pleasant album aimed at those who relish the sound of the Swing Era.

I like Concord's stereo sonics which are exceptionally clean and beautifully balanced.

John Lissner

Sound: A+
Performance: B

Skyscraper: Scott Hamilton and Warren Vache
Concord CJ-111, stereo, $7.98.

Tenor-man Scott Hamilton was brought up on his father's 78 rpm recordings of Coleman Hawkins, Choo Berry, and Lester Young. As a swing revivalist, Hamilton has attracted much attention with a style that attempts to combine the gutty sound of the Hawkins-Berry-Ben Webster school with Lester Young's light-colored tones and soft, dry textures.

On this Concord recording, and particularly on selections like Nat Pierce's Do It In Blue, the eight-piece ensemble plays with the mobile, springy rhythms reminiscent of '30s swing groups. Unfortunately, Hamilton's soloing often lacks the personal, robust
The fifth of these is volume-control circuit dynamic range. Previous designs have customarily used a volume-control attenuator ahead of a line amplifier. In this arrangement, the preamp's output noise is fixed at the level of the shorted-input noise of the amplifier plus the noise contribution which occurs due to the impedance of the volume control at various settings in its range (even a resistor just sitting at room temperature exhibits noise: this is called Johnson noise and is related to Brownian motion). One previous attempt to solve this problem has been to include extra sections of the control right at the output of the preamp, but this leads to changes in output impedance as the output level is varied.

The Apt/Holman Preamplifier, on the other hand, uses the volume control in a unique circuit configuration, so as the control is turned down, the actual gain of the high-level stage is lowered. The result is that while the noise is the same as the best other designs with the volume control all the way up, the noise is less at the settings where the control is usually used. This occurs because the noise is reduced along with the signal as the gain is turned down, and the dynamic range is enhanced over other designs for the typical condition.

Another noise reduction factor used by Apt is to simply minimize circuit impedances where practical so that even the theoretical noise is lowered. In fact, the dynamic range of the Holman Preamplifier is over 100 dB, anticipating improvements in program media for the foreseeable future.

For more information, write: Apt Corporation Box 512 Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

☐ For a technical brochure.
☐ For a set of reviews.
☐ For an Owner's Manual, please send $4 ($5 foreign).
☐ For a set of six preamp papers, please send $2 ($3 foreign).

Name  
Address  


This is the most recent manifestation of a phenomenon in the record biz that goes back and back, as you will have noted over the years in a thousand and one ads. The idea is first cousin to the record club in more ways than one, and, however portentous the promotion, is good for just one thing — to bring you a lot of music at a low price, relatively. Once in a blue moon, these offerings are new recordings; more often, as here, they are proprietary reissues from a major label, in this case London (i.e. English Decca), reassembled, relabeled, possibly recut and certainly repressed on presumably newer, more up-to-date equipment. In other words, if all is done well, they could be an improve-
Tomita — Bolero. (Ravel: Bolero; Mother Goose Suite; Daphnis and Chloe Suite No. 2, Pavan.) RCA AR 1 3412, stereo; also CRD13412 CD-4, quadraphonic, $8.98.

There are two versions of this, stereo and CD-4. Take your choice, but be warned that whereas the stereo version has annotations in English, the CD-4 disc came all-Japanese — two pages of characters.

Tomita, the great synthesizer man, is “back” — from incursions into various space sounds back to his original love — the Impressionist music of French composers Debussy and Ravel. His transcriptions are now even more elaborate (by far!) and much more opulent. Shades of Leopold Stokowski in his palmy days!

Such a tasteless, gloppy mess I've never heard. It'll sell, as all Tomita does, so don't believe me if you do not wish to. Tomita (for my ear) just piles it on, via an enormous array of synthesizing machinery including seven tape recorders on two to 16 tracks; three families of synthesizers, Moog, Roland and Yamaha; a Vocoder, 9 mixers and more (see list on record jacket). The man is a mixing genius, no question about it, but the emerging stuff — I've been trying to think of an adequate analogy to give you the flavor. OK, take two fried eggs and pour on a cupful of honey, add six oysters, two cherries, a jigger of gin, and sprinkle with Ajax cleanser. That ought to do it.

Some of the sonic effects, of course, are lovely and even arresting. Grant you that. But many others are merely crude, stultifying. And the hideous bath of reverb that engulfs everything
FREE McIntosh
STEREO CATALOG
and FM DIRECTORY
Get all the newest and latest information on the new McIntosh catalog. In addition you will receive an FM station directory that covers all of North America.

SEND TODAY!
If you are in a hurry for your catalog please send the coupon to McIntosh. For non rush service send the Reader Service Card to the magazine.

THE MOST ARTICULATE MID-RANGE
A FRENCH DEFINITION
The French made Fugue 400 shares many things in common with the best of British loudspeakers — smooth frequency response, low distortion, excellent imaging, wide dispersion, and much more. What the British loudspeakers lack is what elevates the Fugue 400 to greater clarity and precision — a most articulate mid-range.

Like the top-of-the-line Delta 400, the Fugue 400 features the new SIARE low mass (1 1/2 grams) woven fiber-glass fiber mid-range cone which creates this especially articulate quality.

Before you purchase your next set of speakers, hear the sound of SIARE. They’re now playing at select audio dealers.

SIARE CORPORATION
Pronounced See-Are
HAUT PARLEURS DE FRANCE•LOUDSPEAKERS FROM FRANCE
80 13th Avenue, Ronkonkoma, N.Y. 11779
CALL 516-585-2300 for the dealer nearest you

Sound: B—Recording: B Surfaces: A-

is enough to make any Ravel lover groan. Of all recent Western composers, Ravel was the most fastidious and delicate in his music, even including Bolero and La Valse. In Bolero, that incredible slow buildup of orchestral tension, the hypnotic repetition, ever more intense and pounding, than the fantastic sudden change of key at the end which has made the skin crawl on millions of listeners — Tomita doesn’t even bother with it! His ending just tape-spirals upwards faster and faster, by now a tired old effect, and then fades out, another killer-diller for boredom.

As for that masterpiece of disciplined understatement, Mother Goose, it simply wallows in glutinous glopitude via Tomita — made me sick. Go ahead — you’ll probably love it if the charts are right.

Didn’t try the CD-4 version but pause only to note with some astonishment how CD-4 keeps plugging along, though the source is in Japan now, where it all started. If you have a CD-4 demodulator, here’s something new for it:


The Quintessence label is a new one dealing with an old need: Reissues at reasonable cost of available past recordings not now on the market. All the advantages of remastering and newer pressing are inherent and, unless somebody is getting away with murder, very worthwhile for the musical record collector. Things are OK here. The 1961 Berlin sound is in good German fashion very acceptable, if a bit on the tubby side (at least in this product). The performance of the ever-elusive Fourth is excellent, one of the best.

Curiously, the notes speak much of the sly humor of the work; that may be true of the Second, but I have never found this one other than a marvelously lyric piece, almost gentle for Beethoven in spite of typical outbursts here and there — and Eugen Jochum must have felt the same. It is that sort of performance.

The side-filling dividend is a good one, not the usual 3rd but the prototype 2nd Leonora Overture — same music in a first draft, full of genius but weightier, less intense, more cumber some. If you know the 3rd and have never heard the 2nd, you should find it quite astonishing. (The “first” of the Leonora overtures is an entirely different piece.)

Sound: B—Recording: B Surfaces: A-
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES

BUSINESS ADS - For Sale, Help Wanted, Services, Business Opportunities. Tape Recordings, etc. etc. $5.25 per line. First line set in bold face type at no extra charge. Extra lines $5.60 per line. One point ruled box, extra charge $8.00. Full payment must accompany order.

NON BUSINESS ADS - Situations Wanted, used equipment for sale by private individuals $3.50 per line. First line set in bold face type at no extra charge. Extra lines set in bold face type $7.00 per line. Full payment must accompany order.

FREQUENCY DISCOUNT - 3 times, less 10%, 6 times, less 15%, 12 times, less 20%. (Line copy ads only)

DEADLINE - First of two preceding months. (Dec. 1 for Feb. issue).

BLIND ADS - Box numbers may be used at $5.00 extra for handling and postage.

GENERAL INFORMATION - Ad copy must be typewritten or printed legibly and received on or before the 1st of the month, two months preceding the cover date. Display advertisers must make a space reservation on or before the closing date, material (Camera Ready Only) may follow by the 10th. The Publisher, in his sole discretion, reserves the right to reject any ad copy he deems inappropriate. All advertisers must supply: Complete name, Company name, Street address (P.O. Box is insufficient), telephone number before ads can be published. Classified ads are not acknowledged and do not carry Reader Service Card Numbers. Frequency contracts not fulfilled will be short-rated accordingly. Ads submitted for a 3 time frequency or less are unchangeable. Classified listings will be short-rated accordingly. Ads submitted for handling and postage.

HOW TO ANSWER BOX NUMBER ADS
When replying to an Audio Box Number Ad, please use this address Box No. - c/o Audio, 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036

FOR SALE

AARDVARKS don't buy audio equipment, but we're certain you do. Aurofior wants to be your source for affordable high end and esoteric components and add-ons. A call to 616-451-3866 will give you access to almost any component your ear desires — with competent service and competitive prices. Call or write before making your next audio purchase.

Audioworld, Box 6202A, Grand Rapids, MI 49506.

A BACKWARD TREND IN THE DYNAMIC RANGE capabilities of loudspeakers has occurred. The result is the inability of most loudspeakers to cope with the ultra-wide dynamic range of disk or soon to come ture digital recordings. However, THE SOUND PORTAL by ACOUSTIC INTERFACE is specifically designed to handle the dynamic range of those recordings. Breeding through passages other speakers can only dream about. You've been reading about the digital revolution for months. Now you can take the first step. Write for our free brochure.

ACOUSTIC INTERFACE, 297 PINE AVENUE, GOTEBOURG, CA 93017.


A BEST BUY IMPROVED! Your NAD 3020 is capable of exceeding the sonic accuracy of preamps costing many times more. Also, amplifier section improvements, tone control bypass, other options. Contact Kindel Audio about our 2020 modification program. Kindel Audio, 1710 Newport Circle, Suite 0. Santa Ana, CA 92705.

A BETTER BEGINNING WITH NAD NAD has made equipment of audiophile quality available to even the person who is buying his or her first system. Come, relax, and audition.


the audio advocate

SME
Polk
Conrad-Johnson
Keith Monks
Nakamichi
Chief
Conrad-Johnson
Super
Onkyo
Avinon
Magnepan
Fusion Cable
Audio Research

505 Millburn, Avenue Millburn, N.J. (201) 467-8998

FOR SALE

ABATE THE HIGH COST OF YOUR NEXT AUDIO PURCHASE! DIRECT DISCOUNTS LTD. offers many of the finest lines of audio gear from budget equipment to typically non-discounted components, cartridges, speakers, etc. Whether you're a novice or seasoned audiophile, we believe that our incredibly wide selection, low prices and helpful advice could make us your one-stop audio bargain place. Some of the lines that we offer include ADVENT, JRC, JEM, BOST, dbx, DB, NON, ESS, HAFER, HARMAN/KARDON, INFINITY, MITSU, BISHI, NAD, NIKKO, ONKYO, PHASE LINEAR, SAE TAND, BURG, THORENS and many many more. As an added service to our customers, we also offer video equipment (and many of the large-screen TVs, VCRs, etc.) and even a new "wireless" extension telephone for less than $200.00 (sugg. retail $560.00). Just call us at (212) 254-3125 for additional prices or information, or send $2.00 for our current brochure to: DIRECT DISCOUNT LTD. P.O. Box 841, Cooper Station, NY 10276. Shop with us by phone with your VISA or M/C. No sales tax charged to out-of-state customers!!

A BRAND NEW CONCEPT IN AUDIO featuring the highly reviewed NAT ELECTRONICS & DCM TIME WATCHES.

In this day of high pressure, gimmicky flashy stereo sales that try to rush you in and out before you know it, it is nice to know that there is a place you can go and listen to music in a relaxed and comfortable atmosphere and select equipment the proper way... by listening. It doesn't cost a fortune! We pride ourselves on obtaining the best for the money tape systems, and you may be amazed by the music that you can get from a properly matched system for an amazingly small amount of money. Come in and listen and hear what we mean... It doesn't cost a dime and we think that you'll be pleasantly surprised by our personal no pressure type of approach.

We feature audio equipment by the following quality manufacturers: NAD, DCM, AMBER, DYNAVECTOR RUBY, LUXMONO, GRADO, CZEK, FRIED SPEAKER KITS & REFERENCE Monitors, APATURE RIBBON TWETERS, DEX PRE PREAMPS, ALLISON, J.R. 149's, MITSU CAR AUDIO (CAR INSTALLATIONS AVAILABLE), AND HEEBROK SPEAKERS. We are located on the service road of the Long Island Expressway going East right off Exit 25, (Utopia Parkway). Stop in one day and visit us. Thanks.

SOUND STAGE AUDIO "A Musical Experience!" 184-10 Horace Harding Fresh Meadows, N.Y. 11365 (212) 762-3220

ABSOLUTELY THE FINEST QUALITY AUDIO COMPONENTS AVAILABLE. UNBEATABLE PRICES, WARRANTIES, AND SERVICE. INCLUDING AR BOSE ESS JBL & PRO AIWA SAE H.K. PHASE-LINEAR HATCHY and MORE. For MID and HIGH-END LINES WE DON'T ADVERTISE. FOR PRICES CALL 301-593-8244 or SEND $2.00 TO: AUDIO DISCOUNTS, 1026 McCENEY AVE., SILVER SPRING, MD 20901 FOR PRODUCT LIST AND SPECIFIC PRICE QUOTES, DISCOUNTS. 1026 McCENEY AVE., SILVER SPRING, MD 20901. FOR HOME ADDRESS: 1026 McCENEY AVE., SILVER SPRING, MD 20901. FOR PRODUCT LIST AND SPECIFIC PRICE QUOTES, DISCOUNTS. 1026 McCENEY AVE., SILVER SPRING, MD 20901. FOR PRODUCT LIST AND SPECIFIC PRICE QUOTES, DISCOUNTS. 1026 McCENEY AVE., SILVER SPRING, MD 20901.

ABSOLUTELY THE FINEST QUALITY AUDIO COMPONENTS AVAILABLE. UNBEATABLE PRICES, WARRANTIES, AND SERVICE. INCLUDING AR BOSE ESS JBL & PRO AIWA SAE H.K. PHASE-LINEAR HATCHY and MORE. For MID and HIGH-END LINES WE DON'T ADVERTISE. FOR PRICES CALL 301-593-8244 or SEND $2.00 TO: AUDIO DISCOUNTS, 1026 McCENEY AVE., SILVER SPRING, MD 20901 FOR PRODUCT LIST AND SPECIFIC PRICE QUOTES, DISCOUNTS. 1026 McCENEY AVE., SILVER SPRING, MD 20901. FOR PRODUCT LIST AND SPECIFIC PRICE QUOTES, DISCOUNTS. 1026 McCENEY AVE., SILVER SPRING, MD 20901.

ACCURATE AFFORDABLE AUDIOPHILE EQUIPMENT at lowest prices available!! Specialists in Cartridges. Tonearm - Turntables - Headamps. Offering GRACE * DYNAVECTOR * DENON * MARCO & SOTA * TRF and many more. Please call or write for price quotes & advice. HCM AUDIO, Box 2029 G, Chico, CA 95927 (916) 343 0558.

Just what Miami was listening for.


Audio by Caruso
13831 S. Dixie Highway (U.S.1) Miami Fl 33176 (305) 253-4433
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THE ULTIMATE REFERENCE SPEAKER SYSTEM DOES NOT COST $20,000.00.

The VMPS Super Tower Ila/R will generate less total harmonic distortion, higher undistorted output levels, and a much more extended bandwidth than any competing production loudspeaker system regardless of size or cost.

In addition to its better performance specifications, the STIIa/R offers unique features and an operational flexibility unavailable elsewhere. Examples: the six-driver, three-way nonresonant bass system with integral top-and-bottom-firing, slot-loaded 15" subwoofers, 15" and 12" lowbass and dual 12" midbass couplers. True minimum phase response over the entire frequency spectrum. Biamp operation without an external cross-over. And an innovative high output, high-power-handling ribbon super-tweeter with extraordinarily fast response to 50 kHz (-3dB).

THD is no more than 0.25% from 22Hz to 40Hz with one Watt drive (ten times less than the best of the competition). Bass is flat to 17Hz (-3dB). Dynamic range, with an input sensitivity of 101dB/1W/1m and 132dB/1m output capacity, is enormous and without peer. Power handling is 500W rms, but only 20W are required for proper operation. Frequency response is unvarying from subbass to ultrasonic regions, equaling the finest audiophile monitors. And the four-midrange, five tweeter linesources of the STIIa/R provides first-rate dispersion and imagery.

The VMPS Super Tower Ila/R costs $1499ea in theater black, $1699ea in rosewood finish. Kit versions (supplied with cabinets fully assembled) are $999ea in black, $1199ea in rosewood. Prices include free shipping in USA. 76"x21x17" (HxWxD), 300lbs.

Write for our brochures and a copy of Bert Whyte's article "Towers of Power" from the May 1980 Audio. Other VMPS speakers from $78-$969ea.

VMPS AUDIO PRODUCTS
30 Sunrise Plaza
Valley Stream, N.Y. 11581
(516) 561-7114

FOR SALE

ADIRONDACK AUDIOPHILES Northern New York State House of Hi-Fi is now open with Hegemon, Conrad Johnson, Fidelity Research, Marcol, Grays, Haffner, D.C. Time Win-
dows, Ampulla (G.A.S.) Polk Audio Monitors, KEF, Harman
Kardon STR, Stereophonic Beauty, Audionics, N.A.D., Mayware
formula 4 tonearm, Signet moving coils, AKG cartridges,
Toshiba, Sony, and AWA. For info, call 518-793-6679 Mon. to
Tues. 11 Sat. 106. House of Hi-Fi, 50 Miller Rd. (Rt. 9), Glen
Falls, N.Y. 12801.

AFFORDABLE ESOTERICA
Central N.Y. State
Mission + 3D Acoustics
Apt Holman + NAD + Haffner + Audionics
Ozen + Dahlgren + Crown + M&K + Spectro-Acoustics
B&O + Reference Recordings + Micro Soki + Monster Cable

STEELER STEREO
384 Elmira Rd. Ithaca, N.Y. 14850

AGFA—THE BEST OPEN REEL TAPE! CASSETTES:
ASF (C66 & C96) and DIRECT TYPE II (C96) are the best
available! Direct-to-Tape Recordings offer the finest sound available only on reels, cassettes & cartridges. Ampex video cassettes also available. WRITE for FREE
brochure & current special offers. Direct-to-Tape Record-
ing Co., 14 Station Ave., Haddon Heights, N.J. 08035.

AMBER SEPARATES
offer unsurpassed quality and performances at prices most audiophiles can easily afford. DB AUDIO, 2578, SHATTUCK,
BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA 94704

AMBER PREAMP TWO
Finally available! State-of-the-art for only $399! Hear for your-
selves at AUDIOWORKS, 161, E. FRANKLIN STREET, CHAPEL
HILL, NC 27514

AMBER VISIONS
SERIES 70 and PREAMP TWO in stock now. Don't spend
thousands when you can get better sound for less! AUDIO
VISIONS, 13601 PRESTON ROAD, DALLAS, TX 75240

AMBER SERIES 70
At EARDRUM we only sell the best equipment and the SE-
RIES 70 is tops! Come in and audition it. EARDRUM, 148
RTE 59 EAST, NANUET, NY 10954

AMBER
The fabulous new Preamp Two offers parts-quality and sonic
performance expected of $100 preamps for only $399. We
have it now at AUDIO EMPORIUM, 6914-A, W. BROWN
Avenue, Valley Stream, N.Y. 11581

AMERICAN AUDIOPHILE
HOME OF

AMERICAN AUDIO RECORDINGS
FOR SALE
AMBIENCE DECODER FOR REAR CHANNELS, $149.95. Literature 50c. Huntington Electronics, Box 2009-A. Huntington, Conn. 06484

AMPEX, MAXELL, TDK, FUJIFILM BASF at tremendous savings. Free catalog. Audio Unlimited, 1798 Technology Drive, San Jose, CA 95110.

AN INDUSTRY FIRST!
Major audio journals agree that "Professor Johnson's Astounding Sound Show" is one of the best records ever made. Its secret? Old-fashioned analog tape! Hear for yourself the true musical realism of RR's exclusive direct-to-tape process. Its secret? Old-fashioned analog tape! Hear for yourself the true musical realism of RR's exclusive direct-to-tape process. Mastered at 45rpm half-speed by Stan Ricker. RR-7 is available at selected audio dealers, or direct from Reference Recordings, Box 77225, San Francisco, CA 94107.$14.95 postpaid in US. Send for review reprints and free catalog.

**ANNOUNCING - PHOENIX AZ AUDIOPHILES**
Dealer inquiries invited.

FOR SALE

**ANOTHER AUDIOPHILE PUBLICATION?**
High output without high cost.

Now from Dynavector — three popularly priced moving coil cartridges in the HV (high voltage) line. Each cartridge features the usual Dynavector quality, high reliability, exceptional musicality and rigorously defined performance parameters.

No "head amp" or step-up transformer is needed with these HV series MC cartridges because of their high output. Premiere in the Dynavector HV line is the DV/10X Mark 2 with a 2.3mV output and a tracking force of 1.5 grams. The 10X Mark 2 lets you hear all the subtle shadings and nuances previously unheard on your favorite recordings. You will also be amazed at the suggested retail price of under $120.

Both the DV/20A Type 2 and DV/20B Type 2 cartridges have the industry's highest output voltage at 3.6mV, and a flat frequency response out to 20kHz. The DV/20B Type 2 employs a dynamic lightweight beryllium cantilever.

High Fidelity (April, 1980), summed up the HV line's performance quite well in a review of the DV/20A Type 2, when they said, "Its ability to reproduce nuance and detail leaves us wondering whether we have ever really heard our records before—even familiar ones."

Write to us for the name of a local audio specialist where you can audition the new HV moving coil cartridge.

Dynavector Systems USA, 7042 Owensmouth Ave., Canoga Park, CA 91303 (213) 702-8025

 Dynavector
FOR SALE
Audio and TV tubes factory boxed, speakers, semiconduc-
tors—low prices, free price list. Transistoric Inc., 1395-
39th St., Brooklyn, N.Y. 11218 212-633-2800

How to Answer Box Number Ads
When replying to an Audio Box Number Ad, please use this address Box Inc. c/o Audio, 1515 Broad-
way, New York, N.Y. 10036

An Audiophile's Dream Has Come to the Metro Area
Welcome to Audio Guild, or the house that Thomas
built. Thomas Tashjian is an audioophile, and what he
built in Englewood, New Jersey, is simply the retail
store of his dreams. At Audio Guild there are four
listening salons which masquerade as living room
settings but which are really four totally isolated lis-
tening environments for pure sound reproduction.
Each of these salons is dripping with audio equip-
ments in each price category. Thomas realizes service
should go beyond merely selling, and so he built a
complete servicing facility. Audio Guild customers
can have their warranty work done quickly and effi-
ciently right at Audio Guild. Thomas also demands
that every item sold be carefully tested before it is
delivered. Thomas sells only those products he be-
lieves have merit, such as

Threshold (including Stasis 1, 2, 3) Rega
Linn Sondek
Bong & Olesen
Shahinian Obelisks
B & W
Dayton Wright
Mordaunt-Short
NAD
Boston Acoustics
Thiel
Hoffer
Marish
Plasmatronics
Audionics
Cables
Dynavector
Micro Seiki
and many more

Music systems need records and maintenance items
which are also stocked in ample supply from Monster
Cable and Audio Technica items to Telearc and Mobile
Fidelity records in bulk. In addition, a professional rec-
darding service is provided on the premises. If you would like to experience this audiophile’s
dream come true, call us at 201-546-7766 or stop by at 3 Grand Avenue in Englewood, New Jersey or
write for a free brochure. We can prove it works over the phone. Write for a brochure and demo record below.
COST: $249.00

A Singer's Dream!

Removes Vocal From Most Stereo Discs
The new DCM Time Window Pedestals virtually remove
most of a solo vocalist from a standard stereo record
and leave most of the background music untouched! Not an
equalizer! We can prove it works over the phone. Write for a
brochure and demo record below.
COST: $299.00

For:
- Delay and Ambience
- Studio Echo/Reverb
- Tape Noise Reduction
- Parametric Equalization
- Electronic Crossovers
- Comp/Limiters
- Mic Preamp/Mixers
- Patch Bays

We manufacture a full line of high quality audio and recording
equipment. You will probably have to pay twice as much
elsewhere to obtain comparable quality. Only Direct Sales make
our prices and quality possible. Send $1 for a 20 page brochure and
20 minute demonstration record.
Write to: LT Sound, Dept. AU, P.O. Box 729, Decatur, Ga 30033. (404) 328-5136

A significant new loud-
speaker that will appeal to
both beginners and audio
purists alike.

Inception Audio Ltd.,
21 Progress Avenue,
Scarborough, Ontario,
Canada, M1P 4S8
Tel. (416) 298-3434

FOR SALE
Arizona Stereo Buyers
Audio Technique
Carver
A.D.C.
Dahlquist
Revox
Stax
Nakamichi
Crown
KLIPSCH
Sennheiser
Yamaha
JBL
Stanley
Thorens
A.D.S.
Toshiba
AIA
LUXMAN
DBX
Signet
B & O
Mitsubishi
Sony
Shure
Bose
Kenwood
Micron
J.A.E. Inc., 332 E. Camelback Rd., Phoenix, Arizona 85012
Mail-order hotline Mr. V02 602-265-4830.

Attention: "Foreign" Audiophiles and Dealers!
Western World Audio Exporters can supply virtually all
brands of hi-fi components, speakers, cartridges, etc. (incl.
escenario) at very attractive prices. Quotes, terms and
availability furnished on request. Write to: WESTERN WORLD
Audio Exporters, 373 Fifth Avenue, Suite 1556; New
York, NY 10016. TELEX -423826 SAKIUR.

Attention Audiophiles: Special Offering of Vericon Products
General Resistance, Inc., the ONLY manufacturer of Ver-
icon MK1 Stereo Pickup Transformers, Triaxial Audio
Cables, and GS1 Ground Strips has been authorized by
Stippleum to sell the remaining inventory of those prod-
ucts:
MK1 Stereo Pickup Transformers (specify pickup im-
pedance) $350 each,
Triaxial Audio Cable pairs: $20 per one meter, plus $5
for each 1 meter added to the pair. All Triaxial cables
have RCA-type connectors, at one end, and either bar
leads, RCA-type connectors, or male or female DIN con-
nectors at the other. Be sure to specify length and choice
of connector.
GS1 silver plated 12" solid copper Ground Strips with
hardware and grounding pig tail: $20 each.
All above carry 5-year manufacturer's warranty.
Quantities are limited since there will be no further pro-
duction.
Send official bank check or postal money order immedi-
ately to avoid disappointment. Orders shipped prepaid
UPS in the USA. Others add shipping. No telephone or-
ders accepted.

General Resistance, Inc.
130 S. Columbus Ave.
Mt. Vernon, NY 10553

Attention DCM Time Window
Owners
We now offer a convenient and attractive way to im-
prove the sound of your speakers. The DCM Time Win-
dow, when raised 9 inches off the ground, has an airier
tighter sound: the image is raised and standing
waves reduced.
The DCM TIME WINDOW PEDESTALS are made of
deady heavy wrought iron and suit the shape and appear-
ce of the Time Window perfectly. They sell for $65. per
pair. If there is no dealer nearby, order postpaid (Master
Charge & Visa accepted) from
R. S. PARK AUDIO ASSOCIATES
5 SUNRISE PLAZA, VALLEY STREAM, NY 11581
(516) 561-7558
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

Attention Dyna ST-120 Owners.
Frank Van Alstine announces an incredible POWER MOS
FET modification for any Dyna ST-120, working or not.
All new complementary power Mos FET output amplifiers,
all new power Mos FET regulated power supply. Unbreak-
able, absolutely stable into capacitive loads, no output
inductors or RC network. More musical than any amp
you have ever heard at any price. Cost to rebuild any
Dyna ST-120, working or not is $185.00. Unit must have
good transformer and be complete. You won't believe it
until you hear it.
JENSEN'S STEREO SHOP 2202 River Hills Dr Burnsville,
Minn. 55337 612-890-3517

AT THE BALTIMORE LISTENING ROOM
Thiel Speakers Vandersteen Conrad-Johnson
Dynavector Ruby Audio Linear Triby Audionics
5-10 wkdays, 10-10 Sat. Sun. 301-825-8628

Audio Alternative-Specialty Audio Shop
FR
Linn
Supex
Grado
Adcom
Dynavector
Micro Seiki
Thorens
Sota
Ariston
Misson
Rega
10-40 wks, 10-10 Sat. 301-825-8628

Attention audio & videophiles! For the best pricing
and delivery on an enormous selection of the finest audio and
video equipment we're the place. Write or call today to STEL-
LAR SOUND, 2210 Winshere Blvd., Suite 270, Santa Monica,
CA 90403. (213) 271-1295.
FOR SALE

AUDIO DEN AND POLK AUDIO
The Audio Den is proud to have on display and demonstration the amazing Polk Audio Monitor Series. Our customers say "Fantastic!" Comes with the finest loudspeakers I have heard. Probably the best value in the history of Audio!!" Audio diagram™, from the Audio Advisor said, "We were so impressed that we could not believe the prices . . . Other $200 speakers simply do not come close to the standards set by the Model 10 . . . And at their price, they are simply a steal." Come in for an audition or write us for information on Polk or our other state-of-the-art products. Polk is shipped free in the continental U.S. Audio Den Ltd. 1320-34 Stony Brook Rd., Stonybrook L.I., N.Y. 11790. 516-751-3350.

TF

AUDIO EXCELLENCE in N.E. PENNA!

AUDIO GRADE POLYPROPYLENE AND POLYSTYRENE CAPS NOW FROM: .0015 to 5u 200 VDC 10% for your audio grade polypropylene and polystyrene Stock: Hatter, Rogers, SME, JR, Sonus, The Dalco/Dynaco Oracle DB Systems David Hafler Call (717) 459-5722 and more. JANNEN SYSTEMS, Hazleton, PA. Free shipping. Come in for an audition or write us for information on Polk or the Model 10 . . . And at their price, they are simply a steal." Au-

ACTIVE ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS
Plug-in Butterworth (maximally flat) filters in 6 db, 12 db, or 18 db, per octave attenuation, any frequency specified. Filters flat beyond 100 kHz. Complete crossover in attractive metal cabinet with all terminations and regulated power supply.

STEREO BI-AMP $139
Tri-amp, quad-amp, and monaural types available at comparable prices. Other available features: Summer for 'single woofer' systems, Subsonic noise elimina-
tion filters supplied with or without bass boost, level controls.

FOR OEM'S AND HOME ASSEMBLERS
500 Series dual filters and/or plug-in fil-
ters, regulated power supplies. FREE CATALOG & PRICE SHEET Write to:

DeCoursey ENGINEERING LABORATORY
11828 Jefferson Bl. • Claverly City, CA 90230
Phone (213) 397-9668

AUDIONICS BA-150
This analog-digital hybrid (Class A solid state input tube output) amplifier offers the musical performance of the best tube and solid state designs. The BA-150 represents a new state of the art. It is superb on both dynamic and electrostatic speakers. We offer the BA-150 at $3250. Free air freight. Worldwide shipping. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, Box 145, Oxford, OH. 45056, (513) 523-3333. Cable: OXAUD.

AUDIONICS BT-2 $320.00, AUDIRE MOD. 2 $400.00, Fried 812 $350.00, Denon Ao320 Trans $100.00, M&K Goliath II $145, Oxford, OH, 45056, (513) 523-3333, Cable: OXAUD.

AUDIONICS BA-150, CC-2 amps. RS-1 and BT-2 preamps and the SUBWOOFER designs for seamless sound like "speed" that are ready for PCM, Digital and D-to-D electronics construction, upgrade mods and crossover networks.

CAPS NOW FROM: .0015 to 5u 200 VDC 10% for your audio grade polypropylene and polystyrene Stock: Hatter, Rogers, SME, JR, Sonus, The Dalco/Dynaco Oracle DB Systems David Hafler Call (717) 459-5722 and more. JANNEN SYSTEMS, Hazleton, PA. Free shipping. Come in for an audition or write us for information on Polk or the Model 10 . . . And at their price, they are simply a steal." Audio diagram™, from the Audio Advisor said, "We were so impressed that we could not believe the prices . . . Other $200 speakers simply do not come close to the standards set by the Model 10 . . . And at their price, they are simply a steal."

One of the joys of life is being able to improve your music system. To do so prudently, is even more rewarding. That's why Fidelity Research has a series of new moving coil cartridges built to the same exacting demands yet priced for every budget.

Price. We have less expensive cartridges, but the FR-1Mk3F was the first MC cartridge in the world to use pure silver wire for the coils. The Audio Critic says "the overall sound of the cartridge is impec-
ably clean, accurate, uncored and musical." Load impedance is 10 ohms or higher and output voltage is 0.16mVms with a peak of 0.12mV. VTF is 1.5 to 2 grams.

PERFORMANCE. All FR cartridges are designed for maximum performance. But the MC201 comes "closest to perfection and has incredible musicians-
ty" says Stan Ricker and Cary Giorgi of Mobile Fidelity Research. When referencing their master audiophile recordings, Load impedance is 10 ohms or higher and output voltage is 0.16mVms with a peak of 0.12mV. VTF is 1.5 to 2 grams. With a FR cartridge, triumph is within your grasp. Write for our new catalog and the name of a dealer near you.

FIDELITY RESEARCH OF AMERICA
P.O. Box 5242/Ventura, CA 93003/(805) 642-9277

FR

FR 1Mk3F

MC201

MC201
FOR SALE

CISA AUDIO DESIGN

Since 1972 bringing the “Audio Alternative” to the NY-NJ area. Audio enthusiasts everywhere know about our superior service and customer satisfaction. Discover our new expanded UPPER MONTECLAIR headquarters. Specializing in the finest array of stereo names available.

BEERIDGE • B & W • BEDINI • AMBER • DCM • HAFLER • HAPI • EUWIG • FIDELITY RESEARCH • GRACE • JR • KEF • LINN SONDEK • LUSTRE • NAD • PRECISION FIDELITY • KENWOOD • “AUDIO PURIST” • OMI • REGA • SNELL • PLEXUS

Plus 50 more great names. We ship anywhere in the USA freight prepaid. Call us at: (201) 744-0900. Discover courtesy in Audio.

CISA AUDIO DESIGN
193 BELLEVUE AVENUE
UPPER MONTECLAIR, NJ 07043

Sound System Design Consultants to HOME MUSIC LOVERS; PROFESSIONAL THEATRICAL ARTS; and the AUDIO INDUSTRY.

CUTTING LATH? quality in a home TURNATABLE? YES! The L07D Audio Purist Turntable by KENWOOD. It’s over 70 pounds of performance (separate power supply included). Integral carbon and boron fiber tonearm with silver Lintz wire. Ultra rigid closed-loop pick-up system. VTA adjustable while playing record. Provisions for 2nd arm. For information write Eso-

INATION and quite: DESIGNATRON’S STEREO STORES, INC. 260 OLD COUNTRY ROAD, HICKSVILLE, N.Y. 11801. (516) 822-5749.

WE SHIP PREPAID AND INSURED IN CONT. USA (516) 822-5749.

DESIGNATRON’S

SAVE! Write for quote on kits and custom wired units.

David designed just about anything and quite: DESIGNATRON’S STEREO STORES, INC. 260 OLD COUNTRY ROAD, HICKSVILLE, N.Y. 11801.

FOR SALE

Just about anything and quite: DESIGNATRON’S STEREO STORES, INC. 260 OLD COUNTRY ROAD, HICKSVILLE, N.Y. 11801.

DISPERSAL of demo and selected new items. All equipment is mint (unless noted otherwise at time of inquiry) and carries full factory warranty. Most demos have only 34 hours.

RECEIVERS: NAD 7045 (save $135), Audio Pro TA-150 (save $390), Lux R3055 (save $175), Lux R3070 (save $240).


TURNATABLES: Antonius R11 (save $299), Series 20 P-1050 ($200), Lux PD 272 (save $80).

TUNERs: GRAM 700 /81 kit (save $60), 700 or 714 (save $80), Linsure GST-1 (save $80).

SPEAKERS: Audio Pro A4-14 (save $500 pr.), IMF Super Compact III (save $200 pr.), IMF ALS 40 II (save $350 pr.), IMF TLS 80 II (save $725 pr.), Cabez Model I (save $140 pr.), Model II (save $100 pr.), Model III (save $75 pr.), KA-1 (save $185 pr.), MG-27 subwoofer (save $200 pr.), Kirkster Monitor 400 (save $1000 pr.), Dayton-Wright YG-10X electrostatics with stands (save $1400 pr.), KEF Model 304 with stands (save $200 pr.), Model 101 (save $175 pr.), Model 104 ab (save $285 pr.).

TUNERS: NAD 4080 (save $80), Crown FM-1 (save $300), Eumig T-1000 (save $225). To order call 612-475-3124 during business hours: M-F, 9-5 C.S.T. For information write Eso-

TERIC Audio, 252N Central Ave., Wayzata, MN 55391.

KINGDOM

The NEW most definitive miniature monitor in the world.

The KA/STAT

For dealer information call:

KINETIC AUDIO INT'L., LTD.
6624 W. IRVING PARK RD.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60634
212-405-6660

HEROIC RETURN TO MINIMALISM HERALDED

Ears Nova presents high quality music reproduction equipment in an environment which is relaxed and comfortable. With care and integrity we will help build a playback system in your home that is uniquely satisfying.

BENGIN • BYRSTON • CONRAD-JOHNSON • DENSNESS • GRACE • HEGERMAN • KEP • LINN • DISC PLAYBACK furnitured—tuners— cartridge • LINN • ISOBACK • MISSION • MITCHELL • COTTER • NAD • NAD/MARATHON • ORACLE • FIRE • PYTHON • METRONOMICON • REGA • PLANAR • ROGERS • SHAHIANIN • OBERISK • SNELL • SUPEX • THEL • VPI

EARS NOVA
749 middle neck road, great neck, new york 11024 (516) 466-5674

CONEJJO-JOHNSON Vacuum Tube Electronics Are Available At:

Alabama
Soundtrack, Auburn

Alaska
Siren's, Anchorage

California
Millington, Kemp & Shepherd, Anaheim

Florida
Audible, Berkeley

Sereno Unlimited, LaMesne

The Audible Difference, Palo Alto

Audio Vision, San Rafael

Music by Design, Sausalito

Music and Sound of California, Woodland Hills

Reference Audio Systems, Gardena

Audio Design Specialists, Carmichael

California Audio Systems, Fresno, Visalia

Connecticut
Take 5 Audio, New Haven

Georgia
Florida Audio Insight, Fort Lauderdale

House of Stereos, Jacksonville

Audio by Canopus, Miami

Kenneth Wagner Audio, W. Palm Beach

Kentucky
Hifi Boys, Atlanta

Back Door Stereos, Atlanta

Idaho
The Stereo Shoppe, Boise

Illinois
Paul Heath Audio, Chicago

Quintessence Audio, Palatine

Systematic Sound, Rockton

Sound by Design, Springfield

Pro Musica, Urbana

Iowa
Audio Odyssey, Davenport

Eclectic Ear, Des Moines

Stereo Shop, Cedar Rapids

Kansas
Reference Systems, Kansas City

Kentucky
Custom Electronics, Lexington

Long Island
Wilson's Audio, New Orleans

Maryland
Paragon of Sound, Cabin John

The Listening Room, Lutherville

DNL Sound Labs, Silver Spring

Massachusetts
Natural Sound, Framingham

Michigan
Absolute Sound, Ann Arbor, Detroit

East Lansing and West Okl

Audio House, Swartz Creek

Minnesota
Audio Perfecrion, Bloomington

Missouri
Sounds Alive, Creve Coeur

New Hampshire
Camera Shop of Hanover, Hanover

Cumnor's, Salem

New Jersey
Audio Adrenaline, Millburn

New York
The Speaker Shop, Buffalo

House of HI FI, Glen Cove

Ears Nova, Great Neck

Lyric HI FI, New York City, White Plains

Audio Den, Stony Brook

North Carolina
Steren Station, High Point

Audio Advice, Raleigh

Taylor House, Denver

Audio Salons, Charloette

Ohio
Audio Corner, Canton

Sound Solutions, Marietta

Audio Force, Sandusky

Golden Gramophone, Akron

Oklahoma
Youngblood Sound, Oklahoma City

Oregon
Audio Gallery, Eugene

Hawthouse Stereos, Portland

Everything Electronic, Ashland

Pennsylvania
Met Schilling Audio, Ardmore

Ed Smith Audio, Philadelphia

South Carolina
British American Sound, Charleston

Uptairs Audio, West Columbia

Tennessee
Underground Sound, Memphis

Texas
Audio Concepts, Austin, San Antonio

Virginia
Audio Art, Richmond

Washington
Definitive Audio, Seattle

Hal's Stereo, Spokane

Wisconsin
Audio Emporium, Milwaukee

Schenel L, Wisconsin Rapids

conrad johnson design, Inc.

1474 Pathfinder Lane, Mclean, VA 22101
FOR SALE

914-472-4558

BERNING • HILL PLASMATRONICS • KEF 105 II • KEN GRAF • SNELL ACOUSTICS (IMPROVED) • QUAD ESL • PERSPECTIVE SPEAKERS • THRESHOLD • BRYSTON • PRECISION FIDELITY

FOR SALE

ELESON—Finally a pure class A power amp that delivers unequaled quality of construction, absolute musical fidelity, complete stability into all speaker loads. Will easily drive stacked Dayton Dayton, Sutton Preamplifiers, Speakers, Verdi, etc., with all the head room you could possibly want. Made in Canada.

ON DEMONSTRATION AT:
SonoClub Inc.
69,95, Cote Des Neiges
Montreal, Quebec H3S 2B6
(514) 342-5851


FOR MUSIC LOVERS ONLY
We carry one of the finest selections of Audio Equipment designed to reproduce Music available anywhere, and backed by an outstanding service department. We also keep you informed with a FREE Quarterly "Audophile's Newsletter" and offer a liberal Trade-Up policy. We will guide you in your selection, but we let YOU make the decision. After all, why should anyone (reviewer, dealer, or friend) tell YOU how to spend your money? Let YOUR OWN EARS be your guide! There is NO "BEST." There are a number of excellent components that fit different persons individual needs. We can guarantee that ANY equipment YOU select from us is high quality, reliable, and highly recommended.

AUDIOPHILE'S SOUND STUDIO
3313 University Avenue
Madison, W.I 53705
(608) 238-7600

"The finest in stereo components"

FOR SALE

FIDELITY RESEARCH FR-64SS ARM with B-60 Stabilizer, Optional Counter Weight, Extra Headshell. $1200 New, Asking $725. Call Al at (612) 388-4683.

FOR SALE — STAX DAS-3000 Class A Power Amp, asking $2,500. L. Midgroud, 1340 Hall Street, Tempe, AZ. Call after 7 p.m. (602) 968-5295.

FRANK VAN ALSTINE HAS DONE IT AGAIN. All new ZERO SLEW-INDUCED DISTORTION modifications for Dynaco and other equipment. Walt Jung is right of course, but he overlooks a few things we have not, such as the small signal effects of RFI and the low frequency analogy to S. I. D., which relates to the time constant ratio between low frequency cutoff and power supply stiffness after regulation (we can prove that DC coupled inputs guarantee high distortion at low frequencies). Our new mod guarantees zero T. I. M. and until you hear an amp or preamp achieving this, you haven't heard anything yet. For example all our new SUPERPAS mods will outplay any other vacuum tube preamp and its only our fourth best preamp design. Write for our detailed explanation that may shake the world of high end audio.

JESENS STEREO SHOP 2202 RIVER HILLS DRIVE
BURNSVILLE, MINN 55337 612-829-3517

FREE ADVERTISING FOR YOUR PRODUCT! Booklet explains how, where, and provides samples and a partial media listing. $4.95 ppd. Ball Research, Box 703, Duluth, GA 30136.

FRIED SPEAKERS & KITS
State-of-the-art sound. Try our prices! Fast, free shipping. READ BROS. STEREO, 593 King St., Charleston, S.C. 29403. (803) 723-7276. Also Halter, PS Audio, NAD, Carver, more.

FRIED SPEAKER KITS AT DEALERS COST (704) 333-3306.

GET INTO BROADCASTING! Learn how to receive free records, tapes, get an FCC broadcast license, start your own station. Free details. "Broadcasting", Box 130-N5, Paradise, CA 95969.

GOING TO COLLEGE? Technics SL 1300 MK II = $350; Pioneer CT-F1000 = $400; SAE 1800 Parametric Equalizer = $300. (602) 442-3665 after 8:00 pm PST.

GOLD PLATED PHONO JACKS. Rear mount, gold plated solid brass jack, w/gold plated ground flag and hardware, $1.76 each. Will interchange with Audio Research Sp3A-1's phono jacks. Gold plated solid brass shield phono plugs, $2.00 each. Send stamped addressed envelope to flyer and order form. Minimum order $10.00. Old Colony Parts, Box 243, Dept B, Peterborough, NH 03458.

GOLDPLATED phono jacks $1.20, plugs 90¢ ea., $1.00 handling. Also custom res., caps. Details SASE. Reference Audio, 368A, Rindge NH 03461.

GONZA WIRE is #12 gauge, twisted, SAFE speaker wire 45¢ per ft, TMA Record Sleeve 50 for $15, COD Ok. Samples $1.00. Audio House, 4304 Bayn, Swartz Creek, Mich. 48473. 813-655-8539.

DYNACO OWNERS — MILLIONS OF ORIGINAL PARTS IN STOCK! 60,000 pound parts purchase from Dynaco, Inc. Virtually all transistor unit parts ... some tube parts. WRITE FOR BULLETIN. $1.00.

DYNACO MARK III AMPS (Unopened) $150. each delivered; SME 3009 Series II Improved Tonearm unused $80. delivered; Charles Rabie, 1726 Bentley, Los Angeles, CA 90025.


ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS — ALL TYPES Updated descriptive booklet describes applications, how to improve speaker systems; $5.00 postpaid, credited to first purchase. Huntington Electronics, Box 1301 Pennington, NJ.

FOR BEST PRICE IMMEDIATE DELIVERY ON Onkyo, Nakamichi, JBL, Tascam, Celestion, E.V., Technics, Warwickdale, Marcol, Ariston, Lux, Grace, Evenlode, and Senneheiser to name a few — Paul Raider’s, Inc., Baton Rouge, Louisiana, (504) 924-1200.

FOR SALE: FIDELITY RESEARCH FR-64SS ARM with B-60 Stabilizer, Optional Counter Weight, Extra Headshell. $1200 New, Asking $725. Call Al at (612) 388-4683.

FOR SALE — STAX DAS-3000 Class A Power Amp, asking $2,500. L. Midgroud, 1340 Hall Street, Tempe, AZ. Call after 7 p.m. (602) 968-5295.
FOR SALE

GRACE & SUPEX
We offer the Grace 70/7MK2 (Linn Mods too), 704, F8 E, F8 L and Super cartridges. Free shipping. Visa & M.C. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056. (513) 523-3333.

GRAPHIC EQUALIZER KIT — ONLY $100.00

GUSS 3-D SPEAKERS — A SONIC REVELATION
... "I found your speakers totally superb." — Paolo Elwira, Metropolitan Opera. Spine-tingling realism. Awesome bass impact and 3-D imagery. Custom-built by "One of the most powerful men in sound." (Modern Hi-Fi, 6/75) for connoisseurs disenchanted with all top-rated speakers. Priced from $1600. For demo Call: (212) 580-7400.

HAFLER DH-101 PREAMP
We expect to be in stock on this exciting new preamp by Dec. 12th. Kit price is $199.95. Custom wired and tested. $299.95. Immediate prepord prepared shipment via UPS. AUDIBLE DIFFERENCE, 435 Tasso, Palo Alto, California 94303. (415) 328-1081.

HAFLER HEADQUARTERS IN CANTON, OHIO — The Listening Room, 1807 Cleveland Ave. NW. (216) 452-6332.

HAFLER IN THE SOUTH!
In stock, the superb Hafler DH-101 preamp. Kit $199, factory assembled $299. New DH-200 amp. Immediate free shipping. Also Fried, Carver, Vandersteen, NAD, Spica, Audionics, PS, Klipsch, more. READ BROG STEREO, 593 King Street, Charleston, S.C. 29403 (803)232-7276.

HAFLER-NEW MONO AMPLIFIER
We are stocking the following: DH-101X $199.95, DH-101A $299.95, DH-101AP $399.95, DH-102 $74.95, DH-103 $199.95, DH-104 $24.95, DH-105 $24.95, DH-106 mod kit $19.95, DH-201 chassis $24.95, DH-202 bridge kit $24.95, DH-200K $329.95, DH-200KE $339.95, DH-200 $429.95, DH-200AE $439.95, DH-300A $449.95. Free shipping in U.S. We ship worldwide. Visa & M.C. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056 (513) 523-3333. Cable: OXAUDDON.

HARMAN-KARDON HIGH TECHNOLOGY SEPARATES, RECEIVERS, CASSETTE DECKS. BEST PRICES — IN STOCK — IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT. (213) 467-5725.

HEATHKIT TV CABINET, GRA-602.25 for GR-2000 or 2001 IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT. (213) 467-5725. HARMAN-KARDON HIGH TECHNOLOGY SEPARATES, 45056 (513) 523-3333, Cable: OXAUDCON.

$449.95. Free shipping in U.S. We ship worldwide. Visa & M.C. Available in 2 or 4 panel configuration, ivory or black. $1995 to $3495.

H & H INTERNATIONAL
is proud to present its family of new products

AUDIO-STATIC LOUDSPEAKERS
This Dutch-made electrostatic loudspeaker was extremely well received at the summer C.E.S. Efficient, hearty, not amplifier-sensitive, with surprising bass performance and dynamic range, this is a most unusual electrostatic. Available in 2 or 4 panel configuration, ivory or black. $1995 to $3495.

DUNLOP SYSTEMDEK TURNTABLES
Top-rated Scottish turntable from noted designer with oil-pumped bearing, unique suspension, and 10 lb. platter. Sonically (and aesthetically) outstanding. $795.

SYRINX TONEARMS

SKS "INTAGLIO" LOUDSPEAKERS
Selected by Koetsu as their demonstration speaker at Cunard-London '80, this surprising British loudspeaker combines the clean and accurate British sound with heretofore unheard-of dynamic range & 120 db SPL capability! $995 pr.

HADCOCK TONEARMS
An updated, well-damped version of a moderately priced British favorite. New features, top-sounding, and compatible with the broadest range of cartridges. $250.

AVF STANDS
Probably the handsomest, best constructed and finished speaker stands we've seen. More expensive and worth it. From England $75/pr. and up.

H & H INTERNATIONAL
3047 West Henrietta Road
Rochester, NY 14623
(716) 424-4827

FOR SALE

Hi-Fi Enthusiasts — Experience what in house service facilities, quick shipments, low prices and brand selection can mean to you. Team your abilities with the best supplier to make selling discounted hi-fi a pleasure. Write Hi-Fi Warehouse Dept. 20, 1006 Haddondfield Road, Cherry Hill, NJ 08002.

HIGH END IN THE MIDWEST
Linn Sondek Rega Thalia Audible Illusion Grace Symmetry Precision Fidelity Stax Acoustat Mordant Short KEF Median Connoisseur Revox Audionics FEATURING MODIFICATIONS FOR IMPROVED HIGH END Bryston Mod-All Models Dahlquist DG10 Mod BELT DRIVE IS BETTER
We firmly believe in the superiority of the belt drive turntable over a direct drive model. We have found that a belt drive system allows you to pick up more information from a disc. It is quieter and more maintenance free. Come in and listen to our favorites — Linn Sondek & Rega Planar. Save $8 List Sale KEF B1.39 Drivers $120.00 $105.00 Acoustat Monitor 4 (Walnut) $2000.00 $1250.00 AUDIO RENAISSANCE (818) 531-3261 4122 Broadway Kansas City, Missouri 64111.

HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES? Not at STEREO VILLAGE
ADC, Advent, ALAI, AR, Audionox, Audio-Techna, Cerwin Vega, Clubman, Craig, dbx, Dual, Empire, EPI, ESS, Gato, Grado, Inter Ego, Jensen, Jef Sounds, JVC, Kenwood, Koss, Klipsch, Kraket, Linear Power, Magnadyne, Marantz, Maxell, Metro Sound, Micro Acoustics, Mitsubishi, Onkyo, Panasonic, Pickering, Pioneer, Polk Audio, Sansui, Sanyo, Savard, Sony, Sharp, Shure, Sonus, Stanton, TEAC, Technics, TDK, Visuck, Yamaha and more!

FOR SALE

Hi-Fi Enthusiasts — Experience what in house service facilities, quick shipments, low prices and brand selection can mean to you. Team your abilities with the best supplier to make selling discounted hi-fi a pleasure. Write Hi-Fi Warehouse Dept. 20, 1006 Haddondfield Road, Cherry Hill, NJ 08002.

GUSS 3-D SPEAKERS — A SONIC REVELATION
... "I found your speakers totally superb." — Paolo Elwira, Metropolitan Opera. Spine-tingling realism. Awesome bass impact and 3-D imagery. Custom-built by "One of the most powerful men in sound." (Modern Hi-Fi, 6/75) for connoisseurs disenchanted with all top-rated speakers. Priced from $1600. For demo Call: (212) 580-7400.

HAFLER DH-101 PREAMP
We expect to be in stock on this exciting new preamp by Dec. 12th. Kit price is $199.95. Custom wired and tested. $299.95. Immediate prepord prepared shipment via UPS. AUDIBLE DIFFERENCE, 435 Tasso, Palo Alto, California 94303. (415) 328-1081.

HAFLER HEADQUARTERS IN CANTON, OHIO — The Listening Room, 1807 Cleveland Ave. NW. (216) 452-6332.

HAFLER IN THE SOUTH!
In stock, the superb Hafler DH-101 preamp. Kit $199, factory assembled $299. New DH-200 amp. Immediate free shipping. Also Fried, Carver, Vandersteen, NAD, Spica, Audionics, PS, Klipsch, more. READ BROG STEREO, 593 King Street, Charleston, S.C. 29403 (803)232-7276.

HAFLER-NEW MONO AMPLIFIER
We are stocking the following: DH-101X $199.95, DH-101A $299.95, DH-101AP $399.95, DH-102 $74.95, DH-103 $199.95, DH-104 $24.95, DH-105 $24.95, DH-106 mod kit $19.95, DH-201 chassis $24.95, DH-202 bridge kit $24.95, DH-200K $329.95, DH-200KE $339.95, DH-200 $429.95, DH-200AE $439.95, DH-300A $449.95. Free shipping in U.S. We ship worldwide. Visa & M.C. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056 (513) 523-3333. Cable: OXAUDDON.

HARMAN-KARDON HIGH TECHNOLOGY SEPARATES, RECEIVERS, CASSETTE DECKS. BEST PRICES — IN STOCK — IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT. (213) 467-5725.

HEATHKIT TV CABINET, GQA-602.25 for GR-2000 or 2001 TVs. $150. NO SCRATCHES. 408-279-1425 day. 408-259-9642, eves.

HIGH END Discounts. Send SASE and best pricing to: Box 18009. Seattle, WA 98118.
FOR SALE
HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES?
Not at STEREO VILLAGE, 3209 Peachtree Rd. NE, Atlanta, GA 30305, (404) 233 5346.

HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES?
Not at STEREO VILLAGE, 1067 Morrow Industrial Blvd., Mor-
row, GA 30260, (404) 953 1030.

HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES?
Not at STEREO VILLAGE, 2411 Cobb Pkwy., Smyrna, GA 30080, (404) 953 1030.

HIGH PERFORMANCE LOUDSPEAKERS factory direct. LS3/5A and other equivalents. European drivers, speaker en-
HIGH PERFORMANCE LOUDSPEAKERS factory direct. LS3/5A and other equivalents. European drivers, speaker en-
clusions, kits, finished systems. Student reps needed. Box 18009 Seattle, WA 98118 and Box 12242 Jacksonville, Fl.
יבה, "STATE OF THE ART" IN STOCK ALWAYS!

HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES?
Not at STEREO VILLAGE, 2411 Cobb Pkwy., Smyrna, GA 30080, (404) 953 1030.

HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES?
Not at STEREO VILLAGE, 5029 Veterans Memorial Blvd., Me-
Wave, factory direct. LS3/5A and other equivalents. European drivers, speaker en-
closures, kits, finished systems. Student reps needed. Box 18009 Seattle, WA 98118 and Box 12242 Jacksonville, Fl.

HOW TO ANSWER BOX NUMBER ADS
When replying to an Audio Box Number ad, please use this address Box No. - c/o Audio, 1515 Broadway,
New York, N.Y. 10036

IMF MK. IV PROFESSIONAL TRANSMISSION LINE
LOUDSPEAKERS in top condition. Used only 6 months. 312-
894 0294.

INFINITY RS-2.5 $1300; KENWOOD KD-600 $220, Black
Widow $95, all mint. Call (604) 862 2375 evs.

INFINITY R.5. $240 MINT. updated, w/x-over - well set or
or trad for Intondy (R.S. 21826-621)

INFONEY SERVOSTATIK 1 SYSTEM Rosewood. Excellent
working condition. Best offer over $1100. 901.382.2079.

IVIE ELECTRONICS REAL TIME ANALYZERS, etc. Some
very slightly used demonstrators at discount. Full factory war-
nanty. Money back guarantee. JML Company, 39,000 High-
way 128, Cloverdale, CA 95425.

LIND DISC SYSTEMS, SPEAKERS & HAIN
We know that some components reproduce sound more
faithfully than others. For those who can hear the differ-
ece we offer the Linn Disc System: Linn Sondek LP-12, LV-II
arm & Asak cartridge. Linn Speakers; PMS, DMS, S.A.R.A.
(un-iv-or bi-amped) & K.A.N.; Naim Electronics; head amp,
preamps & amps. Free shipping. OXFORD AUDIO CONSUL-

LOWEST PRICES: BOS, SAE, HAFLER, ADS, ADVENT, DE-
NON, DBX AND MORE. DYNAMIC SOUND. BOX 168, STARK-
VILLE, MS 38959 (601) 323 0750. 1 p.m. - 9 p.m.

WE WILL NOT BEAT!
1. Super Selection
2. Strong Guarantee
3. Fast Delivery
4. Full Warranty
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FOR SALE

MONTANA AUDIOPHILES
ROCKY MOUNTAIN HI-FI
Brings you the Best
NAKAMICHI
HAFLER
MAGNAPAN
DAHLQUIST
ALPINE
HARMON/KARDON
HEGEMAN
G.A.S.
TIME WINDOWS
ACOUSTAT
DENON
MICRO SEIKI
B & W
POLY
AUDIONICS
FULTON
ACCOM
APL HOLMAN
812 Central Ave., Great Falls, MT (406) 761-8883

NEW AMPLEX MASTERING TAPE 406 ("B") 2.25, 407 ("C") 2.35 New Scotch or Ampex LN-HO 1200x7 1.50, 1800x7
NEW AMPEX MASTERING TAPE 406 (7") 2.25, 407 (7") 1.50, 1800x7
FULTON
ACOM
APL HOLMAN
812 Central Ave., Great Falls, MT (406) 761-8883

NEW ENGLAND ELECTRONICS EXCHANGE
provides a national marketplace for audiophiles buying or selling quality new and used equipment. Monthly newsletter subscribers enjoy the benefits of its nationwide distribution, equipment grading standards and the guarantee of full and prompt payment for items sold. Write or call for a free sample newsletter or subscribe ($12/year) Box 82 Harvard Square, Cambridge, MA 02138. (617)491-3000.

NORTHERN CALIFORNIANS
It is our goal to make the joy of music possible for everyone. At any price we offer solid value, superior performance, and traditional service.

We operate on the theory that as our customer we will achieve the greatest long term satisfaction only through a careful analysis of your audio requirements. We strive to offer sober, highly cost effective solutions to meet your specific needs. Please stop in for a refreshing experience with music.

OUR SELECTION INCLUDES:

Magneplan
Audios
dHafleur
Dahlquist
Tandberg
Oaky
Hi-Fi
JVC
JVC
AKG
P.S.L.
Denon
Lux
Micro
Grado
Sonos
Sonos
M & A
Soundcraftmen Grace
Rogers

HIGH FIDELITY SHOPPE
1511 North Main Street
Wheatland, Utah 84956
(415) 932-2242

"WE BUILD BETTER SYSTEMS FOR YOU"

PERFECTIONIST PRODUCTS
TA-3A tonearm: proper geometry throughout, 2.5 grams effective mass, $249.00. B & 0.4002 Tonearm Modification (kit or factory) allows use with cartridges having standard 5” mounting, $199.00. Stainless steel ($2.50) and nylon ($1.00) cartridge mounting hardware. Tonearm Alignment Protractor, $3.00. Ives Electronics test equipment (new or demonstrations). Ventorel® Interconnect Cable: .03 ohms, 11 pico farads, and $4.00 per foot (any length) attached connectors (male or female): gold plated, heavy duty RCA, $2.50 each; Lemo or Lemo-Link, $10.00 each. Money-back guarantee on above. Audiophile records (Sheffield, Crystal Clear, Mobile Fidelity, etc.), and components (Hafker, Marcolf, Audiomono, etc.). 1st. price shipping included. JML Company, 39,000 Highway 128, Cloverdale, California 95425.

ONE ELECTRO-VOICE “PATRICIAN 800” B/O. Paul Marone, 139 Union Street, Bata, NY 14020 1 -716-343-3418.

OUT OF PRINT - Sealed copies of Mobile Fidelity’s original Master Recording of Steely Dan’s “Katy Lied”. (516) 431-5699.

PARAGON 12 A PREAMP, COMPLETELY MODIFIED. MINT CONDITION! Extremely quiet, clean and open. Comparable to units costing twice as much. $750. 373 15th Ave. San Francisco, CA 94118 (415) 221-9879.

PHASE LINEAR 6000 Series II Adio Tone Delay. Handy used, near mint. Asking $300 (914) 962-4613.

PHILIPS AND AUDAX LOUDSPEAKERS in stock at great prices with competent service. MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS. 431 W. Gorham, Box 4283, Wisconsin 53711 (608) 256-7337.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

WE STOCK 110/220 VOLT EQUIPMENT.

Luxman, CM Labs, Allison, Bose, Omniconics, AR, bxm, Harman Kardon, Advent, MXR, Onkyo, Kenwood. Phase Liner, Technics, KLH, JBL, Gardo, Dynavector, Shure, Audio Technica, Optonica, Rotel, Toshiba, Aiwa, Thorens, Boxer, TOK, Maxwell, Fuji, Sony, Teac, Rogers, Orthofon, Stax, AKG, Beyer, Radian Research.

continentalsound
midtown

712 West 45th St New York, N.Y. 10036 (212) 921-7600

marklevinson

AUDIO PRO • BEVERIDGE
BRYSTON • GRADO
LYNN SONDEK
NAKAMICHI
PYRAMID

30 years in Atlanta

404 237 6336
322 EAST PACES FERRY ROAD ATLANTA GA 30305

WASHINGTON D.C.

REGAL REGA RESEARCH
We are pleased to offer the complete line of Rega Research products: Planer 2, Planer 3, Planer 3 Anti and R.100 Cartridge. Free Shipping. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056. (513) 523-3333.

ROGERS & CHARTWELL
are both licensed to produce the incredible B.C. LS3/5a’s. From these common roots, Rogers (using bextrene) and Chartwell (using polypropylene) have developed some of the finest loudspeakers in the world. Rogers LS3/5a, Compact Monitor, Monitor 2 & Reference Monitor System. Chartwell: LS3/5a, PM110, F.210, PM410 & PM450. See OAC for Rogers electronics too. $750 amp, $100 amp & $150 tuner. Fine shipping. Visa & M.C. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, Box 145, Oxford, OH, (513) 523-3333.

SATTEBERG IN THE MIDWEST
The highly acclaimed woofer designed specifically for use with the Rogers LS3/5a is now available from Peninsula Audio, 867 S. Lakeshore Dr., Ludington, MI 49431 (616) 845-6535. By appr.

AmericanRadioHistory.Com
FOR SALE
RIBBON TWEETER ADD-ON $112 U.S./AIR DELIVERED, DUTY PAID. For Information Write: Stream Audio, Box 370, Aax, Ontario, Canada L1S 3C5.

SAVE 40% ON 100% GUARANTEED PREMIUM QUALITY CASSETTES. Available in C-30, C-45, C-60, C-90, with 5 screen C-0 case, or custom loaded. Send $3.00 for price and tech data or $2.00 for sample C-45. D.C. Inc., Box 519, Oil- ney, Illinois 62450.

SELL or TRADE YOUR MINTCRAFT or MARANTZ TUBE EQUIPMENT, and WESTERN ELECTRIC products for new or used High End equipment. Crossover networks for the best of AUDAX (POLYDAX), COLES, DALESFIELD, JORDAN, and other. New PIONEER Series 20 equipment 40 to 60% off list price. Tony Thomas, 3303 East Denny Way, Seattle, WA 98122 (206) 323-4987.

SIEMENS, TELEFUNKEN, GENALEX and AMPEREX and other top quality audio tubes available at very competitive prices. Contact Jim Wallace at 1203 Success St., Pittsburg, PA 15212 or (412) 322-4706.

SILVER AUDIO CABLES — High quality, fine stranded silver coated copper conductors w/teflon dielectric and outer jacket. High conductance & very low capacitance. Stereo pair w/gold plated RCA plugs w/relief springs, 1/4" meter — $20, 1 m — $25, 2 m — $40. Custom lengths & connectors avail. Add $1.00 per order shipping. Texas residents add 5% sales tax. Send SASE for complete product offerings. STEPHEN WORS.

FOR SALE
SPEAKERS ARE SPLENDID
We offer the complete line of Spendor loudspeakers: SA-1, BC-1 & BC-3: Visa & M.C. Free shipping. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056. (513) 523-3333.

STAX 0-125 PREAMPS $300 $250 On MRK 3 Phonos (2) $200: Each. All Exc. Cond. (919) 945-3251.

Stereophonic Speakers

Stereophonics Required!!! Sell 100 brands!! Lowest Possible Prices! Krauso—REP DEPT. —998 Orange Ave., West Haven, Conn. 06616

STEREO REPRESENTATIVES NEEDED!!! Lowest Prices!!! Over 100 BRANDS!! KRASKO Rep. 498 Orange Ave., West Haven, CT 06516.

TAPCO and ELECTRO-VOICE, mixers, equalizers, amps, mics, and raw loudspeakers. Write for low mail order prices. Sonics Co., P.O. Box 58, Indian Head, Md. 20640.

Tape Head Refinishing: Precision method full frequency response. $15.00 ea. One day service. E. Maher, 5 Evans Place, Onondaga, NY 13050.

TEAC C-1 SEMI-PRO CASSETTE DECK, brand new, 2 years warranty. Custom cabinet. $850. (914) 377-3797.

The answer to high frequency problems in auto sound systems. Our highly efficient soft dome tweeter system delivers !!! FREE info. Jat Tech, Box 698, West Monroe, La. 71291.

The AudioGram, an irregular newsletter by serious music listeners by-passes the trivial and establishes the best for true value. Issue #15 includes Jensen 150 and Linn Ittok arm, $59.00. Issue #16 includes Sonus Faber arm, $79.00. O.C. Inc., Box 519, Orleans, Ontario, Canada L1S 3C5.

Tape Monitor Systems

Tape Producer's Guide: Volume III. Tech data or $2.00 for sample C-60. O.C. Inc., Box 519, Orleans, Ontario, Canada L1S 3C5.
FOR SALE

TOP-RATED CARTUIDGES UP TO 70% OFF! We offer just about all of the finest phono cartridges on the market at the lowest possible prices. Our selection includes several brands that are typically sold at the full retail price. Call or write to us for prices on ACUTEX, ADC, DYNACO, GRADO, NAGATRON, ORTOFON, SHURE, SONUS, STANTON and more. Just call (212) 254-3525 or write to DIRECT DISCOUNTS LTD., P.O. BOX 841, COOPER STATION, NY 10276. We accept M/C and VISA and will ship COD if requested.

TWO DYNACO MARK VII VACUUM TUBEAMPLIFIER KITS. FACTORY SEALEDD, NEVER OPENED. $275.00 EACH. YOU PAY SHIPPING. CALL JEFF AT (215) 839-0600. 11:00 AM - 5:00 PM. WEEKDAYS.

VACUUM TUBES, tube-peculiar parts. All kits/parts for CIRCUIT PLASMACO ASSEMBLY, 8888 Clairemont Mesa VACUUM TUBES, tube-peculiar parts. All kits/parts for CIRCUIT TWO DYNACO MARK VI VACUUM TUBE AMPLIFIER KITS.

TOP-RATED CARTRIDGES UP TO 70% OFF!! We offer just about all of the finest phono cartridges on the market at the lowest possible prices. Our selection includes several brands that are typically sold at the full retail price. Call or write to us for prices on ACUTEX, ADC, DYNACO, GRADO, NAGATRON, ORTOFON, SHURE, SONUS, STANTON and more. Just call (212) 254-3525 or write to DIRECT DISCOUNTS LTD., P.O. BOX 841, COOPER STATION, NY 10276. We accept M/C and VISA and will ship COD if requested.

FOR SALE

TUBE AMPLIFIERS — DYNACO, RCA, MI SERIES, ALTEC AND TELEFUNKEN, Attec and Presio tube cutting head amps. H. Thorenberg, 239 Central Park West, New York, NY 10024 (212) 595-4700.

VANDERSTEEN IN THE SOUTH!

In stock, the celebrated Mod. 2A. Fast, free shipping. READ BROS. STEREO, 593 King St., Charleston, S. C. 29403 (803)723-7276. (We accept VISA and M/C) Haffner, PS, Carver.

VANDERSTEEN SPEAKER SYSTEM Q/C: Q/C has the incredible Vandersteen II and the latest Vand ersteen III models. Call or write: Q/C Audio, 1006 Berkshire Road, Dayton, OH 45413 (519) 258-9330 (513) 293-7287.

WALT JUNG & RICHARD MARSH (Feb. & Mar. Audio) ARE RIGHT, of course, so we now have POLYPOLYPRENE & POLYSTYRENE PREMIUM Audio Grade capacitors for new construction, preamp mops & crossovers. Use for replacements or shunts. Values from 47 to .002 200VDC 10%. Also Mylar for economy from 1 to 30uf. Make up shunt composites, hear the difference immediately. Send $1.00 for details which includes info on the Jordan 50mm Module, a miniature wide range dynamic speaker with 1.3 gms moving mass, 150 to 22, 042kHz range, that requires only narrow band woofer for building phase coherent systems. Line source array designs for SOTA LP's wide dynamic range app: notes, saxes, super air cores, parts, trexens, soft domes, assistance. TSBN SCANDINAVIAN AUDIO, 6796 Arbutus St., Arvada, CO 80004. E.J. Jordan, Decca, Polydax (Audax), Union Box Envelope Systems. (303) 420-7356.

WISCONSIN HAS: Audioetics, Acoustatat, Denon, Haffner, Audio Control, NAD, Pofy, Grafix, Adcom, Stax, Grumax, Daulhquist, Micro-Seei, Grace, and Awa. We invite specific inquiries. The Sound Seller, 1706 Main Street, Marinette, Wi. 54143. (715) 735-9002.

HIGH PERFORMANCE AUDIO METRIC BUILDING PHASE COHERENT SYSTEMS. LINE SOURCE ARRAY DESIGNS FOR SOTA LP'S WIDE DYNAMIC RANGE APP: NOTES, SAXES, SUPER AIR CORES, PARTS, TREXENS, SOFT DOMES, ASSISTANCE. TSBN SCANDINAVIAN AUDIO, 6796 Arbutus St., Arvada, CO 80004. E.J. Jordan, Decca, Polydax (Audax), Union Box Envelope Systems. (303) 420-7356.

NOW IN FORT LAUDERDALE...

State of the art components for the state-of-the-art consumer. Now in Fort Lauderdale... Theta Plasmatronics, Transcorders, Dynavector, Vandersteen. ADC, Grace, Denon PCM, Crystal Clear, Mobile Fidelity Labs... WE HAVE THEM ALL!!! (and more?) Send for FREE price list and Newsletter or $2.00 for descriptive catalog DIsCONNECT. P.O. BOX 10705 Tampa FL 33679.

A UNIQUE AUDIO STORE

Goodwin’s is unique among audio dealers, offering a few products which are acknowledged to be the best values or simply the best available. These components are properly set up and may be auditioned in a comfortable, relaxed living room environment. Our reference is the Mark Levinson HQD system and the ML-5 (Studer A-80) with 30 ips master tapes. We operate by appointment to ensure a meaningful demonstration under nearly ideal conditions. Goodwin’s sales & service for: The reference Mark Levinson ML-5 & ML-6 preamps; ML-2 mono & ML-3 stereo power amps. The best sound! dollar Bryston 2B, 3B & 4B power amps. The Linn Sondek LP-12 and the best value Rega R-3 turntables. SAE Cartridge and straight-line tracking tone arm — our reference. We also recommend: Symdax, Quad, Schieler 360° decoder, Win Labs. Linn ikolx arm, Mitchell Cotter, FR, Sequienna & Vandersteen. If you would like to avoid the planned obsolescence of most stereo components and are interested in the finest music reproduction, please call Goodwin’s for an appointment.

Goodwin’s Inc. 
33 Newbury St. (617) 266-0408 Boston, MA 02116

Canadian export specialists

INNOVATIVE AUDIO

DEDICATED TO MUSICAL EXCELLENCE

Our demonstrations of Audio Equipment are unique. We offer what we feel is the best value. Our Extensive Library of HIGH QUALITY RECORDINGS enables you to determine which components are optimum. Our expertise will help you to decide what is best as well as to ensure a perfect MATCH TO YOUR LISTENING ENVIRONMENT.

YAMAHA, NAKAMICHI, BRISON, AP-HOLMANN, COTTIER, BANG & OLUFSEN, DAIHOUQUIST, NAD, BOWERS & WILKINS, QUAD, LINN SONDEK, BEDIN, SHANIER, BIELECKI, BOSTON ACoustics, PYRAMID, OHM, KUFSCH, NDINTECH, DENON, MARCOF, ADS, LES-1A, REVOX, JVC PRO LAB, FIDELITY RESEARCH, SIGNET, SUPER, DYNATECTOR, ETC. featuring KLOSS VIDEO DIGITAL AND DIRECT DISC RECORDINGS.

TRADE IN BUY SELL USE EQUIPMENT PROFESSIONAL REPAIR SERVICE & HOME INSTALLATION CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED FINANCING AVAILABLE.

182 HENRY STREET • BROOKLYN HEIGHTS, NY 11201 • (212)596-0888
If you own Dahlquist DQ-10 loudspeakers with serial numbers below 22000, you may be enjoying the great detail that polyester capacitors can provide. And if you own DQ-10's with serial numbers below 29093, you may not be getting the true stereo imaging of mirror-imaged speakers. But there is a remedy. Dahlquist has prepared both a polyester capacitor kit and a mirror image kit, with complete, easy-to-follow instructions. Installation requires only moderate soldering and mechanical ability.

The Capacitor Kit is $65.00. The Mirror Image Kit is $10.00. Both are available from your Dahlquist dealer. Or you can order by mail. Just specify which kit, and send a check payable to Dahlquist, Inc., plus $2.00 for shipping and handling.

Dahlquist, 601 Old Willets Path, Hauppauge, N.Y. 11787 (516) 234-5757
SERVICES
Mount your Audio System professionally
Send Name / Type of equipment, plus $3.50 to J. Miller,
4336 Vanderbilt Pl., Bham, Ala. 35217.

NASHVILLE RECORD PRODUCTIONS WILL PRESS HIGH
QUALITY PURE VINYL RECORDS FROM YOUR TAPES. SEND
FOR SAMPLE RECORD AND PRICE LIST. ALSO FINEST DISC
MASTERING. 469 CHESTNUT ST., NASHVILLE TENNESSEE
37203

PUBLICATIONS

Fulton Musical Industries
2934 Brunswick Avenue N
Minneapolis, MN 55422

THE BOSTON AUDIO SOCIETY INVITES YOU to join and
receive the monthly B.A.S. SPEAKER with reviews, debates,
scientific analyses, summaries of lectures by major engi-
neers. The BAS was the first to publish info on TIM, effects of
capacitors, tonearm damping, tuner IM dist., Holman's and
Carver's designs, etc. Sample issue $1, sub. $12/yr. P.O. Box
7, Boston, MA 02215.

THE ABOLUTE SOUND, in its December issue, ventures a
look at the $20,000 Infinity IRS system, at the $2,000
straight-line tracking Goldmund arm from France, at a tube/
transistor hybrid amp from Audicocs (the BA-150), at the
brouhaha over speaker cables (with some specific recommen-
dations) in a massive cable report, at the amplifiers and
rather different Acoustat II, at the new version of the Conrad
Johnson preamplifier, and a good deal more. Doug Sax, who cuts
20 percent of America's master discs, gives you the technical
down-low on digital, namely, some of the things its promoters
aren't telling you. The debate over Dr. John Diamond's con-
traversal assertions (that digital recordings induce stress)
thrives anew. You will also be able to read reviews of the latest
Telarc discs (a Rite of Spring and a Bolero), some of the
flares anew. You may, if

tions. These sources include the record itself as it is
being played by the stylus: various elements of the turn-
table assembly - platter, motor, suspension, base and
acoustic feedback. If these vibrations aren't drained off,
they are reflected back at the stylus and, in turn, to the
loudspeakers. The goal of the ideal mat is to prevent
unwanted vibrations from reaching the stylus. Ordinary
mats are frequency-selective in their damping abilities.
The unique Kinetic Barrier is a LINEAR, HIGH-ORDER
device which meaningfully suppresses spurious reso-
nances afflicting the recorded signal. It acts as the
IDEAL foundation for the phonograph record. $69.00.

ABLE TO STOP ALL NOISE WITH A SINGLE MAT!
The Fulton Kinetic Barrier looks like a turntable mat, but
that's where the resemblance ends. During playback, a
record is subject to several sources of unwanted vibra-
tions. These sources include the record itself as it is
being played by the stylus: various elements of the turn-
table assembly - platter, motor, suspension, base and
acoustic feedback. If these vibrations aren't drained off,
they are reflected back at the stylus and, in turn, to the
loudspeakers. The goal of the ideal mat is to prevent
unwanted vibrations from reaching the stylus. Ordinary
mats are frequency-selective in their damping abilities.
The unique Kinetic Barrier is a LINEAR, HIGH-ORDER
device which meaningfully suppresses spurious reso-
nances afflicting the recorded signal. It acts as the
IDEAL foundation for the phonograph record. $69.00.

HOW TO ANSWER BOX NUMBER ADS
When replying to an Audio Box Number Ad, please use this address Box No. c/o Audio, 1515 Broad-
way, New York, N.Y. 10036

Acknowledged around
the world,
Sound Components, Inc.
Simply the finest.
2710 Ponce de Leon Boulevard
Coral Gables, Florida 33134
305-446-1659
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"SYRANES! GEIGER! I THINK WE'RE GETTING
SOME DATA ON LISTENER FATIGUE!"
It is hardly news that the laser/optical videodisc of Philips, the groove/capacitance disc of RCA, and the grooveless/capacitance disc of JVC are not compatible with each other. Nor does there seem to be even the most remote possibility at present that any sort of truce between the competing companies is likely to result in a standard videodisc format. Each of the companies has committed millions of dollars, and each confidently predicts that the superior virtues of its system will prove itself in the marketplace and become the videodisc standard. I have noted these facts previously, and as we head into 1981, this situation remains unchanged.

The first quarter of 1981 is the stated target date for the introduction of the RCA SelectaVision videodisc, and the JVC UHD videodisc may appear in the fall of 1981. Thus, 1981 would appear to be the year in which the battle lines for the competing systems will be drawn.

If the old adage “firstest with the mostest” continues to be a prime factor in marketing, then clearly the laser videodisc has made significant progress in the drive to become the standard format. Magnavision, from Magnavox, was first on the market in 1978, followed by the Pioneer LaserDisc in 1979. Both of these systems, compatible with each other and produced under the Philips laser/optical videodisc license, were test-marketed in a limited group of cities. As of January, 1981, both systems will approach national distribution. While merchandising giants like Sears and J.C. Penney have opted for the RCA SelectaVision system, the fact remains that the only videodiscs John Q. Public could view — and buy — were of the laser/optical variety. Even when the RCA and JVC videodiscs arrive on the market, there is no doubt that many people will still be fascinated by the idea of a device that uses a laser beam. It is probably equated in their minds with some sort of glamorous futuristic outer-space high technology.

While the laser/optical videodisc obviously won the race to the marketplace, no new technology is without its teething troubles. As I have explained in previous columns, all Philips licensees have their videodiscs manufactured by DiscoVision Associates. Rumors have persisted for some time that the reject-rate on the laser discs for the Magnavision players was very high. Understandably not wanting to acknowledge problems with this new technology, the stories were denied. Apparently there was indeed trouble with the laser discs and possibly with the playback unit as well. Finally admitting to this, the Magnavision folks announced a “reorganization” and updating of DiscoVision’s replicating technology would be undertaken, and some modification to the player might be forthcoming.

I am currently testing a Pioneer laser videodisc system and will be giving you a full report on my findings. In the meanwhile, since the Pioneer unit is compatible with the Magnavision player, I have checked some of the videodiscs supplied for the Magnavision system. (This is merely a question of marketing — the discs all come from DiscoVision and Magnavision was first on the market.)

The results I obtained from playback of these laser discs was disconcerting, to say the least. Frequent glitches occurred in the form of momentary loss of part of the signal information. This manifests itself in a “twisting” distortion of the image on the TV screen, a color picture that turns to black and white, and a complete absence of sound! The worst part is that these glitches can appear in brief repetitive sequences, a sort of “stuttering,” with dozens of them visible and lasting anywhere from two or three seconds up to 15 or 20 seconds. I have checked with several friends who have laser/optical players, and they confirmed they had found the same sort of problems I had, and had also encountered other picture anomalies — such as wavy horizontal lines across the TV screen.

The infuriating thing about these glitches is that they might appear in profusion on one side of a laser disc, while the other side would have just an occasional one or none at all! Obviously, this sort of problem must be corrected if the laser disc is going to be a thoroughly viable product. I have no idea what revisions in replicating techniques will be undertaken by DVA, but perhaps a new development will be helpful.

The 3M Company has vast experience in the manufacture of such high-quality products as recording tape. It
Save on Sony posters when you buy Sony tapes.

Our posters are collector's items! Now they're available at a savings when you buy any Sony Metallic, FeCr, EME SHF HPX, LNX audio tape. Send 3 complete cassette wrappers with proof of purchase plus $2 for one poster or $5 for all three.

Pioneer's VP-1000 LaserDisc player.

seems 3M was also involved in an early effort in producing a videodisc back in 1961. With their expertise in coating technology, a photographic storage technique for videodiscs was envisioned. In September 1980, 3M signed a nonexclusive agreement with North American Philips to set up a mastering and replication plant for the laser/optical videodiscs in the St. Paul/Minneapolis area. Perhaps forewarned by DiscoVision's experience, it is expected that the entire plant will operate under "clean room" conditions. This plant is to manufacture the reflective type of laser disc for Magnavox/Pioneer, and under a separate agreement with Thomson/CSF will also produce transmissive video discs. These latter discs, slated for industrial use only, should be available now, while reflective laser discs for the consumer market are expected to come on-stream by the third quarter of 1981. This new 3M facility should go a long way toward making the laser videodisc a high-quality and reliable product.

After my disappointing experience with the Magnavision discs, I subsequently obtained four movie productions from DiscoVision, but this time through the auspices of Pioneer. I was not able to substantiate a report that, although these videodiscs were replicated by DiscoVision, the masters for the productions were laser cut in Japan. In any case, my experience with these DiscoVision/Pioneer laser discs was completely opposite to that with the Magnavision discs. Throughout the playback of all four movies, not a single glitch was encountered. In a word, they were flawless! I don't know whether the purportedly Japanese mastering had anything to do with this, if DiscoVision cleaned up its act, or if it was a combination of these factors. But the quality was extremely good, and one can only hope that this will become the norm.

Flash—Flash—Flash

Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., Victor Company of Japan, Thorn EMI, and General Electric have formally announced the establishment of three jointly owned companies to launch the VHD (video high density) videodisc system in the U.S. by the end of this year. The three firms will specialize; VHD Programs for program distribution and artistic production, VHD Electronics for player manufacture, and VHD Disc Manufacture for production of the grooveless, capacitance-type discs.

System features will include fast and slow motion, fast forward and reverse, stop mode, and random access, using a 10.2-inch disc with one-hour playing time on each side. The initial VHD library is expected to include some 160 current, all-time favorite, and future theatrical motion pictures, and negotiations are underway with Twentieth Century Fox, Warner Home Video, Columbia, MGM/CBS, Walt Disney Productions, Filmways, and Time-Life Films. In addition, some 40 special-interest subjects are planned, with a heavy emphasis on music, fully utilizing the system's capability for stereo playback.

Thorn EMI will have responsibility for the management of the businesses, and other Japanese firms supporting the system include Toshiba, NEC, Sharp, and Yamaha.
Mozart wrote masterpieces

We build them

Introducing the new hand-crafted Astrion™. How do we achieve such unparalleled musical excellence? One by one. Piece by piece. All by hand. Each and every Astrion component is hand inspected, hand selected and finally hand assembled by our most skilled craftsmen. Like you, they look beyond specifications. That's why they personally audition every Astrion they build.

What qualities do they look for? Performance without restriction. Realism without compromise. Music. Pure and simple. We could go on. But why listen to a description when you can listen to our new Astrion. Take your most cherished recording to one of our selected Astrion dealers. What you hear will be incredible. What you don't hear is what you never should.

Like distortion caused by conventional cantilevers. Our engineers did away with it. By eliminating the conventional metal cantilever. In its place is a laser-etched solid sapphire shaft. Its high "stiffness-to-mass" ratio solves any flexing problems.

Its exceptional purity creates a new standard for transient response.

In keeping with that high standard is Astrion's exclusive hand polished "extended contact" elliptic diamond tip. It's the smallest nude diamond tip we've ever made.

Our engineers also developed a unique pivot suspension system for the Astrion The Orbital Pivot System™. Unlike other systems there are no restrictive armature wires, adhesives or governors. Instead each armature is micro-machined to form a perfect fit with the Astrion's S-4 suspension block. It's that simple. It's also that much more compliant in all signal directions.

The hand-crafted Astrion. A masterpiece built to do justice to all the masterpieces written. For the location of your closest ADC Astrion dealer write Audio Dynamics Corp., Pickett District Road, New Milford, CT. 06776 or call toll-free (800) 243-9544.
It is an article of faith in the world of audio that as the quality of a high-fidelity component system improves, the reproduced sound increasingly reveals a higher degree of fidelity to the sound of the original performance. Unfortunately, it is equally revealing of the flaws and technical shortcomings of the various storage mediums used for playback of recorded music. While prerecorded open-reel and cassette tapes have their devotees, the phonograph record continues to be the principal program source for music.

Whether an audio component system is very modest or the most expensive assembly of audioophile exotica imaginable, the owners of these systems share a common complaint: They are outraged by the poor quality of a very high percentage of current phonograph records. They must cope with physical deformities of the record — pinch warp, dish warp, and combinations thereof.

Surface noise is, of course, the most irritating factor in the playback of phonograph records. Noise can be of an intermittent nature, such as ticks and pops, or of cyclic character, such as whistles and thumps. Then there is generalized steady-state noise such as hiss, crackles, graininess, and frying as well as low-frequency rumble-type noises. These can all arise in many areas of phonograph record manufacturing.

In the cutting of the master lacquer, low-frequency noise caused by rumble inherent in the cutting lathe is quite rare — but it can happen. As the cutting stylus cuts a record groove, a "thread" of the acetate lacquer compound is displaced. This "chip," as it is called professionally, is removed from the groove by a vacuum suction tube mounted very close to the cutting stylus. The angle at which the chip is removed and the speed of its removal can have an effect on the noise level of the lacquer.

The electroplating of the lacquer is a much more complex process than is generally realized, and there are many ways in which noise can be generated during this stage. The degreasing agent used to clean the master lacquer can be a factor, and the type and quality of water and degree of filtration are also important. The type of silvering solution and its mode of application to the lacquer can affect noise, as can the amount of current and the speed of metal deposition in the initial plating, the manner in which the plated father is separated from the master lacquer, and the speed and type of plating used to grow the mother. The manner in which the backs of record stampers are ground may determine whether mold grain will be produced, which causes a low-frequency noise akin to rumble. When a lacquer is cut, the cutting stylus throws up tiny splashes of lacquer compound on each side of the record groove, much in the way a plow moves through earth. These are called horns, and the manner in which they are removed from the stamper also affects noise.

In the record pressing itself, there are many aspects which can generate noise. The vinyl record compound is singularly important, and while you see many record jackets stating the record is made from "pure virgin vinyl," there really is no such thing. In particular, gross cases, the pressing compound is a mixture of new vinyl plus various percentages of old recorded records — returns from dealers, overruns, etc. — which are ground up, label and all, filtered to a certain degree and reused. In some justification of the "virgin" designation, some records are pressed from all new vinyl powder, but they also contain many ingredients such as lubricants (lead stearate), stabilizers, plasticizers, and sometimes antistatic agents. It is sad to relate that although one company has had an effective antistatic chemical for years, their patent is about to expire. The agent has never been used since it would have added a half-cent to the cost of a record!

The duration of the pressing cycle can be a determining factor in both noise production and in the physical characteristics of a disc. There are other factors, too numerous to mention here, in the manufacture of phonograph records that can affect the ultimate quality of the record.

Foreign Finds

For some years now, a number of audiophiles have bought the original foreign editions of classical recordings rather than our domestic pressings of the same recordings. For example, they
"...an outstanding product on any absolute scale of measurement without regard to price." -STEREO REVIEW

Read more of what Stereo Review magazine had to say about the Yamaha CR-840 receiver:

"The harmonic distortion of the CR-840 was so low that without the most advanced test instruments it would have been impossible to measure it."

When speaking of the OTS (Optimum Tuning System), an easy-to-use Yamaha feature that automatically locks in the exact center of the tuned channel—for the lowest possible distortion, Stereo Review said, "The muting and OTS systems operated flawlessly."

Among Yamaha's most significant features is the continuously variable loudness control. By using this control, the frequency balance and volume are adjusted simultaneously to compensate for the ear's insensitivity to high and low frequency sound at low volume settings. Thus, you can retain a natural-sounding balance regardless of listening level. As Stereo Review states, "...another uncommon Yamaha feature."

And there's more. Like the REC OUT/INPUT SELECT feature. These separate controls allow you to record from one program source while listening to another program source. All without disturbing the recording process. Stereo Review's comment was, "...the tape-recording functions of the CR-840 are virtually independent of its receiving functions." One could not ask for greater flexibility.

In summing up their reaction to the CR-840, Stereo Review said, "Suffice it to say that they (Yamaha) make it possible for a moderate-price receiver to provide performance that would have been unimaginable only a short time ago."

And the CR-840 is only one example in Yamaha's fine line of receivers. For instance, High Fidelity magazine's comment about the Yamaha CR-640 receiver: "From what we've seen, the Yamaha CR-640 is unique in its price range."

And Audio magazine has remarks on the Yamaha CR-2040 receiver: "Without a doubt, the Yamaha CR-2040 is the most intelligently engineered receiver that the company has yet produced, and that's no small feat, since Yamaha products have, over the last few years, shown a degree of sophistication, human engineering, and audio engineering expertise which has set them apart from run-of-the-mill receivers."

And that you've listened to what the three leading audio magazines had to say about Yamaha receivers, why not listen for yourself? Your Yamaha Audio Specialty Dealer is listed in the Yellow Pages.

To obtain the complete test report on each of these receivers, write: Yamaha International Corp., Audio Division, P.O. Box 6600, Buena Park, CA 90622.

Quotes excerpted from June 1979 issues of Stereo Review, High Fidelity and Audio magazines. All rights reserved.
DYNACO
Now Available
Factory Direct

The Dynaco A 150 loudspeaker delivers high fidelity performance limited to much higher priced systems. Reviewed by audio critics as among the best in its category, it features a high efficiency 1-inch tweeter mated to a high power handling 10-inch woofer.

$150.00

The Dynaco A 250 is an even more sophisticated 3-way system in walnut. Its 10-inch woofer, 3-inch midrange and 1-inch tweeter provide linear response, high definition and superb dispersion. The A 250 continues the 25-year-old Dynaco tradition of quality and technical innovation.

$250.00

For more information on the complete line of factory direct Dynaco loudspeakers, fill out the following information and mail to Dynaco.

Name
Address
City
State Zip

9613 Oates Drive
Sacramento, CA 95827
362-4102

A technician at Sterling Sound Studios in New York checks a master lacquer which he has cut for the Franklin Mint series.

would buy EMI records from England instead of pressings made by Angel Records in this country. Their reasoning was that the foreign pressings were of far better quality. This was amusing to some people, since many audiophiles abroad complained about the quality of recordings made in their country!

It can be fairly stated that the recent phenomenon of audiophile quality recordings had its genesis in the general dissatisfaction with domestic record pressings. By this time, most audiophiles know that the German company Teldec manufactures the records for many of the audio specialty record labels. Telarc and Crystal Clear are two companies that use the Teldec services. In general, the Teldec pressings are a considerable improvement over anything domestically available. Nonetheless, I have found their quality to vary in certain aspects. Some recordings are really first-class: Low in overall noise, few ticks and pops, and minimal warp problems. Others exhibit crackling noises and dish warp.

Mobile Fidelity pressings are made by JVC in Japan. Using very high quality CD-4 vinyl and obviously exercising great quality control over all the processing stages, the Mobile Fidelity pressings are the most nearly perfect I have ever encountered. It is not uncommon to play a whole side without a single tick or pop, and steady-state noises are usually not present. Their silent surfaces are eloquent testimonials to the fact that such records can be made, albeit at a higher cost per unit.

Is there any hope that such splendid pressings can be made in this country? Perhaps more to the point, can such good pressings be made consistently? Surprisingly, the answer is yes. I'm sure most people have seen advertisements from the Franklin Mint in Pennsylvania. As well as manufacturing very high quality commemorative coins and medallions, they have been offering a wide variety of objets d'art. Commemorative or artistic porcelain plates and bird and animal figurines, and similar items are their specialty. Now they are offering classical recordings, such series as The 100 Greatest Recordings of All Time (surely an ambitious title and certainly subject to argument). Most of the music is leased from the major record companies; some of the material is on the old side, while other recordings are comparatively recent. It is how they manufacture their records which is of interest. Master lacquers are usually cut from the master tapes by Sterling Sound in New York. The lacquers are sent to Presswell Records in Ancora, New Jersey. Presswell then does the vitally important electroplating.

Pressing Matters

In the electroplating process, Presswell uses many proprietary techniques to ensure high quality. For example, the water used is both deionized and distilled with triple-state filtration capturing particles down to a size of one micron. Initial electroplating is at low current level and slow deposition speed to ensure fine-grained metal plating. A special method of burnishing the backs of stampers is used to help reduce low-frequency mold grain problems. In most record plants, dehorning the stamper is accomplished by clamping the stamper to a special turntable, and while the stamper is revolving, applying fine-grade jeweler's rouge with a pad and a certain amount of physical pressure.
Five Important Reasons To Own This New Realistic Digital Synthesized Receiver.

1. The microprocessor controlled, digital synthesized, quartz locked tuner.

Don't let the technical terms frighten you. Simply put, the tuner is computerized. Incredibly accurate. Very easy to use. Even easier to love. When you tune this new Realistic, soft-touch buttons take you to the exact center of the channel you want. Select the search mode and gain instant access to all 109 AM and 99 FM broadcast frequencies. Or choose the automatic mode and stop only at stronger stations. Either way, a triple muting system silences tuning noise, and a quartz crystal reference corrects the circuit over 11 million times each second. Two major causes of distortion — drift and tuning error — are eliminated. With the STA-2250 you get a clean, uncluttered front panel featuring a six-step LED signal strength readout and a bright LED frequency display you can easily read from across a room.

2. The programmable 16-station memory.

You can also store eight AM and eight FM stations in the computer memory for instant pushbutton recall. Adding or changing memorized stations is easy, and memory contents are protected for one hour, if AC power fails, or if you need to unplug the receiver.

3. Power and protection.

The STA-2250's audio amplifier delivers a powerful 50 watts per channel, minimum rms into 8 ohms, from 20-20,000 Hz, with no more than 0.02% total harmonic distortion. You get complete protection against overdriving, overheating and speaker wiring shorts. The sophisticated muting system even protects your speakers and ears from "thumps" and "pops" when you select sound sources.

4. The heart of a complete system.

The STA-2250 is a very versatile control center. Use the 40-step volume/balance control and 11-step bass, treble and midrange controls to adjust the response exactly the way you want it. You also get A-B-Both speaker switching, inputs and dub/monitor controls for two tape decks, hi and lo filters and more. All enclosed in a walnut veneer (not plastic or metal) cabinet.

5. We build it. We back it.

Engineering and manufacturing the STA-2250 in our own factory helps us to price it lower, and also eliminates buck passing when it comes to quality control and service. As with every Realistic stereo receiver, you get a two-year parts and labor limited warranty, honored wherever you see the Radio Shack sign. So if you are starting or upgrading a stereo system, audition the STA-2250 at one of our 7500 + locations today. Once you compare its effortless tuning and flawless musical performance with receivers costing hundreds more, you'll know why we put reason number six on a separate line...

The Amazing Realistic STA-2250:
Only $429.95* at

Radio Shack
THE NATIONWIDE SUPERMARKET OF SOUND®

*Retail price may vary at individual stores and dealers.
In conjunction with listening tests, Presswell Records clean room personnel check discs at regular points in the pressing run.

Presswell feels that no matter how carefully this is done or how thoroughly the Stamper is rinsed with water, there is often residual particulate material remaining on the Stamper which causes noise.

Presswell does not use this method of dehorning, and instead uses a proprietary method that does not generate noise. Curiously, Mobile Fidelity Records insists that their stampers not be dehorned. They claim that to do so attenuates high-frequency response. Mobile Fidelity states that the first several playbacks of their records will have a certain amount of noise, but the burnishing action of the playback stylus will effectively dehorn the record so that subsequent playback will be from the quiet surfaces for which the label is noted.

At Presswell, a special clean room has been set up to press Franklin Mint records. The room is equipped with LENED automatic record presses, electronic dust precipitators, and has positive outward air pressure. All clean room personnel wear antistatic gowns, head caps, gloves and shoe coverings. The Franklin Mint pressing compound is a very high purity vinyl containing an antistatic agent. A special dye gives their records a distinctive opaque burgundy color, and they weigh about 150 grams each, about the same as high-quality audiophile records. The pressing cycle is of the so-called "symphonic" variety with longer heating and cooling times to minimize problems of "non-fill." This is a condition in which the record grooves are not molded properly. The LENED presses automatically remove the flash — excess vinyl squeezed out of the press by heat and pressure — and automatically stack the records on spindles. This avoids pinch warp and produces records which are quite flat. After every 50 pressings, the records are given an audio playback check. The results of all this care with Franklin Mint records are gratifying. Surfaces exhibit few ticks and pops, and steady-state noise is rarely encountered.

Equally encouraging is the record quality offered by Presswell in its regular pressing facilities. They use the same electroplating techniques and the same LENED automatic presses. They have been pressing the records for the London/Decca Treasury Series and for such special items as Luciano Pavarotti's O Solo Mio album. These discs are pressed at 120-gram weight, still quite a bit more than the common 95- to 105-gram variety. Pressed with a modified symphonic cycle, the examples I have played were quite satisfactory. The records were reasonably flat, few ticks and pops intruded, and cyclic and steady-state noises were either minimal or inaudible. I would have to say that these Presswell records were certainly the equal of most Teldec pressings and, in some cases, superior to them.

As you can see, there are many things that can go wrong in the production of a pressing, but it is gratifying to know that the foreign manufacturers do not have a complete monopoly on the production of high-quality pressings. While they are not as common as one would like, they can be had.

The plating operation for the Franklin Mint records is at Presswell Records in Ancora, New Jersey.
TRYING TO FIND THESE CLASSICS COULD GIVE YOU THE BLUES

It's an unfortunate fact that the finest names in recording are often the hardest to find. That's why we created the Audio Collection—A convenient Direct Mail Service offering a distinguished listing of high technology records.

For fast direct to your door delivery, use our coupon below.

THE ONLY BLUES YOU'LL HEAR WILL BE MUSIC TO YOUR EARS!

CRYSTAL CLEAR RECORDS—$17.93

Direct-to-Disc
CCS-5010 Hot Stuff  Funkytown, Bad Girls, Hot Stuff, Love By Night Life
CCS-8003 Space Organ  Star Wars and theatre themes on organ
CCS-7010 Sonic Fireworks (Vol. 1)  Copland's Fanfare
CCS-7011 Sonic Fireworks (Vol. 2)  Also Sprach
CCS-5007 Mountain Rock  Zaire
CCS-8004 Flamenco Direct (Vol. 1)  Carlos Montoya
CCS-8005 Flamenco Direct (Vol. 2)  Carlos Montoya
CGX-5011 Live and Direct  Taj Mahal

Direct-to-Disc
UG-7003 The Digital Feeder  Fiedler & Boston Pops

TELARC DIGITAL RECORDS—$17.95

TEL-10054 Rite of Spring  Stravinsky
Tel-12053 New World Symphony  Mahler
TEL-10052 Pavane pour une Infante Defunte, Bolero & Daphnis et Chloe  Ravel
TEL-10051 Saint-Saëns: Sym. No. 3 "Organ"  Ravel
TEL-10049 Bach  Shostakovich
TEL-13048 Carmen Suite, Peer Gynt Suite  Satie
TEL-10047 Metamorphoses & Te Deum  Bach
TEL-10046 Pictures at an Exhibition  Tchaikovsky
TEL-10045 1812 Overture  Tchaikovsky

NAUTILUS RECORDINGS

Direct-to-Disc—$15.95
HR1 First In Line
HR2 Aspen Gold
HR7 Tip Of The Weisberg
Half Speed Mastered—$14.95
HR3 Dreamboat Anne
HR5 Caprin and Me
HR9 Morning Dance
HR11 Court & Spark
HR12 Diamonds & Rust
HR14 Cars
HR15 Pieces of Eight

DIRECT DISCS BY DIRECT MAIL
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Record Care, Part 1:
Aqueous Cleaning vs. Organic Solvents

Electron microscopy (Figure 1) shows the principal cause of record wear: small particles of microdust, deposited from the air by gravity, are ground along the record groove by the stylus. Surface noise goes up. Sound quality goes down.

In some record care products, organic solvents are used rather than water. Organic solvents such as ozone-gobbling chlorofluorocarbons, petroleum distillates (hexane, heptane) and alcohol concentrates are indeed speedy extractors and delivery solvents. They evaporate fast. Some organic solvents can dissolve vinyl stabilizers. Organic solvents may leave a "slick" looking record by treating the disc with other compounds carried in the solvent mix. In doing so, record contamination may also be dried back onto the disc in a nice even layer. Dust is often "held" to the record surface by "treatment."

Figure 2 shows a drop of the aqueous Discwasher D4 Fluid, literally lifting dust and contamination out of record grooves. The extraordinarily complex D4 Fluid uses water pure enough for kidney dialysis, along with eleven chemically engineered additives that still results in lower dry-weight residue than most tap water. This formula is amazingly high in cleaning activity, uniquely safe for vinyl and vinyl additives, and preferentially "carries" contamination into the new Discwasher D4 pad.

Electron micrograph (Figure 3) shows a record cleaned with the Discwasher D4 System. High technology record care leaves only a clean surface.